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Abstract 
The requirements engineering activities within a software project are known to be critical to 

the successful production of a correctly functioning system.  This is particularly so when 

considering the varying views of multiple stakeholders.  One promising approach for 

improving the outcome is to introduce formal negotiation.  Clearly, making the set of 

requirements more closely represent all the stakeholders’ perspectives and perceptions, 

underpins a sound basis for project estimation, improved system quality and a reduction of 

the resources necessary.  

 

However, such benefits are mere speculation if it is not possible to provide empirical 

evidence.  The purpose of this research was to set up a metric framework to measure a 

number of key aspects of negotiation within requirements elicitation and validation.  A 

number of experiments and trials were designed and implemented to quantify the expected 

outcomes of requirements negotiation. 

 

First, negotiation is shown to be beneficial to identify and to resolve conflicts between 

stakeholders.  In particular, it is valuable in the allocation of priorities for a particular 

requirement and in the decision on its inclusion or exclusion. This is particularly useful in 

evolutionary and incremental paradigms such as the Agile methods. Also, it is necessary 

when time and resources are constrained - a condition in most software projects.   Whereas 

this first outcome is hardly surprising, it does validate the fundamental purpose of 

negotiation. 

 

Second, having demonstrated that negotiation leads to an agreement, there is a need to 

check whether that consensus is heading in the right direction.  The concept of a perfect 



 

 iii 

requirements specification (here termed the “gold standard”) is introduced and 

measurements of progress towards such an ideal are made. 

 

Third, there is a need to measure the quality of the individual requirements.  Whereas there 

has been a great deal of research on software quality in general, there was a need to devise 

and assess six metrics designed specifically for requirements’ quality.  Their use within a 

measurement framework was demonstrated in the last experiment. 

 

Finally, the data from one of the experiments was used to quantify the likely return-on-

investment for introducing a formal negotiation phase within requirements engineering.  
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Chapter 1  
An Introduction to the Problem and Structure of the Thesis 

The broad objective of this research is to obtain empirical evidence of improving the 

stakeholders’ agreement levels, improving the requirements’ quality and saving the project 

cost obtained through negotiation effort. This research examines negotiation effectiveness 

which benefits the software project. Also, it elaborates the experimental process, explores 

quality assurance concepts in the early life-cycle, introduces requirements’ quality 

measurement techniques and presents net-gain benefit for negotiation effort.  

 

This initial chapter provides an overview of the problem of the requirements engineering 

(RE) practice and the need for negotiation.  This is followed by the statement of 

hypotheses and the contribution to current knowledge.  It concludes with an overview of 

the structure of the thesis. 

1.1 Introduction 

This section gives a brief overview of the software development problems which stem 

from the requirements, the nature of requirements engineering which involve people and 

the need of negotiation to deal with these requirements.  

 

The biggest challenge in software development is to define the right thing to develop 

(Brooks, 1995). ‘Right’ in terms of requirements is somewhat subjective but the set of 

requirements must describe the stakeholders’ needs to ease their business processes and 

must be feasible in order to be realised within time, cost and technology constraints. The 

requirements statement is the basis for every project, defining what the stakeholders need 
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and also what the system must do in order to satisfy that need (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 

2000). Furthermore, errors in requirements are the most numerous in the software lifecycle 

and the most expensive and time-consuming to correct (Ahmad et al., 2007, Nuseibeh and 

Easterbrook, 2000).  

 

The context in which requirements are elicited is usually a human activity, and the problem 

owners are people. It is seldom that technical problems inhibit productivity and quality 

(Juristo et al., 2002, Pressman, 2005). Instead, the vast majority of requirement problems 

are related to human interactions, process and communications. One of the main problems 

during requirements elicitation are communication and understanding among the 

stakeholders (Zowghi and Coulin, 2005, Price and Cybulski, 2004). This involved conflicts, 

scope boundary and erroneous interpretation (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000). The 

argument that human factors are the main problem in the requirement elicitation process is 

supported (Zowghi and Coulin, 2005) and it is  believed that requirements elicitation is 

inherently imprecise as a result of multiple variable factors, a vast array of options and 

decisions, and communication.  

 

It is determined (Dorfman, 1997) that benefits of good requirements include agreement 

among all the stakeholders on the job to be done and the acceptance criteria for the 

delivered system, a sound basis for resources estimation, improved system qualities and the 

achievement of goals with minimum resources. As the value of good requirements became 

clear, the focus of investigation shifted to the requirements themselves: How should they 

be developed?  How can developers know when a set of requirements is correct and 

complete?  These investigations are by no means complete. There is a need to look at 

overall approaches to the requirements and how they fit into the system life cycle. These 

evolve rapidly.  

 

One promising area worthy of investigation is negotiation of meanings and priorities 

between the various system stakeholders. Negotiation is a collaborative approach to 

resolving conflict by exploration of the range of possibilities. It is characterised by the 

participants attempting to find a settlement which satisfies all parties as much as possible 

(Easterbrook, 1993). The advantages of implementing negotiation result in the set of 

requirements that represents all the stakeholders’ perspective and perception (Price and 

Cybulski, 2006) underlies a sound basis for resource estimation (Boehm and Hoh, 1999), 
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improves system quality (Grünbacher et al., 2004) and minimises the resources involve 

(Boehm and Egyed, 1998). Generally, negotiation is a dialogue between two or more 

people or parties, intended to reach an understanding, resolve points of difference, or gain 

advantage in outcome of the dialogue, to produce an agreement upon courses of action, to 

bargain for individual or collective advantage, to craft outcomes to satisfy various interests 

of two or more people or parties involved in negotiation process (Carnevale and Pruit, 

1992). Negotiation is a process where each party involved in negotiation tries to gain an 

advantage for themselves by the end of the process. However, negotiation is intended to 

aim at compromise (Luecke, 2003). Therefore it is obvious that the desired output of a 

negotiation is an agreement (Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005). From the prespective of a 

process flow, an agreement is the end point to exit from a negotiation process. An 

agreement based on middle ground is one in which the negotiating parties choose to settle 

with their desires only partially fulfilled (Bazerman et al., 2000). Middle ground is a 

condition of negotiating parties chose to settle with the third option to fulfil the desire of 

both parties partially. Majority is a condition of most of the negotiating parties agreed. 

Consensus is a condition in which agreement in the judgment or opinion is reached by a 

group as a whole (Carpenter, 1999). Consensus implies cooperation, or a joining of forces 

to achieve something together. It usually involves a higher degree of trust and a forming of 

a relationship (Olekalns et al., 2002). Achieving consensus, both parties walk away feeling 

they have achieved something which has value by getting what each wants (Darke and 

Shanks, 1996). The achievement obtained by consensus leads to acceptance by all 

negotiating parties (Spector, 1993). Acceptance is the condition of having all negotiating 

parties acknowledges that the decision made has value to all of them (Olekalns et al., 2002). 

It is important to ensure commitment by all the negotiating parties. 

 

The primary measure of success of a software system is the degree to which it meets the 

purpose for which it was intended. Broadly speaking, requirements engineering (RE) is the 

process of discovering that purpose, by identifying stakeholders and their needs, and 

documenting these in a form that is amenable to analysis, communication, and subsequent 

implementation (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000). There are a number of inherent 

difficulties in this process. Stakeholders (including paying customers, users and developers) 

may be numerous and distributed. Their goals may vary and conflict, depending on their 

perspectives of the environment (Price and Cybulski, 2006) in which they work and the 

tasks they wish to accomplish. Their goals may not be explicit or may be difficult to 
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articulate, and, inevitably, satisfaction of these goals may be constrained by a variety of 

factors outside their control (Atkinson, 1999).  

 

Therefore, negotiation which provides a platform to identify and resolve conflicts 

(Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005) among various stakeholders is seen to improve the RE 

process. However, whether negotiation is to be included as a part of the RE process or not 

is controversial amongst software engineering theorists (Bergman et al., 2002). This is due 

to the nature of negotiation which is always used as a bargaining tool. Instead of its ability 

to assist in achieving agreement on software requirements among conflicting stakeholders, 

negotiation is only seen as an approach to close the deal between buyer and seller or 

between customer and developer, in software engineering (Raiffa et al., 2002, Saiedian and 

Dale, 2000). Nevertheless, scholars in the field of software engineering agreed that 

negotiation is discussed as a part of the process to list out requirements for software 

project (Kotonya and Sommerville, 1997, Pressman, 2005). Inevitably, when multiple 

stakeholders are involved, requirements will conflict. When conflicts arise, the stakeholders 

need to collaborate and to resolve conflicts (Boehm and Egyed, 1998) in order to achieve 

their common goal (Boehm et al., 1994); building the right system for all the stakeholders’ 

benefit.  

 

While methods, techniques and tools are rapidly evolving to improve the specification of 

software requirements, evaluating these new approaches is crucial to allow the acquisition 

of information that can be used to confirm and to strengthen the theories and practices. 

This justifies the need to concentrate on measurement in this research. Since the very 

nature of software engineering makes measurement a necessity, more rigorous methods for 

production planning, monitoring, and control are needed; otherwise the amount of risk of 

software projects may become excessive and software production may easily get out of 

industrial control. There are several efforts, such as (Tereza and Janaina, 1997) and (Halling 

et al., 2003), which looked into evaluating the requirements engineering products.  

 

The importance of having good requirements and the difficulty of obtaining good 

requirements motivates this research to suggest formal negotiation to be exercised during 

requirements engineering process. In order to develop confidence among practitioners, this 

research aims at providing empirical evidence to support the theory of negotiation 

effectiveness.  Therefore, the research explores the usefulness of negotiation in RE, 
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examines the implementation of negotiation in empirical investigation and measures its 

effectiveness. A number of experiments are carried out to assess the process. Here we use 

the term 'experiment' to mean a method to test negotiation process and to assess the 

results obtained from exercising negotiation. During the experiment, there was a control 

situation in which no negotiation was applied. The results from both situations of no 

negotiation against negotiation were compared. Similar research in the area of software 

inspection also undertook such experiments (Halling et al., 2003, Biffl et al., 2001) to assess 

the effectiveness of inspection. 

1.2 The Hypotheses 

The aim of this research is to provide empirical evidence of negotiation effort effectiveness 

during the requirements elicitation process among multiple stakeholders. Within the limited 

scope of a software project, this thesis answers: 

1. Does negotiation improve stakeholders’ agreement level? 

2. Does negotiation provide better requirements? 

3. Does negotiation improve individual requirements’ quality? 

4. Does negotiation reduce cost? 

 

Therefore, the hypotheses for this research are explained below. The amount or effort of 

negotiation is measured in hours. As a result of negotiation effort, agreement is achieved. 

Agreement refers to conflicts resolved in requirements among multiple stakeholders. The 

ideal state of agreement here is consensus which refers to total agreement. Acceptance is a 

condition of approval by all the stakeholders.  

 

1. More negotiation in RE improves the stakeholders’ agreement level  

This thesis shows that negotiation effort leads to an agreement. Even though in  some 

cases total agreement is not achieved, the negotiation will significantly narrow the 

disagreement gap. Therefore, based on controlled experiments deploying negotiation 

during requirements elicitation, more negotiation reduces the disagreement among 

multiple stakeholders.    
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2. More negotiation in RE provides a better requirements set 

This thesis shows that negotiation effort provides a better requirements set. Through 

controlled experimentation, this thesis demonstrates that the set of requirements moves 

towards the ideal set of requirements which is called a Gold Standard (see Section 3.2.1 

in Chapter 3 for definition) after negotiation. 

3. More negotiation in RE improves the individual requirements’ quality 

This thesis shows that negotiation effort improves the individual requirement’s quality. 

The negotiation activities improve comprehensibility, completeness, correctness, 

consistency and feasibility of requirements during the elicitation process.  Therefore, 

based on controlled experiments deploying negotiation during requirements elicitation, 

it was found that more negotiation increases the value of individual requirements’ 

quality. 

4. More negotiation in RE reduces the total project cost through the earlier 

identification of defects.  

This thesis shows that negotiation effort is capable of identifying defects early and 

excludes the defects from agreed requirements. The reduction of defects saves the cost 

of fixing them and generally reduces the total project cost.   

1.3 Contributions of this Thesis to Current Knowledge 

As stated in the title and Section 1.2 above, the goal of the research is to provide empirical 

evidence on negotiation effectiveness. In line with that, seven contributions to knowledge 

are explained below in order to fulfil the research goal.   

1. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to stakeholders’ agreement 

level through controlled experimentation. – This thesis provides empirical evidence on the 

improvement in stakeholders’ agreement level through negotiation. The ideal result is a 

total agreement (or a consensus) among multiple stakeholders. Due to an imposed time 

constraint, there is a possibility that a consensus is not achieved. However, substantial 

improvement is obtained; in addition, the experiment results show that negotiation is 

able to prioritize requirements. (Refer Chapter 4) 

 

2. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to improving the set of 

requirements’ quality through controlled experimentation. - This thesis provides empirical 

evidence on the improvement in the set of requirements’ quality through negotiation. 
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The data from experiments is provided to assess improvement in the set of 

requirements’ quality. (Refer Chapter 5) 

 

3. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to improving the individual 

requirements’ quality through controlled experimentation. – This thesis provides empirical 

evidence on the improvement in individual requirements’ quality through negotiation. 

The data from experiments is provided to assess improvement in individual 

requirements’ quality. (Refer Chapter 5) 

 

4. Examining the degree that negotiation is an effective preventive action to reduce the occurrence of defects 

and generally reduces the total project cost. – This thesis suggests that negotiation is an option 

of preventive action to reduce requirements defects during the process of eliciting the 

requirements. Empirical data shows that negotiation is beneficial in reducing the 

number of defects. Above all, the discussion leads to a possibility of negotiation that 

saves later effort to fix defects and hence reduces the total project cost. This is 

supported by the net-gain theory with conservative quality benefit assumption. (Refer 

Chapter 6) 

 

5. Providing a framework for software engineering empirical study (controlled experimentation for 

negotiation in RE to obtain agreed requirements). – This thesis provides a research framework 

for empirical software engineering to exercise negotiation among multiple stakeholders. 

This framework is translated into controlled experiments which are specifically 

designed to exercise negotiation in the requirements elicitation process and to obtain 

agreed requirements. (Refer Chapter 3) 

 

6. Identifying a number of quality factors which are influenced by the negotiation effort in an early stage of 

the software life-cycle. –This thesis identifies five quality factors which are used to measure 

the requirements’ quality from a negotiation effort. Even though many quality factors 

exist, these quality factors are determined specifically based on the effect of negotiation 

which is exercised in an early software life-cycle. (Refer Chapter 5) 

 

7. Refining techniques to measure these quality factors. -  This thesis refines techniques to measure 

the quality factors in the early software development stage. Comprehensibility, 
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completeness and correctness are focus on human related aspect while consistency and 

feasibility are focusing on the technical aspects of the product. (Refer Chapter 5) 

1.4 The Structure of the Thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters. After the introduction to the problem in this 

chapter, chapter 2 surveys the literature of requirements negotiation in RE and software 

measurements. Chapter 3 is concerned with the methodological theory such as 

experimental design and process, quality factors, measurement techniques and materials 

involved in the experiments. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 discuss the experiments, the results and 

the analysis on the stakeholders’ agreement level, the requirements’ quality and the 

reduction of total project cost respectively. Finally Chapter 7 summarises the findings and 

suggests further research.  

In particular: 

Chapter 2: Review of Literature – This chapter provides a review of extensive literature in the 

area of obtaining software requirements from multiple stakeholders. It starts with a big 

picture of software development and narrows down to the requirements engineering (RE) 

process. Next is the exploration of RE problems which trigger many efforts to improve the 

process. This is the point where negotiation is identified as one of the promising solution. 

This chapter focusses on existing literature relating to negotiation researches that improve 

the process and the results out of the process. This includes the negotiation cost-quality 

effort to benefit software projects. This is then followed by a survey on the requirements’ 

quality, the quality factors and the measurement techniques.  

 

Chapter 3: Research Method, Negotiation Effort and Experiment Materials – This chapter states the 

research method adopted for this research and describes the activities involved. It also 

describes the underlying concept of the negotiation effort exercised in this research. A high 

level model and a negotiation process guideline are also illustrated here. In addition, 

thorough experimentation design, which consists of the identification of the population 

and the participants, the experimental unit, the study design and the experimental process, 

are stated. Methods to minimise bias and the justification of outcome measures are 

discussed together with the materials of the experiments here.  

 

Chapter 4: The Effectiveness of Negotiation in terms of the Stakeholders’ Agreement Level – This 

chapter discusses the effectiveness of negotiation to improve the stakeholders’ agreement 
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level during the requirements elicitation process. The effectiveness is discussed based on 

the controlled experiments which simulate the requirements elicitation process with 

multiple stakeholders. This chapter starts with an introduction that gives a brief overview 

on the focus of this chapter. Next, the research design and method elaborate the 

experiment’s protocol and details of elements involved in the experiment. This is followed 

by an explanation of the measurement technique and description of the statistical analysis.  

 

Chapter 5: The Effectiveness of Negotiation in terms of Requirements’ quality - This chapter focusses 

on the effectiveness of negotiation to improve the requirement’s quality. Two approaches 

are introduced to show if negotiations produce better quality requirements: 

• Improvement in the set of requirements and  

• Improvement in an individual requirement’s quality.   

The approaches are two independent empirical studies to implement negotiation during the 

requirements elicitation process. Aligned with that, the concept of quality assurance, in a 

very early stage of software life-cycle is discussed thoroughly and the quality factors are 

defined. Also, new and refined measurement techniques are introduced to measure the 

requirements’ quality. This chapter explains a research design and process which elaborates 

the experiments’ protocols and the elements involved in the experiments. Next is in-depth 

elaboration on quality metrics and the measurement techniques. This is followed by the 

descriptive statistics and the analysis to present the results.  

 

Chapter 6: The Effectiveness of Negotiation as a Preventive Action to Reduce Defects – This chapter 

examines the effectiveness of negotiation to reduce requirement defects. It shows that 

negotiation is a preventative action that reduces the introduction of defects during the 

elicitation of requirements. Empirical data is presented that supports the claim that 

negotiation is able to reduce defects and therefore avoid them propagating across the 

software lifecycle phases. This generally saves the effort of fixing the defects.  

 

Chapter 7: The Conclusion – This chapter consists of a discussion of future work and the 

value of the research.  
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Chapter 2  
Review of Literature 

This chapter provides a review of the literature in the area of obtaining software 

requirements from multiple stakeholders. The stakeholders are people who are directly or 

indirectly involved or affected by the system to be developed (see Section 3.2.1 in Chapter 

3 for full definition). The review starts with an overview of the big picture of software 

engineering, narrows down to requirements engineering (RE), discussion on RE problems 

which trigger efforts to improve the process and a brief explanation on the requirements 

elicitation phase where negotiation effort takes place. This chapter focusses on negotiation 

research done so far to improve the process and the results of the process. This includes 

the negotiation cost-quality effort to benefit the software projects. This is then followed by 

the survey on the requirements’ quality, the quality attributes and the measurement 

techniques. Current literature demonstrates efforts to improve the process with various 

techniques, methods and tools while this thesis addresses empirical evidence that shows 

negotiation indeed improves stakeholders agreement levels, improves requirements’ quality 

and reduces software development cost. Such evidence can motivate researchers to develop 

processes and tools that support negotiation during requirements engineering. Besides, 

practitioners are more compelled to allocate time for requirements negotiations rather than 

rushing into development activities and conveniently favour the views of only a limited 

number of stakeholders in the project.  

2.1 Software Engineering and the Software Requirements 

This section provides an overview of software engineering, definition of RE and 

explanation on requirements elicitation process where negotiation effort fits in. Problems 
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in RE, which trigger many researchers to improve the process, are explored and some 

attempts to improve the process are discussed.  

 

Software engineering is an engineering discipline which is concerned with all aspects of 

software production (Sommerville, 2004). The software engineering process includes all 

activities involved in software development. The high level activities of software 

specification, development, validation and evolution are part of all software processes 

(Pressman, 2005). Therefore RE is a part of software engineering in which business 

requirements are identified, analysed, refined and translated into requirements specification. 

According to (Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997), RE is defined as: 

“A process to discover, document and manage the requirements for a  

computer-based system”.  

Common RE activities are elicitation, interpretation and structuring (analysis and 

documentation), negotiation, verification and validation of requirements, change 

management and requirements tracing (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005). Requirements elicitation 

and analysis is a part of RE concerns the application domain and services the system 

should provide. Several researchers (DACS, 2004, Pressman, 2001, Nuseibeh and 

Easterbrook, 2000, Zowghi and Coulin, 2005) split the requirements elicitation and analysis 

into two separate processes. Regardless, either combined or separated, the aim of the 

process is the same. The aim is to acquire and understand the right requirements from the 

stakeholders in order to translate them into a meaningful system. Requirements elicitation 

is a process to systematically extract and identify the requirements of the system from 

multiple stakeholders, the system's environment, feasibility studies, market analyses, 

business plans, analyses of competing products and domain knowledge. There are many 

elicitation techniques available to ease the process such as interview, Joint-Application-

Development (JAD) (Sommerville, 2010), prototyping, use-cases and 

storyboards(Pressman, 2005).  Requirements analysis is a process to further elaborate and 

to further understand the elicited requirements. Inevitably, when multiple stakeholders are 

involved, requirements will be conflicted. When conflicts arise, the stakeholders need to 

collaborate and to resolve conflicts in order to achieve their common goal; building the 

right system for all the stakeholders’ benefit. Thus it is anticipated, when negotiation 

methods and tools are increasingly studied by requirements engineering researchers and 

practitioners (Changyuan et al., 2010, Geisser and Hildenbrand, 2006, Grünbacher and 

Briggs, 2001, Halling et al., 2003, Hoh and Olson, 2004, Barksdale et al., 2009, Bui and 
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Sebastian, 2010), that methods and tools be developed supporting the requirements 

negotiation process and that some of them are also available commercially (Grünbacher 

and Boehm, 2001, Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005). The benefit of deploying negotiation is 

discussed later in this chapter. Figure 2.1 illustrates the relationship between software 

engineering, requirements engineering, requirements elicitation and analysis phase and 

negotiation. The first box on the left top of Figure 2.1 represents software engineering. It is 

a systematic approach of analysis, design, assessment, implementation, test, maintenance 

and reengineering of software. It is generally an umbrella of engineering activities for 

software development. The first part of software engineering is about requirements. The 

box on the right top of the figure represents the process of engineering requirements for 

software development. It is called requirements engineering. In requirements engineering, 

the first phase is requirements elicitation and analysis which is represented by the box on 

the right bottom of the figure. This phase is responsible for identifying the requirements to 

be developed. In order to identify the right requirements which are going to be developed 

into reliable software, negotiation is one interesting activity to be considered especially 

when various stakeholders are involved. The left bottom box represents requirements 

negotiation. In conclusion, Figure 2.1 provides an overview of where requirements 

negotiation fits in the big picture of software engineering. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1: The relationship between some of the processes in software engineering 

Software Engineering Requirements 
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Requirements 
Elicitation & Analysis

Requirements 
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2.1.1 Exploring Requirements Engineering 

This sub-section explores the role of RE in software development, its responsibility, the 

problems which impede the process and current research to improve RE.  

 

RE is accepted as one of the most crucial stages in software engineering  (Nuseibeh and 

Easterbrook, 2000, Cheng and Atlee, 2007) as it addresses the critical problem of designing 

the right software for the customer (Ahmad et al., 2007, Sommerville and Sawyer, 1997, 

Damian, 2000). It is a set of processes that operate on different levels, including 

organisational, product and project levels. Most RE research is committed to handling 

requirements on the project level, which is the main focus of this research. Requirements 

defining what the stakeholders need from it and also what the system must do in order to 

satisfy that need are the basis for every project. Requirements which are agreed by the 

system stakeholders provide the basis for planning the development of a system and its 

acceptance on completion. The requirements also set the scope of projects and hence are 

inputs to project planning. In addition, the requirements define what the software should 

do and therefore affect the time and resources needed to develop the software. With such 

great responsibility, problems in RE are inevitable. The problems do affect the production 

of software requirements which are the critical determinants of software quality. Several 

research papers have shown that errors in requirements are the most numerous in the 

software lifecycle; these errors are also the most expensive and time-consuming to correct 

(Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, Brooks, 1995, Hull et al., 2002, Boehm, 1981). 

(A) Problems and Issues in RE 

This sub-section discusses problems and issues in RE. There are five main areas (Wahono, 

2003) in which RE can be further improved and these are listed below:  

 

a. Process and Business Issue 

It was stated (Wahono, 2003)  that the process of capturing the requirements usually faces 

problems in defining the scope boundary and wrong interpretations by multiple 

stakeholders. This was supported by (Zowghi and Coulin, 2005) who believed that 

requirements elicitation is inherently imprecise as a result of multiple variable factors, a vast 

array of options and decisions, and communications. Arguably the most common project-

based requirements elicitation issue is “That the scope of the project has not been 

appropriately defined”, and as such the scope is open to interpretations and assumptions. 
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In addition, business projects are subject to change and influences from internal or external 

factors. These include economic, political, social, legal, financial, psychological, historical 

and geographical factors(Damian and Zowghi, 2003, Damian and Zowghi, 2002).  Based 

on the research quoted above, it is clearly shown that the requirements are crucial to set a 

path for the entire RE process.  Poor elicitation has a potential to generate problems and, 

without correction, these problems corrupt later stages of the RE process. In relation to 

that, negotiation between multiple stakeholders in the early stage of the software life-cycle 

is worth while in order to obtain a clear picture of business concerns. Thus requirements 

elicited, based on clear business concerns will generally satisfy the various stakeholders.  

 

b. Communication and Understanding 

It is seldom technical difficulties which caused problems in the process of RE but mainly 

human factors especially communication (Al-Rawas and Easterbrook, 1996, Brooks, 1995). 

Software projects usually suffer breakdowns in coordination and communication 

throughout their development life cycle (Darke and Shanks, 1996, Aurum and Wohlin, 

2005). In many cases, stakeholders do not share a common understanding of concepts and 

terms. This is due to the nature of stakeholders who state their needs and concerns with an 

implicit knowledge of their own work (Price and Cybulski, 2006). Therefore, their 

statements are open to assumption (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). It is common 

knowledge that miscommunication may lead to disaster. Thus RE, which continuously 

deals with communication, is exposed to misinterpretation and misunderstanding (Damian, 

2000). Misinterpretations and misunderstandings are types of conflicts that need a medium 

to resolve them. Negotiation is proven beneficial (see Section 2.2) to resolve conflicts and 

therefore worthwhile in order to obtain conflict-free requirements.   

 

c. Quality of Requirements Elaboration  

One of the most difficult challenges in the requirements specification process is making the 

requirements detailed enough to be well understood without over constraining the system 

and predefining minutiae that may be better off left to others downstream to process 

(Wiegers, 1999b). Thus, since the process of requirements elaboration is informal by 

nature, a set of requirements may be incorrect, incomplete, inconsistent or unclear to the 

stakeholders (See Chapter 5). In a more complex software development circumstances, 

requirements interdependencies, prioritisation and granularity may lead to even more 

serious problems (Juristo et al., 2002). It was noted (Dahlstedt and Perrson, 2005) that 
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requirements interdependencies influence a number of development activities and 

decisions made during the software engineering process. These activities or decisions may 

be based on one or several requirements and may affect other requirements in ways not 

intended nor even anticipated (See Chapter 5). During developing software systems, trade-

offs in functionality may perhaps be necessary. The functionality that is most important for 

the customers might not be as important when other aspects like cost and risk are factored 

in. The system needs to have both, which is most desired by the stakeholders, as well as the 

least risky and the least costly (Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, Wiegers, 1999a).  A related issue 

is the granularity of the requirements. Even a medium-sized project can have hundreds or 

thousands of detailed functional requirements; too many to classify analytically and 

consistently (Dorfman, 1997). Therefore, it is clear that the task, to elaborate quality 

requirements, depends on the level of detail and, if not carefully handled, will cause a lot of 

problems. In terms of negotiation among multiple stakeholders, a specific granularity level 

is clearly outlined to assist in smooth negotiation process. Thereby, the quality of 

requirements elaboration is generally obtained.  

 

d. Managing Requirements  

 There were three major problems in managing requirements (Juristo et al., 2002).  

The first one concerns problems with documentation tools (Shaw, 2010). The most 

popular tools are word processing packages which are a poor choice for a documentation 

tools.  Word processing is mainly for text whilst documentation tools are slightly more than 

that, requiring less formatting effort by the author and are usually equipped for screen 

shots and editing of programming lines. In addition, the tools can be customised, based on 

the project nature; for example, forward engineering and reverse engineering.  

 

The second problem is a lack of proper documentation (Wiegers, 1999b) for the 

development team; usually only user requirements are properly and formally elaborated but 

specifications are informally expressed in market driven projects. User requirements are 

needed as a contract between users and developers but specifications are likely to be 

directly translated into design or sometimes into implementation code.  

 

The third problem is traceability (Dahlstedt and Perrson, 2005). Traditionally developers 

address the post specification, but rarely the pre-specification traceability. Post specification 
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relates requirements with the design and implementation elements whilst pre-specification 

links requirements with their sources. It is obvious that the developer’s concern is only the 

link between requirements and the design elements which link to the implementation code. 

Thus it is clearly shown that in industrial practice (Juristo et al., 2002) the sources are no 

longer significant in the requirements specification stage and, of course, are not of interest 

to the developers. However, end-to-end traceability is definitely important to keep track of 

the linkages of the requirements with sources and other elements throughout the process. 

Together the above mentioned problems usually lead to requirements inconsistency and 

ambiguity (Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000). 

 

In addition, the multiplicity of requirements sources increases RE complexity because 

managing multiple documents and sources of conflicting information can become 

overwhelming (Shaw, 2010). The same is true with multiple requirements tools where 

problems incurred because of a lack of tool integration. No single tool is valid for the 

whole process, and tool incompatibility poses a considerable obstacle to efficiency 

(Lindgaard et al., 2006). For the reasons seen above, and as seen in previous research 

surveys (Juristo et al., 2002, Zowghi and Coulin, 2005), lack of requirements management 

in RE process will likely lead to serious problems. However, the general management of 

requirements is beyond the scope of this research.  

  

e. Natural Language in RE 

Requirements are usually communicated in natural language (Boehm and Egyed, 1998), 

which leads to several problems such as imprecision, ambiguity, incompleteness, conflict, 

and inconsistency (Kotonya and Sommerville, 1997). These take time to resolve. In 

industrial RE, natural language is the most frequently used representation in which to state 

requirements that are to be met by information technology products or services. The use of 

natural language to specify requirements has many benefits, although it also creates some 

problems. It was claimed (Kamsties, 2005) that a major and well-recognised problem is the 

inherent ambiguity of natural language. Ambiguity is a phenomenon (Berry et al., 2008), 

which straddles all three dimensions: specification, agreement, and representation. The 

level of ambiguity decreases when the project is making progress and requirements become 

more complete, more accepted and more formal. The problem is that there may be 

unconscious and unrecognized ambiguity.  
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According to an empirical study (Kamsties, 2005), ambiguities are usually resolved over 

time without any effort on the part of the stakeholders. This is a serious problem because 

the contextual knowledge of customers and software developers usually differs. Thus 

implicit assumptions are likely to be wrong when a system is more complex. In addition, 

ambiguities that were not recognised were likely to be misinterpreted more often 

(Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). However, the use of special languages and notations may 

overcome some natural language weaknesses. One of the well known notations is the 

Unified Modeling Language (UML) (Hickey and Davis, 2004). It uses a combination of 

graphical diagrams and words to capture software requirements. By reducing the natural 

language scope, these formal languages reduce the ambiguities that exist in natural 

language. To further reduce the ambiguities, mathematical notations are used. The 

disadvantage of special notations or languages is that people have to learn how to use and 

interpret them. This takes some time and effort. 

 

Even though there has been much research conducted to help practitioners understand and 

improve the way requirements are specified and formulated, there is still a large gap 

between the formal methods advocated by researchers and the informality that dominates 

in industry. There are reasons why requirements are initially specified in natural language 

(Natt och Dag and Gervasi, 2005); it is the primary communication language which is 

shared by the stakeholders and many formal methods do not offer support for the 

management and analysis of erroneous, incomplete or partially specified requirements. 

Therefore the research community should expect that its use cannot be avoided. However, 

through negotiation among multiple stakeholders, unconscious ambiguities in requirements 

are revealed during the process (see Section 3.2.3 in Chapter 3). 

(B) Attempts to improve RE Process and the Outcome 

This sub-section covers attempts made by the research community to solve the problems 

stated above. Even though there is no silver bullet (Brooks, 1995) to solve all the problems 

with one method or one tool, the efforts made help to improve the process and to produce 

a better set of requirements.  This sub-section only provides a cursory glance of the various 

methods and techniques which exist in literature. It was written to indicate that this thesis 

is not suggesting negotiation is the only solution in RE.  Many methods and tools are 

available to improve the RE process and its outcome (Hickey and Davis, 2003, Damian, 

2000, Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000).  
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a. Various Methods and Techniques  

From the elicitation and analysis perspective, much research has been done to improve 

the process of identifying the right requirements (Hickey and Davis, 2003, van der Merwe 

and Kotzé, 2007) such as creating use-case scenarios (Hickey and Davis, 2004), uncovering 

requirements by experiments and prototypes, synthesising requirements from user 

behaviour (Coughlan et al., 2003), understanding business scenarios (Sutcliffe et al., 1998) 

and refining requirements through prioritization (Joachim, 1996, Hatton, 2006). 

 

In evolutionary life cycle and prototyping,  attempts were made to improve the current 

process by promoting evolutionary processes such as Joint-Application-Development 

(JAD), (Bamforth and Brookes, 2002) incremental development (Basili and Perricone, 

1984) and various agile methods (Boehm and Turner, 2003).   

 

Exploring sensitivity analysis, efforts were made to look into scope and impacts of 

changes (Noor et al., 2007), portfolio management (Bush and Finkelstein, 2003) and 

determining localisation (Klaus, 2002). 

  

In practical risk management, research has been done in the area of traceability (Ramesh 

et al., 1997), impact analysis (Matthias and Stefan, 2005), improved maintainability (Boehm, 

1988, Baccarini et al., 2004), modularity (Davis, 2005) and requirements interactions 

(Dahlstedt and Perrson, 2005). 

   

b. Tools to support RE 

On top of the existence of various methods and techniques, numerous tools are available 

to support RE, requirements management and storage, change management and 

traceability management. At a minimum, RE tools usually support requirements 

identification, requirements classification, relevant information on individual requirements, 

configuration management and provide open application interfaces to connect to other 

tools. These facilities help to reduce the complication of the RE process in order to 

produce better requirements. For example, Table 2.1 lists some tools. 
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Tool Supplier Key features 

Caliber-RM Borland Lifecycle-oriented, large system, traceability, 
TestDirector, Borland Star Team, MS 
Project 

C.A.R.E. Sophist Technologies Database-like view, requirements centric, 
UML-Tools, MS Office, Lotus Notes 

DOORS Telelogic Integrated management, large projects, 
UML-Tools, XML supports, MS Project, 
API available, Imports requirements in a 
variety of formats 

Requisite Pro IBM Rational Change management, traceability, MS Word, 
XML Support, Rational Rose, Team Test, 
MS Project, Internet 

RM Trak RM Trak Entry-level requirements management, MS 
Office, SQL interface 

RTM 
Workshop 

Integrated Chipware Multiuser distributed projects, modelling, 
UML-Tools, test tools, SQL, API available, 
information modelling, support multiple 
distributed repositories 

Truereq Truereq Lifecycle oriented, team-centric, entry level, 
XML support, web browser form. 

 

Table 2.1: Sample tools for RE (Wieringa and Ebert, 2004, Robertson and Robertson, 

2009) 

2.2  Negotiation as an Effective Solution 

This section aims to provide a review of the current state of research on requirements 

negotiation by outlining findings from the literature concerning efforts, process, 

methodologies, techniques and tools. On top of that, a classical work on negotiation and 

conflicts resolution is elaborated. 

 

2.2.1 Negotiation and Conflict Resolution 

This sub-section looks at the fundamentals of negotiation and conflict resolution. 

 

Negotiation refers to a process in which individuals work together to formulate agreements 

about the issues in dispute (Rubin and Brown, 1975). This process assumes that the parties 

involved are willing to communicate and to generate offers, counter-offers, or both. 
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Agreement occurs if and only if the offers made are accepted by both of the parties (Neale 

and Northcraft, 1991). Negotiation involves several key components including two or more 

parties to a negotiation, their interests, their alternatives, the process and the negotiated 

outcomes (Neale and Northcraft, 1991). 

 

A party to a negotiation comprises a person or a group of persons (Thompson, 1990). 

Negotiation can occur between any number of individuals representing their own or others' 

issues. However, usually the greater number of people involved the more complex the 

negotiation process becomes and the more difficult it is to reach an agreement (Bazerman 

et al., 2000) 

 

The negotiation process can be characterised by the strategies, tactics and the events that 

take place in a negotiation. Strategies within a negotiation refer to the approach negotiators 

select to pursue their objectives. For example, a negotiator may choose to adopt a 

cooperative bargaining strategy as opposed to a competitive strategy and as such may be 

more inclined to share information and to make concessionary offers. The more discrete 

elements of the strategy, such as information sharing, are referred to as tactics (Carnevale 

and Pruit, 1992).  

 

In negotiation, each party corresponds to its own set of interests or preferences about the 

way the dispute should be settled (Rubin, 1994). Interests, in negotiation contexts, 

essentially refer to the underlying needs of the parties (Thompson, 1998). The degree to 

which the interests of the parties are aligned can facilitate the range and type of outcomes 

available for resolution (Lewicki et al., 2001). When the interests of those involved are 

related to some degree, opportunities for resolution can be more readily identified. 

However, as negotiation is often perceived as a combative exercise in which individuals 

attempt to conceal information (Thompson, 1998), it can be difficult to identify the level of 

alignment between interests within the negotiation context. At the other end of the 

spectrum, pure coordination exists when the interests of the parties are completely 

compatible (Carnevale and Pruit, 1992). In discussing their interests, the parties engaged in 

this type of negotiation come to the realisation that both sets of interests can be fully met. 

This situation may occur, for example, in a relationship in which one partner wants to eat 

meals before a certain time so that she can play sport later in the evening, and the other 

partner, because of metabolic requirements, needs to eat within a certain timeframe after 
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arriving home from work. These interests nonetheless induce a solution that is completely 

compatible: by eating early in the evening, both parties' needs or interests are met. Even 

though this pure coordination negotiation are rarely the subject of investigation 

(Thompson, 1990), it is more likely to be the case in software requirements negotiation. 

This is due to a common initial interest of the key stakeholders of system to be developed; 

wanting a workable and reliable system to improve the organization day-to-day process.   

 

One classical work on negotiation (Fisher and Ury, 1981), explains that a good agreement is 

one which is wise and efficient, and which improves the parties' relationship. Wise 

agreements satisfy the parties' interests and are fair and lasting (Pruit, 2001). The goal is to 

develop a method for reaching good agreements. Negotiations often take the form of 

positional bargaining. In positional bargaining, each part opens with their position on an 

issue. The parties then bargain from their separate opening positions to agree on one 

position. Haggling over a price is a typical example of positional bargaining. Fisher and Ury 

argue that positional bargaining does not tend to produce good agreements. It is an 

inefficient means of reaching agreements, and the agreements tend to neglect the parties' 

interests. It encourages stubbornness and so tends to harm the parties' relationship. 

Principled negotiation provides a better way of reaching good agreements. Fisher and Ury 

developed four principles of negotiation. Their process of principled negotiation can be 

used effectively on almost any type of dispute. Their four principles are 1) separate the 

people from the problem; 2) focus on interests rather than positions; 3) generate a variety 

of options before settling on an agreement; and 4) insist that the agreement be based on 

objective criteria. These principles should be observed at each stage of the negotiation 

process. The process begins with the analysis of the situation or problem, of the other 

parties' interests and perceptions, and of the existing options. The next stage is to plan 

ways to respond to the situation and the other parties. Finally, the parties will discuss the 

problem trying to find a solution on which they can agree.  

 

The classical work on negotiation described above provides background knowledge and the 

foundation of negotiation discussed in this thesis. As negotiation is well researched in other 

areas such as business, communication and psychology, their strength and opportunities 

are worth adapting for the benefit of requirements engineering. For example, in 

psychology, a wise agreement (Pruit, 2001) achieved represents the parties' interests and is 

fair and lasting. This is a good foundation for a long term relationship for the benefit of 

negotiating parties. In RE, the negotiating parties need to live with the decisions they made 
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in terms of giving commitment towards realizing the software projects and provide enough 

resources in order to fulfil the commitment. In the area of communication, there are good 

principals of negotiation which are claimed to be effective on almost any type of dispute 

(Fisher and Ury, 1981). The underlying principals are the foundation of effective 

communication which assists conflicting parties to focus on the conflicts and working 

together to achieve an agreement.  

2.2.2 The Negotiation Roles 

This sub-section looks at the definition of negotiation and its role in the requirements 

elicitation and analysis process.  

 

Based on the Software Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) (Standards Australia, 

2007), requirements negotiation concerns resolving problems with requirements where 

conflicts occur between two or more stakeholders requiring mutually incompatible features. 

Easterbrook (Easterbrook, 1991) defines negotiation as “a collaborative approach to 

resolving conflict by exploration of the range of possibilities. It is characterized by the 

participants attempting to find a settlement which satisfies all parties as much as possible.”  

The author highlights conflict as a basis to trigger negotiation to be compromised in order 

to obtain a satisfactory set of requirements. This explains that in the elicitation process, 

efforts are not wasted negotiating on all requirements but only requirements with issues 

which may contain conflicts.  

 

In a process of identifying the right requirements to develop, conflicts are common since 

stakeholders frequently pursue mismatching goals. Reaching agreements among 

stakeholders who have different concerns, responsibilities, and priorities is quite 

challenging. Therefore, negotiation is useful to handle the conflicts and to resolve 

disagreement between the stakeholders. According to Grünbacher and Syeff (Grünbacher 

and Syeff, 2005), negotiation leads to benefits such as understanding project constraints, 

adapting to change, fostering team learning, revealing tacit knowledge, managing 

complexity, dealing with uncertainty and finding better solutions. Furthermore, the benefits 

of negotiation are obvious and many researchers have pointed out its usefulness for 

requirements engineering (Al-Karaghouli et al., 2000, Boehm and Egyed, 1998, Damian 

and Zowghi, 2003, Davis, 2005, Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001, Mohan and Ramesh, 2007, 
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Nuseibeh and Easterbrook, 2000). None of these studies measured the improvement in 

requirements.   

 

As a whole, referring to the evolution of the requirements engineering process, negotiation 

is clearly important to resolve conflicts. Two leading authors in software engineering 

recognised the importance of negotiation. Pressman (Pressman, 2005) refined the 

definition of the RE process in his Software Engineering: A Practitioner’s Approach 6th 

Edition and unlike the previous edition, he identified negotiation as one distinct process by 

itself within the RE process. Sommerville also made changes to the requirements elicitation 

and analysis spiral model in his Software Engineering 7th Edition (Sommerville, 2004). 

Unlike the previous edition, the 7th edition introduced negotiation as one process in the 

spiral model. These positive changes indicate the importance of negotiation in RE.  

2.2.3 The Advantages of Negotiating 

This sub-section aims to provide information on advantages gained by exercising 

negotiation. Based on the literature, the advantages for deploying negotiation are best 

classified in four categories. They are conflict handling, shared vision, cooperation, and 

knowledge.  

 

Negotiation contributes to conflict handling because it facilitates conflict detection and 

resolution (Damian, 2000). Before negotiation, requirements statements are examined to 

identify conflicts by analysing stakeholders’ goals and preferences. The EasyWinWin 

negotiation approach identifies conflicts manually and relies on the knowledge and 

expertise of the involved stakeholders and the capabilities of the facilitator (Grünbacher 

and Boehm, 2001). Other researchers have tried to automate or partially automate the task 

of understanding requirements conflict. For example, Egyed and Grünbacher (Egyed and 

Grünbacher, 2004) presented an approach for identifying conflict and cooperation among 

requirements based on software attributes and automated traceability. Another example is 

from Kaiya (Kaiya et al., 2005) who introduced a systematic approach to identify conflict 

through preference metrices in AGORA (attributed goal-oriented analysis). Sequentially, 

the identified conflicts are then negotiated to seek mutually beneficial solutions that are 

acceptable by the stakeholders. The negotiation contribution towards conflict handling is 

also proven empirically by several researchers through experiments (Boehm and Hoh, 

1999, Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001, Boehm and Egyed, 1998). Suppressing or overlooking 
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conflicts is risky and might have serious negative effects on the software development 

process. Understanding requirements conflicts is thus an important strategy to mitigate 

software development risks. This is supported by much literature emphasising the 

importance identifying and analysing conflicts for the success of system development 

(Boehm and Hoh, 1996, Nissen et al., 1996, Nuseibeh, 1996, Curtis et al., 1988, Nuseibeh 

et al., 2003). 

 

Negotiation also promotes shared vision among multiple stakeholders (Lee and Boehm, 

1996, Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001, Boehm et al., 1994). Throughout a negotiation 

process, stakeholders share their interests of the requirements they need and thus provide 

understanding to other stakeholders. This process allows various stakeholders to 

acknowledge others’ concerns for the benefits of the system to be developed (Grünbacher 

and Briggs, 2001). Usually, stakeholders contribute incomplete, vague, and often 

inconsistent statements and ideas about their objectives, assumptions, and expectations 

(Zowghi and Coulin, 2005). As they work together to negotiate their requirements, they 

give the project shape, and their merged visions emerge into a system that other 

stakeholders can accept (Boehm et al., 1994). If, on the other hand, the stakeholders do not 

negotiate together, there is little chance the resulting system will accommodate their needs 

and the project will often fail (Boehm and Egyed, 1998). Negotiation is, therefore, essential 

to achieve mutually satisfactory agreements. 

 

The shared vision and the satisfactory agreement increase the level of cooperation and 

trust among the stakeholders. As negotiation processes explore the stakeholders concerns, 

needs and visions and their ideas towards developing a reliable and workable system are 

acknowledged. The acknowledgement leads to cooperation as the agreement is a group 

decision which recognise the various stakeholders viewpoints (Darke and Shanks, 1996). 

This is also seen in empirical study and reported experience (Boehm and Hoh, 1999, Hoh 

and Olson, 2004, Boehm and Egyed, 1998). The cooperation among the stakeholders is 

important to support the development process along the way and to ensure the success of 

the system being developed. At the end of the day the developed system provides functions 

the stakeholders need to assist their business process.  

 

Furthermore, the negotiation process improves the shared knowledge gained by the 

stakeholders. Effective communication is initiated by conflicts detection and resolution 
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through negotiation. Efforts like capturing a glossary of terms and revealing issues 

(Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001) contributes to knowledge sharing. Usually, stakeholders 

state their needs towards the intended system with an implicit knowledge of their own 

work. A statement can be easily misinterpreted or misunderstand by the others(Price and 

Cybulski, 2006). Through the negotiation process, stakeholders need to explain and 

elaborate their requirements in order to provide understanding to others (Boehm et al., 

1998). In addition, negotiation invokes the exploration of solutions before reaching 

agreement (Boehm and Hoh, 1999). Also, through negotiation, stakeholders are forced to 

justify the need of the requirements they request and the rationale of having the said 

requirement. The negotiation process therefore narrows the knowledge gap and reveals the 

tacit knowledge of the multiple stakeholders (Al-Karaghouli et al., 2000, Grünbacher and 

Briggs, 2001, Robinson and Volkov, 1998, Price and Cybulski, 2006).  

2.2.4 The Negotiation Methods 

This sub-section shows that negotiation is widely adopted in RE. The focus is on the 

negotiation method to improve the process.  

 

In RE, there are different perspectives on negotiation and different aspects are emphasised 

(Al-Karaghouli et al., 2000, Damian et al., 2000, Damian and Zowghi, 2003, Easterbrook, 

1991, Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001, Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). Traditionally, 

negotiation is viewed as the actual interactions among participants that lead to mutual 

commitment. In 1990s, Barry Boehm and his team introduced a ‘WinWin Model’ (Boehm 

et al., 1998) to assist stakeholders to identify and to negotiate conflicts among their ‘win’ 

conditions (potential requirements) and ending successfully when all the stakeholders 

agreed to a specified contract. The ‘WinWin Model’ was inspired by ‘Theory W’ (Boehm et 

al., 1995) to generate the stakeholder win-win situation. This model then evolved to the 

‘EasyWinWin’ groupware methodology (Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001). In addition, there 

exist several efforts to extend the ‘WinWin Negotiation Model’ with concern to increase 

the probability of reaching win-win agreements (Hoh and Olson, 2004, Ruhe et al., 2002, 

DACS, 2004). The attempts to improve ‘WinWin Negotiation Model’ emphasised a 

different perspective of requirements negotiation. ‘Multiple-Criteria Preferences Analysis’ 

or MPARN (Hoh and Olson, 2004) introduced preference analysis to provide more 

options to assist in decision making based on objective criteria, whilst ‘DACS Gold 

Practice’ (DACS, 2004) sees the initial steps  are important to prepare related inputs for the 

actual negotiation process. Yet another, ‘Quantitative WinWin’ (Ruhe et al., 2002) offered a 
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quantitative decision support in negotiation. There are several proposals for conflicts 

detection such as ‘Attributed Goal Oriented Requirements Analysis’ or AGORA, (Kaiya et 

al., 2002) that lack the negotiation facility. Besides the ‘WinWin’ effort, Robinson 

(Robinson and Volkov, 1996, Robinson and Volkov, 1997, Robinson and Volkov, 1998) 

introduced ‘Conflict-Oriented Requirements Analysis’ (CORA) to facilitate conflict 

management.  

 

Other research related to negotiation methods tackle conflict management from a variety 

of points of view. For example, research has been done to manage conflicts at a goal level; 

one example is known as ‘KAOS’ (van Lamsweerde et al., 1998). ‘KAOS’ is a goal-oriented 

software requirement process and stands for Knowledge Acquisition in Automated 

Specification. In ‘KAOS’, the conflict management is discussed at a goal level and is 

therefore from a different perspective compared to the ‘EasyWinWin’ point of view. There 

have also been efforts in scenario-based requirements engineering to manage conflict in the 

specific scope of scenario-based environment; for example ‘CREWS-SAVRE’ (Scenarios 

for Acquisition and Validation of Requirements) and ‘SCRAM’ (Scenario-based 

Requirements Analysis Method) (Sutcliffe et al., 1998). Moreover, several researchers 

studied how to handle conflicts detection and resolution at the service level. These 

researchers focussed on the negotiation protocol with a variety of issues such as agent-

based, web based tools, asynchronous and synchronous remote discussion, distributed 

negotiation and machine intelligence (Kersten and Lai, 2007, Kersten, 2001, Johansson et 

al., 2008, Demirkan et al., 2005, Choudhury et al., 2006, Cooper and Taleb-Bendiab, 1998, 

Li and Ravindran, 2004, Wu et al., 2006, Damian et al., 2000). The negotiation here also 

covered other domains including distributed business and electronic marketplaces (Tan et 

al., 2001, Jin and Segev, 2003, Talluri, 2002) . 

2.2.5 Negotiation and Communication 

It is likely that the software engineer can learn from research in both the psychology and 

the communication domains.  

 

Negotiation is influenced by culture (Metcalf et al., 2007, Aahad M. Osman-Gani, 2002, 

Cohen, 1997, Lebaron, 2003, Sebenius, 2002, Gallenkamp et al., 2010) and the skill set that 

the negotiator possesses (Cohen, 2002). Culture profoundly influences how people think, 

communicate, and behave (Schein, 2010, Salacuse, 2004).  It also affects the kinds of 
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transactions they make and the way they negotiate them.  Negotiators from different 

cultures may tend to view the purpose of a negotiation differently. For deal makers from 

some cultures, the goal of a business negotiation, first and foremost, is a signed contract 

between the parties.  Other cultures tend to consider that the goal of a negotiation is not a 

signed contract but rather the creation of a relationship between the two sides. Although 

the written contract expresses the relationship, the essence of the deal is the relationship 

itself (Salacuse, 2004). Thus in negotiation, the process of collaborating to reach agreement 

with others, cross-cultural factors must be considered (Cohen, 1997). 

 

In negotiation, it is critical to comprehend the expectations and the sensitivities of the 

people with whom you are attempting to reach an agreement (Cohen, 2002).  Part of a 

negotiator’s job is to know his/her priorities of which interests must be met to make an 

agreement worthwhile.  Another job for a negotiator is to pay close enough attention to the 

interests of other parties to make sure that the agreement to be reached is one that all 

relevant parties are committed to fulfil (Cohen, 2004).  This is why good communication 

skills are needed to conduct negotiation and in order to promote trust among negotiating 

parties. In a classical work on negotiation (Fisher and Ury, 1981), it is said that the less an 

agreement depends on trust, the less likely it is to be implemented. Trust is absolutely 

essential in any meaningful long-term relationship because most deals have consequences 

in the future (Olekalns et al., 2002).  

 

In addition, a negotiation is usually influenced by social motives which are always 

embedded in an individual no matter what group or organisation one represents (Olekalns 

and Smith, 2003, Seow and Sim, 2008, Brinkman et al., 2009). One common attribute is 

human emotion (Brinkman et al., 2009). Research has shown that emotions and affect 

influence the negotiation outcome. For example, the best negotiation outcomes are reached 

when people manage to create and maintain a positive and relaxed atmosphere (Carnevale 

and Isen, 1986). Negotiating is an emotional process. The more that depends on the 

outcome of the negotiation, the more intense the emotions (Ury, 2007). Negative feelings 

such as not being in control of the situation, not knowing what to expect, and fear of 

underperforming  inhibit the exchange of information about underlying concerns, whereas 

in a relaxed atmosphere the additional information broadens the scope of the negotiation. 

Furthermore, human negotiators make mental errors some of which are related to 

emotions; biased perception, irrational expectations, overconfidence, and unchecked 

emotions (Thompson, 1998). According to the literature, these problems are reduced by 
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proper preparation, an effective negotiation style, a good dialogue with the opponent, 

timely interventions (such as a break), and training (Luecke, 2003, Thompson, 1990). 

 

It should be noted that important attributes such as the dynamic of trust (Olekalns et al., 

2002), human emotion (Spector, 1993), individual perspective (Thomas, 1976) and the 

influence of culture (Cohen, 1997) were all explored and considered before designing the 

empirical experiments to deploy negotiation shown in this thesis.  

2.3 Quality Attributes 

This section gives an overview of literature on the quality attributes of requirements. 

Wiegers has stated that no matter how carefully and precisely people think they have 

elicited the requirements, they will never be perfect. However, if the quality attributes exist 

as a guideline alongside the requirements statements, better requirements will be produced 

and better products will be built (Wiegers, 1999b). Much research has been done to identify 

the quality attributes of requirements. More than twenty quality attributes exist and are 

widely used to measure requirements’ quality (Yilmazturk, 2005, Weigers, 2003, Wiegers, 

1999b, IEEE, 1998a, IEEE, 1998b). For example, Kar (Kar and Bailey, 1996), Hooks 

(Hooks, 1993), and Denger et al. (Denger and Olsson, 2005) suggested key quality 

attributes for both individual and aggregate requirements. Wiegers (Wiegers, 1999b) 

introduced quality attributes needed to write a quality requirements document. These 

researchers were looking at requirements at a high level when there were limited resources 

to validate the quality attributes. Davis et al.(Davis et al., 1993) and Yilmazturk (Yilmazturk, 

2005) suggest a long list of attributes to cover wider aspects of requirements from 

individual, aggregate and requirements documents. Table 2.2 list the attributes Davis and 

Yilmazturk suggested.  

 

The quality attributes presented in Table 2.2 were introduced to fit the requirements at 

different levels in the entire software development life cycle.  In general the quality 

attributes were introduced to measure requirements at various granularity levels; this meant 

that not all attributes were appropriate in all conditions. In addition, the assessment of 

requirements’ quality and the software specification document usually came in a package.  

Thus, the quality assessment incorporated the quality of the document as well. However, in 

this thesis the requirements’ quality is exclusively for the requirements statement which 
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represents the stakeholders’ need for a system. Also, the requirements measured in this 

thesis are at a very high level that is still in the stage of creating the requirements document. 

Davis (Davis et al., 1993) Yilmazturk(Yilmazturk, 2005) 

• Achievable 

• At Right level of Detail 

• Precise 

• Complete 

• Concise 

• Correct 

• Cross-Referenced 

• Design Independent 

• Electronically Stored 

• Executable/Interpretable 

• Externally Consistent 

• Traceable 

• Internally Consistent 

• Modifiable 

• Not Redundant 

• Organized 

• Annotated by Relative 
Importance 

• Annotated by Relative Stability 

• Annotated by Version 

• Reusable 

• Traced 

• Unambiguous 

• Understandable 

• Verifiable 

• Achievable/Feasible/Attainable 

• At the Right Level of Detail 

• Clear/Precise/Meaningful 

• Complete 

• Concise 

• Correct 

• Cross-Referenced 

• Design Independent 

• Electronically Stored 

• Executable/Interpretable 

• Externally Consistent 

• Forward Traceable 

• Internally Consistent 

• Modifiable 

• Not Redundant 

• Organized 

• Prioritized/Ranked/Annotated by Relative 
Importance 

• Prioritized/Ranked/Annotated by Relative Stability 

• Prioritized/Ranked/Annotated by Version 

• Reusable 

• Traced/Backward Traceable 

• Unambiguous 

• Understandable 

• Verifiable 

• Implementation Independent 

• Necessary 

 

Table 2.2: Quality attributes suggested by Davis and Yilmazturk 
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2.4 The Definition and the Measurement  

This section surveys the literature on the techniques used to measure the requirements 

attributes and the agreement. 

2.4.1 The Quality Attributes 

The quality measurement techniques used in this thesis were adapted from Davis et al. 

(Davis et al., 1993). Davis defined twenty-four quality attributes that should be exhibited by 

a well written software requirements specification (the attributes are listed in Table 2.2). 

Even though this thesis is not measuring the software requirement specification, the 

techniques used for some of the attributes can be adapted subject to changes. The 

justification of the quality attributes used in this thesis, the definition and the techniques to 

measure them are further discussed in Chapter 5.  

 

Five of Davis’ quality attributes are of particular relevance to this thesis. The section below 

examines how the researcher has defined and measured these attributes. The five attributes 

will turn into six as explained later in this thesis (refer Section 5.5.2 (B) in Chapter 5).  

 

First is comprehensibility, which Davis et al. called “understandability” and which holds if "all 

classes of SRS readers can easily comprehend the meaning of all the requirements with a 

minimum of explanation.” Davis et al. (Davis et al., 1993) suggested that in order to 

measure understandability, the number of requirements that all the stakeholders thought 

they understood, were calculated. The question is “What if the stakeholders thought they 

understood but actually they didn’t?” and “What if the stakeholders thought they 

understood but different stakeholders understand the same requirement differently?” This 

thesis provides the answers to these questions in Chapter 5.   

 

Second is consistency. Davis et al. divided consistency into two; internal consistency and 

external consistency. An SRS was defined to be "internally consistent if and only if no 

subset of individual requirements stated therein conflict” while external consistency held "if 

and only if no requirement stated therein conflicts with any already baseline project 

documentation.” Based on the definition, external consistency is usually related to conflicts 

with other project documentation which is outside the scope of this research. Therefore, 

consistency in this thesis will be referring to the internal consistency only. As for 

measurement, Davis stated that measuring internal consistency is easier if we think of the 
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set of requirements defining a function that maps inputs and states into outputs and states. 

A consistent set of requirements is one that can be described as a deterministic flow of 

event. Any nondeterministic flow is inconsistent when it is implied that the set of 

requirements define two different system responses or a next state in an identical situation. 

However, two different responses in an identical situation are not necessarily inconsistent. 

For example, a requirement which needs a notification feedback may have two different 

responses in two methods which are not conflicted with each other. The definition and the 

measurement technique used to measure consistency in this research are discussed in 

Chapter 5. 

 

Third is completeness. This has been discussed in terms of the requirements document 

specification (Davis et al., 1993, IEEE, 1998b, Yilmazturk, 2005). The definition of 

completeness is not just referring to the requirements but the totality of the document 

itself. The completeness of a software requirements specification document is described as 

including everything that the system is to accomplish. Therefore, the common definition of 

completeness is not applicable here for two reasons. First, this thesis is not validating a 

complete specification document but a list of high level functional requirements. Secondly, 

the final product is not yet available to check against the software requirements. For 

measurement, Davis referred to Alexander’s Requirements Completeness Model 

(Alexander, 1990) and measured completeness as the percentage of requirements in the 

Software Requirements Specification (SRS). Here measurement of correctness is calculated 

by individual correct requirements as a percentage of all requirements that are well 

understood. However, understandability is already measured in the “comprehensibility” 

attribute as stated earlier. Therefore the definition of completeness defined by Davis is not 

appropriate here. A definition of completeness which is more amendable to measurement 

techniques is provided in Chapter 5. 

 

Fourth is feasibility or what some of the literature call “achievable” or “attainable” 

requirements (Kar and Bailey, 1996, Davis et al., 1993, Hooks, 1993, Wiegers, 1999b). This 

attribute is usually defined as the feasibility of one system that correctly implements all the 

requirements stated in the SRS (Davis et al., 1993) or based on the cost constraints 

(Yilmazturk, 2005). Therefore feasibility is a measure of the existence of a single system 

and thus has a discrete value of 1 or 0. This research extends the understanding of 

feasibility and further improves the technique to measure it as described in Chapter 5.  
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Fifth is correctness. The IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers) Guide 

(IEEE, 1998a) defined correctness of the set of requirements as meaning that every 

requirement stated in the SRS is one that the software shall meet. In addition a requirement 

is defined as correct if it accurately describes a functionality to be delivered (Yilmazturk, 

2005, Davis et al., 1993). In this case, the requirements need to be checked against the 

software to claim correctness. This widely used definition does not fit the present research 

since correctness in this research does not validate the requirements against the software. 

As no end product is available, correctness is measured independently. Here, the 

measurement of correctness is calculated by individual correct requirements as a percentage 

of all the requirements. Correct requirements are defined as those requirements which 

represent something required by system under construction. The same measurement 

technique is adapted for this thesis but the understanding of ‘correctness’ is different. This 

is due to the independent measurement used since the end product is not available. The 

definition of ‘correctness’ used in this research is described in Chapter 5.  

2.4.2 The Agreement 

Other researchers have not measured the degree of: 

• the agreement between multiple stakeholders; and  

• the agreement between obtained requirements and the gold standards (see Section 

3.2.1 in Chapter 3 for definition).  

The following statistics will define this. A single statistic can be used to summarise the 

agreement between the rankings or classifications of objects made by two or more raters. 

The Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) measures agreement in a group (many raters) 

while Cohen’s Kappa is use to measure agreement between two raters. Hence, the 

suitability of these metrics is discussed and the relevance to this thesis is stated.  

 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) 

In statistics, the intraclass correlation or intraclass correlation coefficient or ICC (Shrout 

and Fleiss, 1979) is a descriptive statistic that can be used when quantitative measurements 

are made on units that are organised into groups. It describes how strongly units in the 

same group resemble each other. While it is viewed as a type of correlation, unlike most 

other correlation measures it operates on data structured as groups, rather than data 

structured as paired observations (Koch, 1982). The intraclass correlation is commonly 

used to quantify the degree to which individuals with a fixed degree of relatedness resemble 
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each other in terms of a quantitative trait. Another prominent application is the assessment 

of consistency or reproducibility of quantitative measurements made by different observers 

measuring the same quantity (MacLennan, 1993). 

 

The intraclass correlation has been regarded within the framework of analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976). An advantage of the ANOVA framework is that 

different groups can have different numbers of data values, which is difficult to handle 

using the earlier ICC statistics. Note also that the ICC is always non-negative, allowing it to 

be interpreted as the proportion of total variance that is "between groups." The ICC can be 

generalised to allow for covariate effects, in which case the ICC is interpreted as capturing 

the within-class similarity of the covariate-adjusted data values (Stanish and Taylor, 1983). 

 

In terms of its algebraic form, Fisher's original ICC (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979) is the ICC 

that most resembles the Pearson correlation coefficient (Koch, 1982). The key difference 

between the two statistics is that in the ICC, the data are centered and scaled using a 

pooled mean and standard deviation, whereas in the Pearson correlation, each variable is 

centered and scaled by its own mean and standard deviation. The ICC is used to assess the 

consistency, or conformity, of measurements made by multiple observers measuring the 

same quantity (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). It is claimed to handle a wide range of problems 

including questions on reliability, reproducibility and validity (Muller and Buttner, 1994, 

Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). 

 

In this thesis, the agreement obtained by a negotiation effort among multiple stakeholders 

is measured by ICC as a measure of reliability that is a ratio of variances derived from 

repeated measures of analysis of variance (ANOVA). The result lies between -1 and 1. 

Value -1 indicates the total disagreement while value 1 indicates the total agreement among 

all the stakeholders. The ICC shows the level of agreement achieved by multiple 

stakeholders through negotiation.  This measurement is used as a reliability study and a 

popular method in medical research to measure the level of experts’ agreement. Likewise, 

ICC is suitable to be adopted to measure the level of agreement among the stakeholders in 

this research. The variance is used to show the agreement level for an individual 

requirement before and after the negotiation.  
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Cohen’s Kappa 

Cohen's kappa measures the agreement between two raters who each classify N items into 

m mutually exclusive categories. The first mention of a kappa-like statistic is attributed to 

Galton (1892) as mentioned by Smeeton in (Smeeton, 1985). 

 

Suppose that the observers are required, independently, to assign items to one of m classes. 

Let fjk be the number of individuals assigned to class j by the first observer and to class k by 

the second observer. Let  
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O is the total number of individuals on which the observers are in complete agreement, and 

E is the expected total number of agreements that would have occurred if the observers 

had been statistically independent. The formula for Cohen's kappa is  
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A value of 0 indicates statistical independence, and a value of 1 indicates perfect agreement. 

 

Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) is an index of inter-rater reliability that is commonly used to 

measure the level of agreement between two sets of dichotomous ratings or scores. It is 

generally thought to be a more robust measure than simple percent agreement calculation 

since it takes into account the agreement occurring by chance (Wood, 2007). In this thesis, 

Cohen’s Kappa is used to measure the agreement between requirements obtained through 

negotiation and the Gold Standard. The two raters are the group exercising negotiation and 

the researcher who provides the Gold Standard. Kappa values show the movement of the 
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agreement towards the Gold Standard. The nearer the agreement to the Gold Standard, the 

better quality it is.  

2.5 Requirements as Project Success Factor  

This section discusses research done empirically which revealed a relationship between RE 

efforts and the likelihood of project success. That is exercising adequate RE and obtaining 

good quality requirements is the key for project success.  

 

In 1996, Jones (Jones, 1996) stated that deficient requirements are the single biggest cause 

of software project failure. He studied several hundred organisations and discovered that 

RE is deficient in more than 75 percent of all enterprise. In other words, getting 

requirements right might be the single most important and difficult part of a software 

project. Consequently, much research has been done to improve the RE process to 

increase the chance of the project success. In 2001, Hofmann et al. (Hofmann and Lehner, 

2001) did an empirical study of fifteen RE teams in the telecommunications and banking 

industries. Based on the field study, they identified RE practices that clearly contribute to 

project success, particularly in terms of knowledge, resource allocation and process. 

Hofmann concluded that successful RE teams have an in-depth knowledge of the 

application domain, IT and the RE process. This includes ongoing collaboration with 

stakeholders to make sure that requirements are interpreted properly, to deal with 

fluctuating requirements, and to avoid communication breakdowns.  

 

In 2005, research carried out an industrial survey in Australia and the U.S. to depict the 

relationship between RE and software project success (Verner et al., 2005). The survey was 

done through questionnaire responses from 143 organisations, reporting on 164 distinct 

projects. The majority of respondents were developers involved with software for use 

within their own organisation in various domains such as financial institutions, banks, 

insurance and pharmaceutical companies. The survey showed that the most important 

project success prediction factors are that the requirements were good and that the 

requirements were managed effectively. Good requirements were defined as complete and 

consistent from the perspective of the respondent. These two factors alone correctly 

predicted 93% of successful projects. In relation to that, having good requirements is 

highly correlated with high level stakeholders’ involvement.  
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In 2006, research (Damian and Chisan, 2006) provided empirical evidence showing how 

requirements engineering practice relates to the improvement of productivity, quality, and 

risk management. The evidence was collected over the course of a 30 months case study of 

a large software development project undergoing requirements process improvement. The 

findings add to the scarce evidence on RE payoffs and, more importantly, represent an in-

depth explanation of the role of requirements engineering processes in contributing to 

these benefits. In particular, the results of the case study show that an effective 

requirements process at the beginning of the project had positive outcomes throughout the 

project lifecycle, improving the efficacy of other project processes, ultimately leading to 

improvements in project negotiation, project planning, and managing feature creep, testing, 

defects, rework, and product quality. 

 

This was followed by research (Kamata et al., 2007) in 2007 to find relations between 

requirements’ quality and project success. It investigated 32 projects in the large business 

application software development division of a company in Tokyo. The requirements’ 

quality was verified based on a standard SRS fixed checklist and rated in a scale of 0-5 by 

software quality assurance teams. The SRS was then mapped to the particular software 

project and the end product which revealed the degree of success or failure. The results 

showed that there is a relationship between SRS quality and project outcomes. Also, it 

indicates that when the purpose, overview and general context in SRS were well written, 

the project tended to finish on time. On the other hand, when the description of SRS was 

poor while those of functions and product perspective were rich, the project tended to 

result in a cost overrun. This was because such characteristics often indicated that the RE 

phase had been neglected or had drifted in the design phase.  

 

These researches revealed a positive relationship between an adequate RE process and 

good quality requirements with project success. Also, the importance and the impact of the 

stakeholders’ involvement were noted in this research.  Karlsson and Ryan (Karlsson and 

Ryan, 1996) showed that 94% of the project value could be delivered for about 78% of the 

possible  maximum cost  when the system had fulfilled the customers’ most important 

requirements.  

 

It was revealed that many software development problems stem from software requirement 

problems. Hence, the research narrowed the focus into requirements elicitation and 
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analysis process. This leads to efforts to solve the problems but also to uncovering more 

problems. Zowghi and Coulin (Zowghi and Coulin, 2005) brought up issues regarding 

requirements elicitation which were collected from a variety of sources.  

The issues were:  

• The insufficiently defined process and project which leaves the project scope and the 

requirements open for interpretations and assumptions,  

• Assumed and overlooked requirements due to miscommunication and 

misunderstanding among the stakeholders,  

• Volatile requirements which affect the requirements’ quality,  

• Conflicts among the stakeholders,  

• Lack of rigorous analysis to address requirements elicitation and  

• Lack of practitioner’s awareness to improve the current process in order to increase the 

project success rate.  

 

These discoveries led to the efforts to improve the elicitation process in which negotiation 

was discovered as one promising solution. Negotiation at an early stage was claimed and in 

some cases was proved to produce a well defined project scope (Boehm and Eyged, 1998, 

Grünbacher et al., 2004):  

• To ensure the system feasibility,  

• To reveal tacit knowledge among multiple stakeholders,  

• To resolve conflicts and to encourage understanding among the stakeholders and 

•  To produce better quality requirements.  

Investigation of the usefulness of the effort of negotiation provides evidence to the 

practitioners to consider improvement of their current process for better project success.  

2.6 Project Cost and Net-gain 

This section discusses research efforts to save software project cost by improving the RE 

process and by improving the requirements’ quality.  
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In 1999, Boehm and Hoh (Boehm and Hoh, 1999) introduced the Software Cost Option 

Strategy Tool (S-COST) to assist stakeholders to determine the appropriate resolution 

options for cost-quality conflicts. The focus was on conflicts detection and resolutions with 

the assistance of QARCC (Quality Attribute and Risk Conflict Consultant)(Boehm and 

Hoh, 1999) and COCOMO (COnstructive COst estimation MOdel)(Boehm, 1981). Initial 

analysis of its capabilities indicated that its semi-automated approach provided users with 

improved capabilities for addressing cost-quality requirements issues. This effort assisted 

the stakeholders in making informed decisions in regards to software project cost. Boehm 

provided tools for conflict analysis and negotiation aids suitable for cost-quality 

requirements. In Boehm’s research (Boehm and Hoh, 1999) the real value that one project 

could save was not investigated and it remained unknown as it would have been dependent 

on many aspects of the project environment.   

 

Usually, practitioners will invest in a new process or method or technique if it gives 

significant value to the organisation (Juristo et al., 2002). This research promotes 

negotiation embedded within the RE process to obtain a better quality requirements and 

therefore save the project cost.  

 

It is basic knowledge that all efforts in software development incur cost as they involve 

human-effort. How does extra effort save project cost? In order to answer this question, 

two researchers (Halling et al., 2003, Biffl and Halling, 2003) sought to calculate net-gain 

resulting from defect detection efforts through document inspection; Halling and Biffl 

investigated the effectiveness of defect detection and the cost value gained from the effort 

through empirical study. The net-gain was calculated based on effort benefit where the cost 

from rework to fix the defects is saved. The approach to determine the benefit for a defect 

and the benefit distribution was clearly discussed (Halling et al., 2003).  

 

The role play experiment exercised in Halling’s research and the method to calculate the 

net-gain are adapted to this thesis. The difference in the experimental design for this 

research involves negotiation and the net-gain calculated is on the defects avoided through 

negotiation.  This is further elaborated in Chapter 6. 
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In respect to the benefit of the effort in saving rework to fix defects, the theory of cost of 

change by Boehm (Boehm, 1981) is useful. In 1981, Boehm pioneered the field of software 

engineering economics saying “the cost of repairing defects rises exponentially the later 

they are found in the software life cycle”. He found that the cost of fixing errors increased 

exponentially the later the errors were detected in the development lifecycle because the 

artefacts within a serial process were built on each other. Also, the average cost arose 

exponentially after the defects were detected because the development continues upon an 

unstable foundation. This meant that there was a possibility that the software being 

developed had been based on unwanted or wrong requirements. This was first published in 

Boehm’s Software Engineering Economics (Boehm, 1981) and a more recently exposition 

of this point was discussed by Yochi Slonim in 2005 (Slonim, 2005). Figure 2.2 illustrates 

the traditional cost of change by Boehm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.2:  The Traditional Cost of Change 

(Taken from (Boehm, 1981))  

 

This theory was also supported by a report from Xerox’s TSP team to fix PSP data 

(Humphrey, 2005). They showed that the data revealed that the later a defect was found, 

the more it cost to find and fix it. Figure 2.3 shows PSP data on the fix-times for the 664 

C++ defects and 1,377 Pascal defects found while developing 72 module-size programs. 

Fix times were clearly much longer during testing phase than in the earlier phases. 

Although this pattern varied somewhat by language and defect type, the principal factor 

determining defect fix time was the phase in which the defects were found and fixed. 
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Figure 2.3: Fix Times 

(Taken from (Humphrey, 2005)) 

 

However, Kent Beck (Beck, 2000) claimed that under certain circumstances (by using Agile 

methods) the exponential rise in the cost of changing software overtime could be flattened.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.4:  Kent Beck’s cost of change curve 

(Taken from (Beck, 2000)) 

 

Figure 2.4 illustrated Beck’s cost of change curve. This is due to the smaller feedback loop 

which reduces the time between creating something and validating it. Hence, it will clearly 

reduce the cost of change, or in this discussion, the cost to fix defects. Supporting the 

argument, Tom DeMarco (Yourdon, 2007) argues that the commandment “Get the 

requirements right!” which was drummed into the heads of a generation of software 

engineers is no longer valid. It is no longer a great deal to get the requirements right early 
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as the cost to fix the defects is not great by exercising a small feedback life-cycle loop.  This 

argument directly affects this research effort as Chapter 6 presents the theory of saving 

later effort by excluding through negotiation requirements containing defects. One must 

consider that arguments can be made against Beck’s finding that costs to fix defects can be 

flattened. Scott W. Ambler has suggested that the agile curve does not completely flatten 

but in fact rises gently over time. The rationale behind his claim is thoroughly discussed in 

(Ambler, 2007). It can be shown that using a combination of the traditional and agile 

method as suggested by Boehm in his book entitled Balancing of Discipline and Agility (Boehm 

and Turner, 2003), the curve of cost to fix defects may rise more steeply as discussed by 

Ambler (Ambler, 2007). For a plan-driven method, that ground is generally a large, 

complex system, often with critical safety or other high reliability attributes. Requirements 

should be fairly stable and the environment somewhat predictable. While agile methods are 

more comfortable where the systems and development teams are smaller, the customer and 

users are readily available, and the requirements and environment are volatile. Figure 2.5 

illustrated a realistic cost of change curve for agile methods as proposed by Ambler.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5: A realistic cost of change curve for agile software development 

(Taken from (Ambler, 2007)) 

 

Based on the argument above, it is still valid to say that the cost of change will increase 

over time. Therefore, resolving conflicts in requirements and achieving agreement among 

the stakeholders prior to software development is beneficial no matter which method is 

adopted or what type of system is developed. Even though many systems today are 

enterprise-wide and modular (Ambler, 2007) in nature, the effort to reduce the defects early 

in the process and to save later effort to fix them indeed reduce the overall cost. In fact, 
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recent research, which studied the cost behaviour of software defects, proved that 

uncorrected defects become exponentially more costly with each phase in which they are 

resolved (Westland, 2004).  

 

In this thesis, it is believed that a negotiation process is able to avoid or at least minimize 

the possibility of the stakeholders introducing incorrect or wrong requirements (Boehm et 

al., 1994). This assertion is assessed in the empirical study elaborated in Chapter 5. If 

incorrect or wrong requirements still exist, they are revealed during the empirical study 

results (explained in Chapter 5).  

2.7 Conclusion 

This chapter gives an overview of software engineering and focusses on RE which covers 

both problems and attempts to improve the process. From the literature on negotiation 

and conflict resolution, negotiation seems to possess certain advantages which are 

beneficial to resolve disputes among multiple stakeholders during the RE process. Besides, 

negotiation effort promotes trust among negotiated parties and ensures a long term 

relationship. The literature discusses the important roles and advantages of negotiation, 

which leads to the creation of various methods and tools. Besides, the literature also covers 

the importance of communication which influenced the success of negotiation.  

 

As the effectiveness of negotiation is the essence of this thesis, quality attributes which are 

directly affected by negotiation were thoroughly discussed. Many quality attributes were 

acknowledged and the attributes this thesis focusses on were distinguished and will be 

further elaborated in Chapter 5. Techniques used to measure the agreement between the 

stakeholders and the agreement between the agreed requirements and the Gold Standard 

were also reviewed. The survey on requirements as project success factors was discussed. 

Finally, the exploration of the relationship between negotiation, project cost and net-gain is 

examined. This chapter also surveys the influence of negotiation to save project cost and to 

produce net-gain. The literature on the relationship between requirements and project 

success, project cost and net-gain support the fact that good requirements indeed influence 

the software development outcome. That the influence is in the form of an improvement is 

shown empirically in the next chapters.  
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Current literature provides knowledge on improvement in the RE process in order to 

improve software requirements. In relation to that, negotiation was explored, tools were 

developed, techniques were introduced and enriched, processes were enhanced and 

theories were introduced. While current literature demonstrates efforts to improve the 

process with various techniques, methods and tools, this thesis provides empirical evidence 

to support the notion of negotiation as a valuable practice. Empirical evidence that shows 

negotiation improves stakeholders’ agreement levels, improves requirements’ quality and 

reduces software development cost is generally absent from current literature. Therefore, 

empirical evidence becomes the focus of this research. Such evidence can motivate 

researchers to develop processes and tools that support negotiation during requirements 

engineering. Besides, practitioners are more compelled to allocate time for requirements 

negotiations rather than rush into development activities and conveniently favour the views 

of only a limited number of stakeholders. The next step is not to introduce a new model 

but to present negotiation activities to allow assessment of negotiation effectiveness.  

 

In the next chapter this discussion will be expanded into a theory for measuring the effect 

of improvement in negotiation between stakeholders. 
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Chapter 3  
Research Method, Negotiation Effort and Experiment Materials 

This chapter describes the research method, the negotiation protocol and the experimental 

design. It elaborates the theoretical background which is directly relevant to the research 

and the experiments’ materials.  

3.1 The Initial Research  

Initially, adopting an empirical method, a framework was proposed and evaluated through 

experimentation. Experiments were performed in a laboratory environment which 

provided a high level of control (Wohlin et al., 2000). Research commenced with a review 

of current practices and studying solutions, the description of high level model to elaborate 

a framework and further evaluation through experiments.  

3.1.1 The Activities 

Software Development Practice Observation 

The next step was to observe the current practice of software development particularly in 

the requirements elicitation phase and to discover if negotiation exists. Observation was 

one of the ethnographic techniques used to understand the behaviour, people involved, the 

relationship and in particular to capture activities involved (Ronkko et al., 2002, Sharp et 

al., 2000). It was stated (Sharp et al., 2000) that “ethnography is an approach in which 

researchers observe the collaborators without prejudice or prior assumptions”. It is claimed 

(Sharp et al., 2000) that engaging with software developers while they were working on real 

problems, probably under pressure, would reveal more information than talking to them in 

abstract terms or talking to their line managers.  The ethnography (Hammersley and 

Atkinson, 1983, Atkinson and Hammersley, 2007) technique was chosen to protect the 
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natural process implied in the software development. Therefore, the initial stage of this 

research adopted the ethnographic technique through observation of software 

development activities undertaken by development teams to capture the activities involved 

in software development practice and to possibly identify the existence of negotiation. It 

leads to the acknowledgement of the initial stage of a possibly problematic area which 

required negotiation. Ethnography is a technique for qualitative research (Patton and 

Westby, 1992) and adapted here solely to observe activities during these software 

development process.  The information collected was used to serve as background 

knowledge while designing experimental protocols. The activities during software 

development were noted in order to insert activities associated with negotiation 

appropriately during requirements elicitation process. In this quantitative study, qualitative 

information obtained through this technique was not used for measuring the effectiveness 

of negotiation, but did provide guidance in designing the experiments. The ethnography 

provides useful information on the activities done to realize a software project throughout 

the software development life cycle. In this research, the observation described the flow of 

work and how the team was functioning. This technique was especially useful to reveal the 

process of requirements elicitation in which the development teams dealt with the 

customers. It assists in identifying the component of the process which was in need of 

negotiation to improve the process.     

 

The observation was carried out on a series of projects at The University of Western 

Australia throughout one semester. The unit involved was Professional Computing 

(CITS3200), a unit taught at The University of Western Australia in 2010. The unit was 

designed to allow students to apply their computer systems knowledge and skills in project 

situations; undertake problem identification, formulation and solution; understand 

professional responsibility for producing reliable software; assess the social impacts of 

computing projects; develop the ability to perform as an individual and as part of a 

multidisciplinary and multicultural team and finally develop the ability to communicate 

effectively.  

 

This unit does not have normal lectures and tutorial sessions but a series of software 

development activities throughout the semester. The students were divided into several 

teams of five or six with specific designations and responsibilities as a team player (Hughes, 

1995). There were three groups involved in the observation. Then, a real client with interest 

to develop a system was engaged with each team. The student software development teams 
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need to deal with the customers in order to understand the domain problem, to elicit the 

requirements, to design, to develop, to test and to install the system in order to fulfill the 

clients’ need. All three groups had meetings almost weekly during the semester. The 

purpose was to observe activities during software development process(Sharp et al., 2000).  

The information collected was used to serve as background knowledge during the 

deployment of empirical studies. Even though the software development teams were 

undergraduate students, the projects were real systems for real clients and they worked in a 

typical environment. This process was useful for obtaining initial findings on the practical 

problem with RE. The projects are of 60 person weeks effort carried out by final year 

students. 

 

Model Description 

The next step was to adapt and combine existing models of negotiation to the software 

engineering context to use as a guide to be followed during the experiments. These models 

were adapted for the software engineering environment. The models of negotiation 

described in this thesis and used in the experimentation were not new models of 

negotiation. However, the approach of exercising negotiation explained in this thesis is 

slightly different from any other approach as it combined the best possible elements and 

activities from current knowledge to stimulate negotiation during requirements elicitation 

process. The elements and activities described in the models were from existing conflict 

detection approaches (Kaiya et al., 2002, Boehm and Hoh, 1996), models of negotiations 

(Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001, Boehm and Hoh, 1999), prioritization techniques 

(Berander and Andrews, 2005, Hatton, 2006) and decision making techniques(Hsu and 

Sandford, 2007). A general model is discussed in Section 3.2.3. and more detailed models 

are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

 

Experiment Deployment 

The core part of this thesis is a series of experiments. The experiments were deployed to 

demonstrate the effectiveness of negotiation. In this series of role play experiments 

evidence supporting the hypotheses discussed in Chapter 1 were examined. Three types of 

experiment were: 

• to assess the improvement in stakeholders’ agreement level,  

• to assess the movement towards the Gold Standard (GS) and 

• to assess the improvement in requirements’ quality attributes.  
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3.2 Development of a Framework to Study the Effectiveness of 
Negotiation in RE 

This section explains the concepts used while designing the framework to study the 

effectiveness of negotiation in RE. The underlying concepts cover the explanation and 

rationale of the terms and approaches applied. Besides, this section explains current models 

and methods which provide the combination of negotiation practices exercised in this 

research. 

3.2.1 The Underlying Concepts 

Mohammed (Mohammed and Ringseis, 2001) stated that having agreement between parties 

is paramount. Negotiation is deployed in this thesis to achieve agreement between the 

system’s stakeholders in order to identify a set of requirements to be developed. 

Negotiation is usually understood to be a bargaining process between two or more parties 

to identify or to resolve people’s needs of a system. A common bargaining process is 

between customer and developer to agree on the requirements to be developed and the 

project cost and time. The objective is to achieve an agreement on a business deal and then 

to proceed with the agreed software development.  

Five key concepts need to be emphasized: 

1. Consensus-based negotiation is applied in this thesis in which the system’s 

stakeholders, working together, reach group objectives rather than compete against 

each other. The group objective is mainly the development of a system which 

benefits the organization and at the same time represents the key stakeholders’ 

perspectives and perceptions(Price and Cybulski, 2006). The main concern with 

regards consensus is not to reach unanimity but rather that all the stakeholders are 

committed to accept the consensual decision and feel that their perspectives and 

ideas are acknowledged in a cooperative manner (Price and Cybulski, 2004). The 

consensus decision making is adopted because it is based on the belief that each 

stakeholder has some part of the truth while no one person contributes all. It is also 

based on a respect that all persons involved in the decision making be considered. 

Consensus enables a group to take advantage of all group members’ ideas. It is a 

reasonable expectation that a decision based on a combination of thoughts would 

be of a higher quality than any individual decision. Choudhury et al. (Choudhury et 

al., 2006) stated that working in a group provides a wide range of advantages by 

sharing information, generating ideas, making decisions and reviewing the effects of 

the decisions. Ideally, the group will reach a better decision than an individual 
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because collective knowledge and expertise of the group is greater than that of any 

individual (Warnock, 1985). Further, people are more likely to implement and 

accept decisions they have accepted by consensus (Choudhury et al., 2006, Price 

and Cybulski, 2005).  

Consensus-based negotiation may be summarized as: 

• Agreement on the decisions by all the key stakeholders; 

• Acceptance of consensual decision and acknowledgement of the stakeholders’ 

perspectives and ideas; 

• Respect for all persons involved in the decision making process; 

• Use of the collective knowledge and skills of the group and 

• Creation of collaborative environment among the stakeholders. 

 

2. The stakeholder is a term that refers to any person or group who will be affected 

by the system directly or indirectly. Stakeholders include end users who interact 

with the system and everyone else in an organization that may be affected by its 

installation. Other system stakeholders may be engineers who are developing or 

maintaining related systems, business managers, domain experts and trade union 

representatives (Sommerville, 2004). However, it is inappropriate and impossible to 

have all of the system stakeholders in the requirements elicitation process. It is 

impractical to involve a huge number of people in a face-to-face negotiation 

process. Negotiations practice (Boehm and Egyed, 1998) usually involves the key 

stakeholders (also known as success-critical stakeholders) to determine success (Wu 

et al., 2010). These stakeholders are the key people to represents their group 

interests and may include the end users, the system owner and managers who 

collaborate and are actively involved in decision making to achieve mutually 

satisfactory agreements. Therefore during the role play experiments this thesis only 

involves the key stakeholders to represent the end users, the system sponsor, the 

administrators and the developers.  

 

3. The ‘silent objective’ means the researcher’s purpose for the experiments was not 

revealed to the participants performing the negotiation. The ‘silent objective’ was 

not revealed in the experiments’ instruction to the participants. This ‘silent 
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objective’ was employed to allow the participants to merely exercise negotiation 

without knowing the underlying objective of the researcher. If the objective had 

been revealed, the participants would have tended to prioritise wrongly by striving 

to achieve the objective without having negotiation. For example, the experiment in 

Chapter 4 was deployed without telling the participants that the objective was to 

assess the stakeholders’ agreement level; the experiment in Chapter 5 was deployed 

without telling the participants that the objective was to assess the requirements’ 

quality. This was to ensure that this research was purely assessing the negotiation 

process and the results obtained from that process. 

 

4. Gold Standard (GS) is the term used to portray the theoretical idea of the best 

requirements set that can possibly exist for a system. The GS emerges from the 

initiative to show the benefit of negotiation as a resolution of conflict between the 

want of stakeholders and the true need of the organization. This is because a good 

system should fulfill what the customers want and that what the customers describe 

is what they want and what the organization really needs. However, there is no way 

to test this benefit in a short term. That is the reason why this research also 

presents a GS to represent an ideal set of requirements which benefit the 

stakeholders and the organization as a whole. In the long term, a movement of 

good quality requirements through negotiation leads towards a better quality 

product, which fulfils the organization’s needs compared to requirements obtained 

without negotiation. This can be measured but is beyond the scope of this research 

as there is limitation to the time frame for research execution. It is also realized that 

the GS is dynamic and likely to change during the project. Therefore, for the 

purpose of this research, the GS was frozen and treated as a document at the end 

of the RE process to allow the start of design work. 

 

The GS was determined from the candidate requirements (refer Section 3.3 on how 

candidate requirements was prepared) by collaborative effort of the researcher and 

a number of experts in the field including academics and practitioners. The 

academics were from Universiti Teknologi Malaysia and Universiti Teknikal 

Malaysia Melaka. It was constructed based on the previous experience of 

developing the systems and iteratively working on the requirements through many 

years for academic purposes. The practitioners were from IBM Solution Malaysia 

who used the same scenario to train practitioners to use Rational Suite which 
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provides professional certification. The main idea was to gain a set of requirements 

that represented the stakeholders’ needs, being able to function correctly according 

to the requirements dependencies and to fit the purpose of building the system. 

Hence, it is set as a benchmark of the best result which can possibly be achieved by 

the participants exercising negotiation during the experiment. Once the GS was 

determined, an expert was appointed to assess it. The expert was a practitioner in 

software development for many years in Australia. The GS was refined according 

to the expert’s comments and set as a GS for the purpose of the experiments. One 

of the experiments discussed in Chapter 5 was designed with the assumption of the 

existence of a requirements ideal set. The closer the requirements achieved from 

the negotiation process to the GS, the better quality it is.  

 

5. A defect is defined by the researcher as summarized below and presented in 

Chapter 6. The literature is rife with inconsistent usage of this term. For example, 

McConnell (McConnell, 1996) makes no distinction between errors and defects in 

the examples he cites in his book. On the other hand, Humphrey (Humphrey, 

1989) elaborately states a bug is a defect but not all defects are bugs, and all defects 

result from errors but not all errors produce defects. Even the software 

measurements collected by authoritative organizations reflect a lack of consensus; 

Christensen et al. (Christensen and Thayer, 2002) stated that NASA and US 

Department of Defense used the term "defects" while the Software Engineering 

Laboratory refers to "errors" and the US Army refers to "faults" and "anomalies". 

Pressman (Pressman, 2005) define defect as a deviation between the specification 

and the implementation, detected after release to the customer (or the next activity 

in the software process). This is supported by a definition in IEEE, (IEEE, 1990) 

and SWEBOK (Standards Australia, 2007) in which the standard definition of 

“defect” is a product anomaly and a quality problem discovered after the software 

has been released to end-users respectively. These definitions fit the big picture of 

software development in which the specification can be checked against the end 

product to recognize the existence of defect or not.  

 

This thesis is using the term defect to represent a requirements defect which may 

occur during the requirements elicitation process. As this research limits itself to 

the RE phase only, the general definition of defect as stated above is not 

appropriate. The requirement defect at this stage is checked within the written 
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requirements statement and against the conformance of the stakeholders’ needs. 

Aligned with that, at this stage, only a number of defect attributes which associate 

with several quality attributes (see Section 5.5.2) is relevant. Lauesen et al. (Lauesen 

and Vinter, 2000) looked into the effort to prevent defects early in the process life-

cycle, defined requirement defect as “although the product works as intended by 

the developers, the users and customers are not satisfied with it. They may find it 

too difficult to use or unable to support certain user tasks. Unstated user 

expectations (tacit requirements) and misunderstood requirements are typical 

examples”. Similar research (Biffl et al., 2001, Biffl and Halling, 2003, Halling et al., 

2003) which looks into requirements defects in this early stage line up more or less 

the same defect attributes in their research. Therefore, by definition, a defect is a 

nonconformance of requirements in requirements statements and customers’ needs 

based on the requirements comprehensibility, completeness, consistency, feasibility 

and correctness. Customers’ needs are represented by the high level requirements 

statements listed as agreed requirements following negotiation. 

3.2.2 The Motivation to Develop the Experimental Design  

This sub-section elaborates the motivation which influenced the choice of negotiation 

process introduced in this research. The process was designed to provide negotiation 

facility during the requirements elicitation process among multiple stakeholders. The basic 

features were conflict detection and resolution, requirements exploration and requirements 

prioritization to assist in achieving group decision. Discussed below are current methods 

and techniques which motivate the negotiation process introduced in this research. 

 

In terms of conflicts and misinterpretation detection, EasyWinWin (Boehm et al., 1994) is 

identified as a useful negotiation methodology with collaborative tools which provides 

electronic brainstorming, categorizing and polling. It includes the “capture a glossary of 

terms” sub-activity wherein stakeholders can define and share the meaning of important 

terms and words appearing in the requirements statements. This effort requires the 

stakeholders to create a record of the glossary. Once the glossary is recorded, it can be 

viewed by all the stakeholders involved in the negotiation. Also, EasyWinWin has a tool 

called quality attribute risk and conflict consultant (QARCC) which systematically provides 

suggestions to the stakeholders regarding the possibilities of potential conflicts by using a 

knowledge base. In the knowledge base, pairs of conflicting quality attributes are stored. 

However, the success of this approach largely depends on the quality of the knowledge 
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base and in general it is a huge effort to build such a knowledge base. The development of 

the knowledge base needs project backgrounds, documentations and histories of previous 

projects to allow archiving and mapping on the potential conflicts. This effort is useful if 

only the organization has the history of previous projects. What if a knowledge base is not 

available? The approach introduced to detect conflicts in this research does not require 

such a knowledge base in advance. This research adopts a scoring technique to 

systematically detect the conflicts. In this activity, individual stakeholders need to assign a 

score value for every requirement based on individual preference. Whenever the scores 

differ, there are conflicts. Even though the approach used in this thesis does not require a 

knowledge base as in EasyWinWin, the benefit of knowledge sharing among the 

stakeholders emphasized in EasyWinWin is noted.  

 

Attributed Goal-oriented Analysis (AGORA)(Kaiya et al., 2005) introduced a scoring 

technique that focused on vertical conflicts and diagonal conflicts in preference matrices. 

Vertical (off diagonal) conflicts systematically find conflicts in interpretations and diagonal 

(the main diagonal of the matrices) conflicts systematically find conflicts in stakeholders’ 

interest. However, AGORA requires a well trained facilitator to facilitate the requirements 

elicitation process who understands how AGORA works and who is capable of handling 

the entire process. Also, during the process with AGORA, the stakeholders need to guess 

what other stakeholders think of every requirement and assign a score to it. If the variance 

of the score is high, it is believed that there might be conflicts in interpretation with the 

requirement and further elaboration is required. On the other hand, the approach in this 

research does not require a trained facilitator to assist the elicitation process because 

neither tools nor complicated graphs nor matrices are used.  

 

This thesis adapts and simplifies the scoring technique in AGORA (Kaiya et al., 2002) to 

detect the conflicts in preference among multiple stakeholders. The vertical conflicts which 

identify interpretation issues are not included as misinterpretation and inconsistency 

conflicts are managed in the face-to-face negotiation process which reveal tacit information 

and shared common understanding. 

 

The scale of scoring technique used in this research is adapted from the MoSCoW 

technique (Coley Consulting, 2007). MoSCoW is a prioritisation technique used in business 

analysis and software development to reach a common understanding with stakeholders on 
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the importance they place on the delivery of each requirement. The capital letters in 

MoSCoW stand for: 

 

M - MUST have this.  

S - SHOULD have this if at all possible.  

C - COULD have this if it does not affect anything else.  

W - WON'T have at this time but WOULD like in the future. 

 

This method was converted into a numbered scale from 0 to 4 in which an item was added 

to scale 0 meaning ‘Must never have this.’ This item was introduced to provide an option if 

the stakeholders do not want the particular requirement to be included. This is possible in a 

circumstance of requirements which are requested by a stakeholder but is not wanted by 

the other. For example, lecturers would like to have their students’ photos to be tagged 

along the electronic report card for prompt recognition but on the other hand the students 

are not comfortable to have their photos online. In this example, the lecturers’ 

representative suggests a requirement to have the students’ photos online but the students’ 

representative choose to exclude the requirements. Hence, the ‘Must never have this’ is the 

best option to represent the students’ preference. Table 3.1 below state the scale used in 

this thesis.  

 

Scale Meaning 

4 Must have this 

3 Should have this if at all possible 

2 Could have this if it does not affect anything else 

1 Will not have this time but would like in the future 

0 Must never have this 
 

Table 3.1: The Scale for Requirements Prioritization 

 

A cycle of explanation and elaboration in the negotiation phase in this thesis is designed to 

promote understanding, to allow the stakeholders to make informed decisions and 

therefore achieve consensus (see Section 3.2.3). This approach is influenced by Delphi 

technique which is usually used to survey and to collect the opinions of experts. The 
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Delphi technique (Linstone and Turoff, 1975) is a widely used and accepted method for 

gathering data from respondents within their domain of expertise. The technique is 

designed as a group communication process which aims to achieve a convergence of 

opinion on a specific real-world issue (Linstone and Turoff, 1975, Hsu and Sandford, 

2007). The strength of Delphi, in contrast to other data gathering and analysis techniques, 

employs multiple iterations designed to develop a consensus of opinion concerning a 

specific topic via questionnaires. It is noted that Delphi usually keeps the stakeholders 

isolated. However, this research adapted the iterative process of Delphi to converge the 

stakeholders’ opinions in face-to-face iteration format. This activity allows information 

sharing emphasizing the justification of the “need” or “not need” of the software 

requirements.  

3.2.3 The Model and the Interactions 

This sub-section discusses the high level model introduced in this thesis and the 

negotiation effort exercised during the experiment.  Negotiation activities discussed in this 

thesis are meant to be generic and applicable to bespoke software development and market 

driven software. However, experiments elaborated in Chapters 4 and 5 are referring to 

bespoke software development due to the role given to the negotiators. This is just one 

scenario for the purpose of evaluating negotiation implementation and effectiveness in this 

research. The roles are subject to change based on the project nature. In market-driven 

software for example, the stakeholders might be experienced software development team 

members with documentation support of survey and questionnaire data.  

 

A high level model is introduced here to give an overview of the interactions that happen 

to produce agreed requirements. The elaboration of this model is discussed in Figure 4.1 

and 5.1 in their respective chapters. As illustrated in Figure 3.1, the input of the model is 

the candidate requirements which may or may not contain conflicts.  Next, the process of 

conflict identification takes place. This is followed by conflict resolution in which the 

stakeholders define and share glossary, share perspectives, views and expectations on 

requirements, justify the need of the requirements, prioritize the requirements and assess 

the system feasibility. Out of these efforts, a group decision is achieved to produce agreed 

requirements. 
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Figure 3.1: The Negotiation Process Expressed as a High Level Model 

 

Further details of the components of negotiation are as follows: 

• Define and share the glossary – This process allows the stakeholders to define and to share 

the meaning of important keywords. A clear and explicit definition yields the same 

interpretation used in the requirements statements. The same interpretation is useful to 

assist multiple stakeholders to understand definitions without ambiguity. There are at 

least two reports which support the fact that sharing the glossary is important to 

prevent inconsistency in interpretation (Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001, Kaiya et al., 

2005). EasyWinWin methodology (Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001) comprises activities 

of gathering, elaborating, prioritizing and negotiating requirements. Additionally, in 

order to avoid the occurrence of misinterpretation, EasyWinWin includes the ‘capture a 

glossary of term’ sub-activity wherein stakeholders can define and share the meaning of 

important terms and words appearing in the requirements statements. AGORA (Kaiya 

et al., 2005) adopts a scoring technique that initially focuses on vertical conflicts in 

preference matrices in order to systematically find discordances in interpretations. 

• Identify conflicts – The negotiation process focuses on conflicts identification to gather 

the attention of the stakeholders on problematic requirements. This effort motivates 

them to work together in order to find a resolution. Conflicts do not necessarily mean 

defects but may contain possible defects which are worth unfolding, justifying and 

assessing thoroughly. There are at least three reports which agree and prove that 

conflict identification is useful to identify possible defects, which in turn leads to 

resolution (Kaiya et al., 2002, Boehm et al., 1994, Robinson and Volkov, 1996). Boehm 

(Boehm et al., 1994) who introduced EasyWinWin as a tool based on negotiation 

methodology incorporates an activity called ‘Identify Issues, Options, and Agreements’ to 

register conflicts as a foundation from which to propose resolution options and 

therefore provides the foundation to negotiate agreements. Kaiya (Kaiya et al., 2002), 
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who introduced AGORA (see Section 3.2.2) provides systematic conflict identification 

through preference matrices value, also proved that conflict identification is useful to 

identify which requirement should be improved and refined.  Robinson et al. 

(Robinson and Volkov, 1996) introduced a conflict-oriented approach to identify and 

to remove conflicts in order to have a better structure requirements.  

• Share perspectives, views, and expectations of the requirements – This process allows the 

stakeholders to clarify and to further elaborate the requirements statements. The 

clarification and further elaboration of the requirements revealed the stakeholders 

perspectives, views and expectations towards the requirements statements. Grünbacher 

and Briggs (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001) stated that people know more than they can 

tell. Also, implicit stakeholders’ goals, hidden assumptions, unshared expectations often 

result in severe problems in the later stages of software development. Sharing 

perspectives, views, and expectations of the requirements is important to reveal tacit 

knowledge (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). EasyWinWin includes the ‘Brainstorm 

stakeholder interests’ to allow the stakeholders to share their goals, perspectives, views, 

and expectations by gathering statements about their win conditions. This activity had 

proven beneficial during implementation using real-world negotiation as reported in 

(Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). 

• Assess the system feasibility – This process allows the stakeholders to assess the system 

feasibility from the perspective of resource feasibility and dependency feasibility (see 

Section 5.5.2). Resource feasibility means that the requirements are assessed if the 

subset of requirements can be built within time and cost constraints. While dependency 

feasibility means that all requirements in the subset are assessed if all the dependencies 

are included in the subset. This effort assists the stakeholders to make an informed 

decision on the practicality of the agreed set of requirements. Assessing system 

feasibility is important to ensure the success of the software project (Atkinson, 1999, 

Boehm, 1981). The literature discussed the scenario of the possibility of an infeasible 

system if the project resources were not considered during requirements engineering 

process. This was also proven to be true and discussed in Chapter 5.  

• Justify the requirements needs – This process allows the stakeholders to justify the needs 

and the importance of the requested requirements. The stakeholders need to think 

through the requirements and consider why one requirement is more important than 

the other in order to justify them to other stakeholders. Requirements justification 

forced the stakeholders to think thoroughly on the requirements need and importance 

(Smith, 2005). In a small team, negotiation is exercised and based on observation; it is 
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reported (Smith, 2005) that the negotiation process forced the participants to justify the 

need of every request demanded in order to gain other participants’ understanding.   

• Prioritize the requirements – This process allows the stakeholders to prioritize the 

requirements statements, to define and narrow down the scope of work and to gain 

focus. Prioritization makes it possible to gauge the importance a client feels regarding 

each requirement in respect of a software solution being able to fulfil their needs. 

Requirements prioritization managed to narrow down the focus which assisted in 

group agreement (Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001). Through prioritization (Hatton, 

2006), if it is not feasible to complete all of projects requirements, it is still possible to 

see which requirements are most important to the customer and implement those 

before the less important ones. This means that a project which has not had all its 

requirements fulfilled can still be of high value to a customer when it has fulfilled the 

customers’ most important requirements. In an example, Karlsson and Ryan (Karlsson 

and Ryan, 1996) showed that 94% of the project value can be delivered for about 78% 

of the possible maximum cost.  

 

In Section 3.1.1, it is stated that the initial investigation includes observation on the system 

development current practice. The observation was done to particularly understand the 

requirements elicitation process and where negotiation fitted in. A default situation 

observed during the project showed that the software developers were very compliant to 

the client’s requirements. Virtually there was no negotiation; formal or informal. The 

observed process was depicted in Figure 3.2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2:  Process on Requirements Gathering in Observed Software Development 

Projects 

Interviews were used to elicit requirements from a single client. In order to understand the 

client’s needs, software developers asked the client to check the meaning of a glossary. This 

process was seen as an effort to understand the requirements correctly. Also, it was 

observed that, there was no formal and written calculation of effort needed to fulfil the 
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requirements. However, the project time line was available as a guide. When the software 

developer accepted the requirements to be developed, the process ended.  

 

Note that observations were done throughout the entire software life-cycle. It was 

observed at the end of the process that the software developers were unable to deliver on 

time and that they made errors in several of the requirements. This may have been due to 

insufficient effort to translate the client’s needs into correct requirements. Also, it may have 

been caused by an assumption regarding the effort needed without having this calculated 

properly and agreed by both parties.  

 

The literature discussed in Chapter 2 revealed many efforts to introduce and to improve 

negotiation models and methodologies and no extra methodologies are required for this 

thesis. It is stated clearly in Chapter 1 that this research is focused on the measurement of 

negotiation effectiveness. Nevertheless, it is useful for this section to explain the general 

negotiation protocol in which the participants, in the following research experiment, were 

advised and suggested to perform in the experiments deployed in this research. Random 

observation done during the experiments showed that all the participating groups exercised 

more or less the same format as illustrated in Figure 3.3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3: Parallel Activities in the Negotiation Process Guideline 

 

Initially, potential requirements, known as candidate requirements, were identified. The 

candidate requirements were extracted from a one page descriptive scenario of the 
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fairly simple scenario which clearly defined the stakeholders and their needs. In this thesis, 

the candidate requirements were pre-prepared to allow the participants to focus on the 

negotiation. The candidate requirements were carefully prepared as described in Section 

3.3. This was followed by the pre-negotiation phase to identify the conflicts. In this phase, 

all the participants assigned preference value to the candidate requirements individually. 

This was also a control condition for the experiment in which decisions were made 

individually without negotiation effort.  The preference values indicated the status of 

requirements that had either to be deployed or to be dropped. It also showed the 

requirements priority. Next was the comparison of the preference values for all the 

requirements among the team members and therefore identify the conflicts.  

Once conflicts had been detected, the participants would work together to resolve the 

conflicts through negotiation (refer Figure 3.3).  

• All the participants shared the meaning of the glossaries and further elaborated the 

requirements to encourage understanding. Clarification in meaning of the glossaries 

took place whenever needed. Then, mutual understanding on meaning was obtained. 

• One or more participants elaborated the importance, the need and the feasibility of the 

particular requirement which was being discussed. If there was any conflict in terms of 

the requirements importance, necessity or quality incompetency or, if preferred 

requirements should be in a lower priority or dropped, one or more participants 

elaborated the reasons. Counter reasoning among the team members to provide as 

much information and to gain the same understanding was allowed in order to 

maximize the likelihood of mutual agreement. The exit point here was either that 

consensus was achieved or that the time allocated was ended. Once group decision was 

achieved, the preference value for the particular requirement was reassigned.  

• The amount of effort was calculated to check the feasibility of the system. If the system 

was infeasible, the team could re-negotiate to justify the requirements need, importance 

and feasibility and follow the iteration as explained above. If the system was feasible, 

the process ended. The exit point here was either that the system was assessed on 

feasibility or that the time allocated for negotiation ended. This would be recorded. 

3.3 The Experiments’ Materials 

This section describes the materials used in the experiments which consisted of the 

scenario description from which the candidate requirements were retrieved and particularly 

the candidate requirements and the space.  
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A scenario description of an intended system which was familiar to the participants who 

played the role of the system’s stakeholders was important. This was because it produced a 

controlled condition. Also, it reduced the pressure on understanding the system 

environment, the functionalities and the constraints. Thus, the system used in the 

experiments was a fictional “Academic Unit Registration System” for students at a 

University. This was a system that enabled students to register their choice of courses units, 

and enabled lecturers to manage the courses units and in addition allowed administrators to 

administer the system. The scenario description can be found in Appendix A. 

 

The candidate requirements were derived from the descriptive scenario of “The Academic 

Unit Registration System”. Ideally, the candidate requirements were proposed by the 

individual participants who played the role of the system’s stakeholders. However, the 

experiments were set to focus on the negotiation effort and hence the candidate 

requirements were prepared in advance by the researcher. They were constructed based on 

the researcher’s previous experience of developing the system and iteratively working on 

the requirements in many years of academia. For the negotiation purposes, the candidate 

requirements were constructed to represent each of the multiple stakeholders’ interests and 

needs. The candidate requirements included the system’s essential features, additional ‘nice 

to have’ features, a mixture of quality values and a mixture of efforts needed to develop 

each one of these qualities. The number of candidate requirements were equally balanced 

and tailored to the interest of specific stakeholders. In addition, there were several sets of 

candidate requirements which varied in terms of size and content. This was generally based 

on the experiments’ objectives. The number of candidate requirements was assigned to 

every experiment with the thought of the time needed to effectively exercise the 

negotiation. This was checked and assessed during several pilot studies and trial runs before 

the actual experiments. The list of candidate requirements used for each experiment can be 

found in Appendix B.  

 

The briefing session for the experiment which included the overview, the instruction and 

the walkthrough, was done in a classroom setting. In the negotiation session, participants 

sat in several groups comfortably facing each other. The groups were positioned at a 

convenient distance from each other to allow ample private space. 
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3.4 The Experimental Design 

This section describes the experimental design deployed in this research based on 

guidelines by Kitchenham et al. (Kitchenham et al., 2002). It provides guideline and control 

on the population being studied, the rationale for sampling from that population, the 

process for allocating and administering the experiments, and the methods used to reduce 

bias. The broad experimental design which applied to all experiments is detailed in 

Chapters 4 and 5. The experiments were done to test and to prove the hypotheses stated in 

Chapter 1.  

3.4.1 The Population and the Participants 

This sub-section defines the population from which the participants for the experiments 

were drawn, the process by which the participants were selected and the process by which 

the participants were assigned to the experiments.  

 

The experiments were done in a series of tutorial sessions at The University of Western 

Australia. Two course units with at least 20 people each were involved in two semesters to 

allow several trial run and the actual experiments to take place. The units were Software 

Requirements and Project Management (CITS3220) and Software Engineering Industry 

Project Leadership (CITS4222), units taught at The University of Western Australia. The 

Software Requirements and Project Management unit prepared third year undergraduate 

students to be able to apply requirements engineering techniques for the elicitation, 

analysis, specification, verification and evolution of software requirements; select and apply 

project management techniques for process modelling, planning, estimation, process 

metrics and risk management; perform software verification and validation using 

inspections and design and execute system test cases. The unit shaped the students to 

become effective team members, undertake problem identification, formulation and 

solution and apply their knowledge of basic science and engineering skills.  

 

Meanwhile, the Software Engineering Industry Project Leadership unit prepared fourth 

year undergraduate and master students to be able to have a high-level understanding of 

the issues faced when leading the software development process; to learn the fundamentals 

of group dynamics, risk analysis, project management, negotiation, client acceptance and 

leadership and to develop further understanding of requirements and change management 

of dynamically adjusted projects plans, configuration tools, and software process assurance. 
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The generic learning outcomes included gaining competence in managing a large software 

engineering project; undertaking problem identification, formulation and solution; 

strategies for testing software; effective communication, not only with software engineers 

but also with stakeholders; functioning effectively as a leader in a multidisciplinary team 

and gaining an expectation of the need to undertake lifelong learning.  

 

Based on the summary above, these two units were identified as the most suitable units to 

provide the right group of students with the right level of knowledge to deploy the 

experiments for this research. These were students with a software engineering knowledge 

background. Particularly they were equipped with the theory and concept of negotiation 

through formal lecture before the experiment. Some had working experience in software 

development.  

 

The participants’ assignment to the groups in each trial run and actual experiment is 

discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Initially, in a trial run, the participants were allowed to 

choose their groups in order to encourage communication among them so that they were 

comfortable with each other. However, to avoid the presence of bias, the participants’ 

assignment to the experimental groups and to the role they were playing in the actual 

experiments was random. The participants who had special ability, such as people with 

working experience or a high achiever, were identified by the unit coordinator and divided 

evenly among groups. This was done to avoid the possibility of having a distinguished 

group which consist of brilliant participants who would produce very good negotiation 

results. Good results may not represent the effectiveness of negotiation but simply the 

participants’ intelligent guesses. Hence, in this research, on top of random group 

assignment, extra effort to avoid the presence of bias is necessary.  

 

In addition, a role play experiment always comes with the concern of whether the 

participants are really playing a role or simply incorporating their personal judgment. 

Expecting that each participant would be more committed to a specific priority when given 

a clear role and in order to minimize that possibility, the participants were given instruction 

and guideline on how to play the role of the system’s stakeholder. In addition, to assist the 

participants to feel the responsibility of being the system’s stakeholders, the description 

scenario (refer Appendix A) and the candidate requirements (refer Appendix B) were given 

to them in advance. These reading materials helped because the description scenario 
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described the need of the system and the concern of different stakeholders and the 

candidate requirements were carefully tailored to the specific stakeholder’s needs. In 

addition, observation done by the researcher, her supervisor and unit coordinator 

throughout the experiment discovered that most of the participants were playing the role 

given to them; this is due to the peer assessment for the unit of the tutorial session where 

the experiments were done.  

3.4.2 The Experimental Process 

This sub-section defines the experimental unit, describes the study design and explains the 

experimental process. 

 

Each experimental unit was a group of four or five participants exercising negotiation. The 

number of groups available for each experiment was treated as a replication of the 

treatment. Several experiments were designed to assess whether the underlying hypotheses 

stated in Section 1.2 were true or not (discussed in Chapters 4 and 5). Every experiment 

involved four to six groups exercising negotiation as described in Section 3.2.3. Hence, 

negotiation was essential in all experiments and exercised by all the groups.  The results 

from the experiments produced a list of software requirements which had been negotiated 

among the participants within a group and measured as described in Section 3.4.4.  

 

Initially in the experimental process, all handouts such as the instruction sheet, the 

description scenario, the candidate requirements and the decision forms, were given to the 

participants. Next, a briefing on the background knowledge of the experiment took place. 

This was followed by instructions which were supported by a sample overview of step-by-

step activities. The participants’ assignment to the groups with the role to play during the 

experiment was then given and followed.  Ten minutes was given to the participants to 

understand the roles and the candidate requirements prepared for them (refer Section 3.3 

for preparation of candidate requirements). The participants were then asked to make an 

individual decision based on resource constraints on which requirements should be 

implemented. This activity acted as a control situation in which decisions were made 

individually and obviously no negotiation was involved. It also provided a basis for 

systematic conflicts detection. This was then followed by a negotiation to achieve a group 

decision. When the consensus was achieved or the time limit ended, the decision forms 

were collected and the experiments’ post mortem was deployed.  In the post mortem 
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session, feedback from the participants was gathered to learn if the experiments were 

successful and to note weaknesses, if any, for future references. 

 

The details of the experimental protocol used for each experiment is explained in Chapter 

4 and 5. Chapter 4 described negotiation for achieving agreement between stakeholders 

and Chapter 5 described negotiation for improving requirements’ quality.  

3.4.3 Methods to Minimize Bias 

This sub-section describes efforts to minimize bias in the experiments and the results. 

 

First the ‘silent objective’ was defined as in Section 3.2.1. The participants should not have 

been aware of the aims and measurement being employed. The purpose was to hide the 

desired outcome of the experiments which might have influence the participants’ decisions. 

This is usually known as “blind experiments” to prevent participants’ expectations from 

influencing the results (Kitchenham et al., 2002). On top of this, the variables which were 

identified to be measured in every experiment such as the agreement level and the quality 

values were unknown to the participants. The silent objective was enforced to let the 

participants focus only on exercising negotiation in order to achieve group decision without 

considering the variables to be measured from the output.  

 

Second was the double measurement for the requirements’ quality. In Chapter 5, the 

requirements produced by the negotiation effort were discussed, tested, analysed and 

proven twice. Two different methods were deployed to prove the hypothesis which was 

the Gold Standard (defined in Section 3.2.1) and the quality attributes. These two types of 

methods and measurements were deployed separately with different groups of participants; 

and yet produced similar results that are improvement in quality; the resulting data from 

the two parallel methods were compared to evaluate the quality of the output. The double 

measurement was seen to give a redundant check and to support one method with another.  

 

Third is the blind marking. Kithenham et al.(Kitchenham et al., 2002) stated that a 

researcher’s enthusiasm for their own work may bias the trial. Therefore, a third party was 

involved to assist the researcher to collect and to mark the experiment results purely based 

on the data collected. It was then analysed and measured based on the technique discusses 
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in Chapters 4 and 5 respectively. The measurement involved an independent statistician, 

external to the School of Computer Science, who ensured that the results were represented 

and reported correctly.  

3.4.4 Justification of Outcome Measures 

This sub-section justifies the choice of outcome measures in terms of their relevance to the 

objectives of the empirical study. 

1. The amount of agreement level achieved from a negotiation session was 

investigated. Each requirement was rated on the 0 to 4 scale (see Section 3.2.2) by 

each participant in a group before and after the negotiation. For example, R1 was 

voted 0,0,1,4,4 by five participants before the negotiation and voted 2,2,2,3,3 after 

the negotiation respectively. The values before the negotiation shows high 

disagreement while the values after the negotiation shows substantial improvement 

towards agreement. The greater the spread of values, the lower the agreement 

achieved and the smaller the spread, the higher the agreement value achieved. 

Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) was employed to measure the agreement. 

ICC was also used to assess the consistency, or conformity, of measurements made 

by multiple participants measuring the same quantity (Shrout and Fleiss, 1979). In 

this thesis, the agreement obtained by a negotiation effort among multiple 

stakeholders were measured by ICC as a measure of reliability that is a ratio of 

variances derived from repeated measures by Analysis of  Variance (ANOVA). The 

analysis gives a result between -1 to 1. A value of -1 indicates the total disagreement 

while value 1 indicates the total agreement among all the stakeholders. The ICC 

showed the level of agreement achieved by multiple stakeholders through 

negotiation (see Section 2.4.1). Different guidelines exist for the interpretation of 

ICC, but one reasonable scale is that an ICC value of less than 0.40 indicate poor 

agreement, ICC values in the range 0.40 to 0.75 indicate fair to good agreement, 

and an ICC value of greater than 0.75 shows excellent agreement (Sampat et al., 

2006). Therefore, in this thesis, an ICC value more than 0.4 is a required level 

of confidence to accept the first hypothesis; more negotiation in RE 

improves the stakeholders’ agreement level.  

 

The ICC value discussed above was derived from repeated measures by Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA). ANOVA is a general method of analysing data from designed 

experiments, whose objective is to compare two or more group means (Bolton and 
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Bon, 2009). ANOVA (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976) assumes continuous and 

normally distributed data rather than deviate values. ANOVA is the most 

appropriate tool because it is robust and provides a useful measure of the size of 

difference between the stakeholders’ priorities (Bolton and Bon, 2009). ANOVA is 

applied as a basis to measure the difference in individual requirement and the 

difference in a set of requirements by an individual group due to the negotiation 

process. The purpose of analysis of variance is to test the differences in means for 

statistical significance. This is accomplished by analysing the variance; that is by 

partitioning the total variance into the component that is due to true random error 

and the components that are due to differences between means. These latter 

variance components are then tested for statistical significance and, if significant, 

we reject the null hypothesis of no differences between means, and accept the 

alternative hypothesis that the means are different from each other. In this thesis, a 

two-way analysis of variance without replication is applied. The parameters are the 

value indicated by the multiple stakeholders before and after the negotiation. As for 

the values indicated for each requirement, the variance shows the improvement in 

individual requirement. The variance initially shows the degree of disagreement 

among the multiple stakeholders. Through the negotiation process, whenever the 

variance is 0, agreement is achieved. In summary, the higher the variance, the bigger 

the disagreement gap between the stakeholders and the closer the variance to 0 the 

better the agreement level achieved through negotiation. 

 

2. The movement towards the Gold Standard (GS) was investigated. The score for 

each requirement (0-4) was compared with the GS by employing Cohen’s Kappa 

(see Section 2.4.1). The closer the value to the GS the better quality it is and the 

farther the value to the GS the lower quality it is. Cohen’s Kappa (Cohen, 1960) is 

an index of inter-rater reliability that is commonly used to measure the level of 

agreement between two sets of dichotomous ratings or scores. The two raters were 

the group exercising negotiation and the researcher who provided the GS. Cohen’s 

Kappa (Smeeton, 1985) was used to measure the “distance” or level of agreement 

between the GS and the set of requirements obtained through negotiation in the 

experiment. Cohen's Kappa coefficient is a statistical measure of inter-rater 

agreement for qualitative (categorical) items with the scale of -1 to +1. It is 

generally thought to be a more robust measure than a simple percent agreement 

calculation since kappa takes into account the agreement occurring by chance (see 
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Section 2.4.1 for further explanation on Cohen’s Kappa). Statistical significance for 

kappa is rarely reported but magnitude guidelines have appeared in the literature 

(Sim and Wright, 2005). Kappa value less than 0 indicating no agreement, kappa 

0.00 - 0.20 indicating slight agreement, kappa 0.21 – 0.40 indicating fair agreement, 

kappa 0.41 – 0.60 indicating moderate agreement, kappa 0.61 – 0.80 indicating 

substantial agreement and kappa 0.81 – 1.00 indicating almost perfect agreement 

(Landis and Koch, 1997). Therefore, in this thesis, a kappa value more than 0.2 

is a required level of confidence to accept the second hypothesis; more 

negotiation in RE provides a better requirements set. 

 

3. The improvement in quality achieved from negotiation was investigated. Six quality 

attributes were introduced and measured by improved techniques as described in 

Chapter 5. Each quality attribute held different but complementary values to the 

overall quality and hence they were measured separately. Generally, the score values 

for every requirement before the negotiation, after the negotiation and after further 

negotiation were identified and measured. ANOVA (analysis of variance)(Iversen 

and Norpoth, 1976) was deployed to assess if the improvement was significant. A 

one-way ANOVA was used to test overall effect in quality value achieved 

particularly between timed efforts. This will support the hypothesis that more 

negotiation improves individual requirements’ quality. Therefore, the 

conventional probability of less than 0.05 of the result being a chance event 

was used to assess a significant difference over time. For each ANOVA, the 

R-Squared (MacLennan, 1993) value was also calculated. It is a descriptive measure 

between zero and one, indicating how good one term is at predicting another. The 

R-Squared value of more than 0.7 is a required level of significance 

(Archelis, 2009). In this case, the R-Squared value gave an indication of whether 

ANOVA was significant or not to further tested with pairwise comparison. The 

pairwise comparison (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976) provides information of which 

pair contributes to the improvements (between time efforts or between different 

groups). In this research, the time efforts were important to accept the hypothesis 

that more negotiation in RE improve individual requirements’ quality. The 

significance level required to show improvement in individual requirements’ 

quality based on time effort is 0.05. 
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4. The cost saved from reducing the number of defects through negotiation was 

investigated. The cost saved, which represents the amount of human effort saved 

from not having to fix defects, was calculated. The net gain approach was 

employed and this is discussed thoroughly in Chapter 6.  Based on the economic 

value, if the net gain is positive the hypothesis is accepted.  

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter describes the research methods employed with a thorough elaboration of the 

research activities. A high level model and negotiation process is discussed here and 

supported by the underlying theory. The underlying theory consists of the definition of 

terms used throughout the thesis and the rationale of the usage was clearly justified. The 

way of obtaining and applying the concept into the thesis was elaborated. The elements in 

the negotiation process were motivated by several current research directions and clearly 

discussed. Besides, the experimental materials were described and an experimental design, 

which consisted of the identification of the population and the participants, the 

experimental process, the methods to minimize bias to the results and justification of 

outcome measures, were defined.  

 

This chapter presents background knowledge to the readers on the activities done in the 

research including initial efforts before actual experiments took place. Besides, in order to 

avoid repetition in the thesis, this chapter lays out foundation knowledge which is relevant 

to all subsequent experimental chapters. Thus, the experimental chapters can focus on the 

specific experiments relevant to the specific aims of the chapters.    
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Chapter 4  
The Effectiveness of Negotiation in terms of the Stakeholders’ 
Agreement Level 

This chapter describes an experiment to assess the effectiveness of negotiation to improve 

the stakeholders’ agreement level. The effectiveness is discussed based on the movement of 

the agreement level achieved through negotiation towards the consensus among multiple 

stakeholders. A role play experiment is designed to exercise negotiation during a 

requirements elicitation process and the agreement level is assessed before and after the 

experiment.  

4.1 Introduction 

This section gives an overview of the concept of agreement between the system 

stakeholders. Also, it elaborates on the role of negotiation to effectively improve the 

agreement level.  

 

Theoretically, negotiation effort is able to resolve conflicts among multiple stakeholders 

through the different approaches to dealing with conflicts such as competing, 

accommodating, collaborating, avoiding or compromising (Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005). 

Competing involves an emphasis on winning one’s own concerns at the expense of 

another, often leading to ‘win-lose’ situations. Accommodating involves trying to satisfy the 

other’s concerns without attention to one’s concerns, this can mean that one stakeholder is 

self-sacrificing and yielding to the other. Collaborating focuses on satisfying the concerns 

of all parties to find solutions that try to satisfy the concerns of all. The emphasis is on 

finding ‘win-win’ situations. Avoidance of conflict could be a result of indifference, denial 

or apathy while compromising involves concessions to find a satisfactory middle ground. 
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These five different orientations are defined (Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005) and are based 

on organizational psychology (Thomas, 1976). According to this model a stakeholder’s 

orientation has two dimensions: the focus on satisfying their own concerns and the 

emphasis on satisfying the concerns of others. This research emphasizes the ‘win-win’ 

situation and therefore adopts a collaborative strategy in which the system’s stakeholders 

work together to reach a group objective rather than compete against each other. The 

collaborative strategy is usually understood as a consensus based negotiation (see Section 

3.2.1) in order to achieve an agreement among multiple stakeholders. Hence, the agreement 

achieved represents the key stakeholders’ perspective and perception and it is a reasonable 

expectation that a decision based on a combination of thoughts would be of a higher 

quality than any individual decision. As stated in Section 3.2.1, consensus based negotiation 

refers to an agreement by the key stakeholders which leads to acceptance of consensual 

decisions. The stakeholders feel that their perspectives and ideas are acknowledged, respect 

is shown for all persons involved in the decision making process, use is made of the 

collective knowledge and skills of the group and a collaborative environment among the 

stakeholders is created.  

 

Applying consensus based negotiation, the ideal result is a total agreement. This means all 

the stakeholders’ representatives who are involved in a negotiation understand the entire 

concept and achieve an agreement on all the negotiated requirements (either to proceed or 

to drop or to have the same priority level). In addition, the agreement achieved out of a 

negotiation session depends on the person’s effort being devoted to negotiation. Thus, 

even though this research applied consensus based negotiation, there is a possibility that 

the total agreement is not achieved due to the time constraints.  Even though total 

agreement is not achieved, an effort to narrow the disagreement gap is of benefit to the 

software project.  
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Figure 4.1: A Guide to the Ordering of Negotiation Activities.  
Tasks are in Ovals and Outputs are in Rectangular Boxes 
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Assess resource 
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Prioritize 
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Uncertainty reduced (things 
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Make informed 
decision 

Feasible and mutually satisfactory 
requirements obtained 
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Illustrated in Figure 4.1 is the role of negotiation which improves the agreement between 

multiple stakeholders during the requirements elicitation process. The figure illustrates an 

ideal model of negotiation activities and their outputs. The oval notations represent 

activities undertaken during the negotiation and the rectangle notations represent the 

inputs and outputs of the activities. The first two activities ‘assign preference score’ and 

‘compare preference score’ are to identify conflicts. The conflicts are detected 

systematically based on the different values assigned to the requirements by multiple 

stakeholders. Based on the conflicted requirements, negotiation effort starts with sharing 

and defining glossary and sharing perspectives, views and expectations of requirements. 

These activities provide common meaning to keywords and develop team learning. These 

two outputs illustrated the tacit knowledge (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001) which is 

revealed through the negotiation effort. After the stakeholders share the same 

understanding of the terms used and the requirements statements, they assess the feasibility 

and justify the requirements needs. These two activities establish an awareness of project 

constraints and reveal the importance and relevance of the requirements respectively. This 

knowledge helps the stakeholders to prioritize the requirements. The prioritization helps to 

reduce the uncertainty in which things needing attention are highlighted. All the 

information gathered and knowledge revealed assists the stakeholders to achieve an 

agreement. The final output is a list of feasible and mutually satisfactory requirements.  

4.2 Aims 

As discussed in Chapter 2, many researchers have claimed that negotiation is beneficial to 

the software development process in many ways (Boehm et al., 1998, Grünbacher and 

Syeff, 2005, Al-Karaghouli et al., 2000) . However, effort to measure the effectiveness of 

negotiation is rare. One of the benefits of negotiation is to achieve a mutual agreement 

among multiple stakeholders who have different roles and responsibilities (Fisher and Ury, 

1981). It is a great challenge to bring together every individual of the key stakeholders each 

of whom has a different perspective and perception (Price and Cybulski, 2006). A mutual 

agreement will benefit the system to be developed and the organization as a whole. 

Therefore, this chapter aims to show: 

 

 

 

 

There is a positive relationship between the amount of negotiation and increase in 

agreement level between stakeholders 
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Within the context of the experiment, given a certain amount of time, a certain amount of 

agreement is achieved. However, there exists a point (generally well beyond the amount of 

negotiation covered in this research) beyond which further effort produces little benefit. 

 

Through the measurement of negotiation effectiveness on achieving an agreement, this 

chapter presents two roles of negotiation which benefit the software project: 

• Resolution of conflict between key stakeholders in the meaning and objective of 

particular requirements. 

• Resolution of conflict between key stakeholders in the priority to be allocated to 

particular requirements.  

4.3 The Experimental Design 

This section describes the experimental design and identifies the participants involved in 

the experiment. Also, this section defines the experimental process. 

 

The experiment detects conflicts by identifying the stakeholders’ perspective on individual 

requirements. Negotiation is applied to produce a consensus on a list of requirements 

which will be developed for the current release of the software system. The number of 

requirements which will be in the list is restricted to the resources available for the software 

project. Basically, the stakeholders need to consider not only the requirements they think 

are important, but also what other stakeholders claimed as important and may be crucial to 

the system. The exercise is not about a good negotiator winning a battle but it is about 

identifying a set of requirements which represents the stakeholders’ needs that can be 

translated into a reliable and a workable system. This exercise is deployed with an 

assumption that all the stakeholders have positive motivation and that they work together 

towards developing a good system. This assumption is tested by a questionnaire during the 

post-mortem session immediately after the experiment. The questionnaire is designed to 

test the above assumption and to gather feedback from the participants in order to know 

how far the experiment meets the objectives. This is discussed further in Section 4.6. 
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4.3.1 The Participants as the Experimental Unit 

The population from which the participants for the experiments were drawn, the process 

by which the participants were selected and the process by which the participants were 

assigned to the experiments were explained in Section 3.4.1. 

 

The participants for the experiment described in this chapter were third year students 

enrolled in Software Requirements and Project Management (CITS3220) unit in The 

University of Western Australia. Based on the curriculum structure at this point after three 

years of study, the students already have considerably good foundation and significant 

theoretical background in software engineering. Moreover, focusing on software 

requirements in the current semester, they were aware of the importance and complexity of 

the requirements elicitation process especially when it involved multiple stakeholders.  

 

There were thirty participants randomly allocated into seven groups. Five groups were 

formed by four participants and the remaining two groups had five participants each. Every 

participant is assigned a role to play as a stakeholder of the Academic Unit Registration 

System. They were student, lecturer, and administrator and finance department staff. 

Group 1 and Group 7 consist of five participants each and decided to have two lecturers’ 

roles and two students’ roles respectively. The remaining groups have one participant 

playing one role in the experiment.   

4.3.2 Experimental Protocol 

The experimental protocol is as follows. The background material and scenario for the 

experiments are provided in appendixes. 

 

The entire experiment took approximately an hour with 30 minutes allocated for 

negotiation. The remaining 30 minutes were for the instruction session, pre-negotiation 

and post-mortem session. The pre-negotiation was for assessing individual preferences for 

each requirement according to roles and this process systematically identified the conflicts. 

The conflicts were detected based on the value of each requirement assigned by individual 

stakeholders. It is a conflict whenever the values differ from each other. 
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The exercise begins with the pre-negotiation where the stakeholders individually identify 

their preference values to all the requirements. The preference value is based on the scale 0 

to 4 as indicated in Table 3.1 (see Section 3.2.2). This effort is meant to capture the 

individual preference from each participant. The difference in values indicated by different 

stakeholders shows the existence of requirements conflict in terms of stakeholders’ 

preferences. The conflict is the basis of requirements resolution as only conflicted 

requirements are negotiated to achieve an agreement.  The negotiation activity promotes 

group decision by consensus and achieves mutual understanding among the group 

members on the same requirements.  Therefore, negotiation was deployed at this point to 

identify the most desired and the most important requirements to be developed. 

Suggestions and examples of ways to achieve group decision were given in advance. During 

the negotiation process, once agreement was achieved on a specific requirement, the 

stakeholders recorded the agreed value of the said requirement in the preference value 

sheet. This indicated the status of the requirements, which would be either included to be 

in the list or dropped, and portrayed the priority of the requirements. It was noted that 

there was a possibility of requirements remaining undecided due to the time constraints or 

due to a highly conflicted set of requirements. Therefore, there is a chance of negotiation 

failure in a condition of divergence among the negotiating stakeholders. Instead of 

resolving conflict, negotiation sometimes leads to other issues which trigger more conflicts 

and could continue forever (Olekalns and Smith, 2003).  

 

The possibility of divergence during negotiation also addresses any fears 

that the hypothesis is not falsifiable. Falsifiability is a central component 

of the scientific method (Gauch, 2003, Experiment-Resources.com, 2011). It is, at least 

hypothetically, possible that the experiment could have shown that (increased) negotiation 

leads to less agreement. 

 

When the experiment was done, a post-mortem was executed to gather feedback from the 

participants in order to know how far the exercise met the objectives.  The feedback was in 

a form of statements to be scaled by the participants and two short questions. This 

feedback showed if negotiation is beneficial from the participants’ point of view.  
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4.4 Measurement of Stakeholders’ Agreement Level 

This section explains the method and the metrics used to measure the level of agreement 

between the stakeholders on the priorities of the various requirements.  

 

The measurement of the stakeholders’ agreement level is based on the value assigned to 

every requirement which is 0 to 4 by an individual stakeholder as per Table 3.1. The value 

is assigned twice; before and after the negotiation respectively. This is done to capture the 

difference in the value assigned to the requirements by each of the multiple stakeholders. 

The difference, if it exists, portrays the changes in stakeholders’ perspective towards the 

requirements following a negotiation process. The resulting distance between two sets of 

values is measured to discover the improvement of the agreement level through 

negotiation. Out of the experiment, two sets of preference values containing fifteen 

requirements each are obtained from each stakeholder in seven different groups. The 

results obtained after the negotiation process show if negotiation is able to achieve more 

agreement. Agreement demonstrates negotiation is able to resolve conflicts among the 

stakeholders and able to collectively prioritize the requirements (the results are presented in 

Section 4.5). The stakeholders’ priority for each requirement was identified by votes before 

and after the negotiation. The level of agreement between all the stakeholders in each 

separate group was determined using the Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC) as 

explained in section 2.4.1. ICC was used as a measure of reliability that is a ratio of 

variances derived from repeated measures by Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)(see Section 

3.4.4 for more details on ANOVA). ICC was applied to measure the agreement level 

achieved for a set of requirements by multiple stakeholders.  

 

Equation 1 presents the variance formula (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976), which shows the 

variance of preferences for each requirement by multiple stakeholders, where 𝑋 is the 

individual preference value indicated by the stakeholders for that requirement statement, 𝑋� 

is the average of preference values for the requirement,  and N is the sample size.   

 

............................................  I 

 

ICC is applied to measure the difference in agreement level before and after negotiation for 

a set of requirements by multiple stakeholders.  ICC was discovered to be suitable to assess 
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agreement between quantitative measures as good agreement is only obtained when the 

readings between different judges or in this thesis between different stakeholders closely 

follow the line of equality (Muller and Buttner, 1994). Each of the fifteen requirements is 

rated independently by the stakeholders who belong to the same group.  The ICC (Shrout 

and Fleiss, 1979) is calculated as follows: 
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Here RMS is a requirement mean square (between-group mean), which is obtained by the 

sum of squares of the fifteen requirements preference values divided by the degree of 

freedom; df = NR -1, and NR is a number of requirements.  EMS is an error mean square or 

residual mean square, SMS is a stakeholder mean square (within-group mean), which is 

obtained by sum of square of the five stakeholders preference value for each of the fifteen 

requirements divided by the degree of freedom df = NS -1, and NS is a number of 

stakeholders, n is the total number of requirements being measured times the number of 

stakeholders negotiating on them and k is the number of the stakeholders. For example, if 

fifteen requirements are rated by four stakeholders, n is sixty. The result from the 

experiment is illustrated in Section 4.5. 

4.5 Results and Analysis 

This section presents the results and the analysis obtained from the experiment.  The 

results produced in this section are the outcome from the negotiation activities as described 

in Figure 4.1. and the experimental design elaborated in Section 4.3. The results explained 

below generally show a favourable outcome which support the underlying hypothesis 

stated in Chapter 1; more negotiation in RE improve stakeholders’ agreement level.  

 

Table 4.1 shows the variance in individual priorities for every requirement from each group 

before and after the negotiation. Value 0 signifies agreement is achieved for the specific 

requirement and the farther the value from 0, the higher the disagreement is. At the bottom 

of the table, the difference represents the total improvement in reducing group variance 

achieved through negotiation effort for all the fifteen requirements. The result shows that 

substantial improvement in agreement achieved through negotiation for each group (Fisher 

...................... II 
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and Ury, 1981). It is an average of 19.40 improvements achieved (difference in variance) 

based on seven groups negotiating 15 requirements each as presented in Table 4.1. 

  G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 
  5 students 4 students 4 students 4 students 4 students 4 students 5 students 

  A B A B A B A B A B A B A B 
R1 1.00 0.00 2.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 3.00 0.00 3.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.00 
R2 0.20 0.00 1.58 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.67 0.00 2.00 0.00 
R3 1.30 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.92 0.00 2.25 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.67 0.00 0.80 0.00 
R4 0.80 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.92 0.00 1.58 0.00 0.25 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 
R5 2.30 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.25 0.00 2.92 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.92 0.00 2.30 0.00 
R6 2.80 0.00 2.25 0.00 0.67 0.00 2.25 0.00 0.92 0.00 3.00 0.25 0.80 0.00 
R7 2.70 0.00 0.92 0.00 2.25 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 1.58 1.00 0.20 0.00 
R8 0.80 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.67 0.00 2.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 3.58 2.25 2.50 0.00 
R9 0.20 0.00 0.67 0.25 0.92 0.00 0.92 0.00 0.33 0.00 2.00 1.00 1.50 0.00 
R10 1.70 0.00 2.92 0.00 0.92 0.33 1.67 0.00 2.00 0.00 3.00 2.25 0.80 0.20 
R11 0.70 0.00 2.25 0.25 3.58 0.00 3.67 0.00 0.25 0.00 2.92 4.25 1.30 1.30 
R12 2.00 0.00 0.25 0.25 0.33 0.00 3.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.67 2.25 1.00 1.00 
R13 1.20 0.00 2.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 3.67 0.00 1.67 2.00 0.50 0.70 
R14 2.30 0.00 1.00 0.00 2.25 0.00 2.25 0.00 2.67 0.00 0.25 1.00 1.30 0.00 
R15 2.30 0.00 1.67 0.33 0.92 0.00 3.00 0.00 3.67 0.00 4.00 0.00 0.70 0.70 
Sum 22.30 0.00 20.58 1.08 17.42 0.33 30.58 0.00 22.50 0.00 26.92 16.25 16.90 3.90 
Diff 22.30 19.50 17.08 30.58 22.50 10.67 13.00 

 

Table 4.1: The Difference in Variance in Individual Priorities for the 15 Requirements 

within Each of the 7 Groups (Group Perspective) 

Meanwhile, Table 4.2 presents the same values as Table 4.1 in a way to show the difference 

between before and after the negotiation in variance for individual requirements across 

groups. The values are the variance in individual preferences across the group for each 

requirement statement. The average of variance achieved by all groups for each 

requirement is also presented. Table 4.2 (A) represents variance before negotiation and 

Table 4.2 (B) represents variance after the negotiation. The average value shows average 

level of agreement achieved for each requirement through negotiation. The figures show a 

huge improvement for every requirement after negotiation. For example, R1 with an 

average of variance 1.67 before negotiation achieved variance 0.00 after negotiation. Every 

requirement represents customers’ needs and usually multiple customers have different 

needs and priorities towards the systems to be developed. The differences are essentially 

based on the customers’ roles and responsibilities to fulfil a business process. Even worse, 

conflicts are inevitable when the requirements elicitation process involved other 

stakeholders, other than the system owner. The involvement of other stakeholders such as 

the end user and the administrator is to consider a broader view to ensure the usefulness 

and the feasibility of the system to be developed. Through negotiation, mutual 

understanding is developed and the key stakeholders are able to make an informed decision 
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which leads to mutual agreement. The results in Table 4.2 support the obvious fact that 

negotiation improves the agreement level for every single requirement. Even though not all 

requirements achieved consensus, the variance before and after the negotiation shows 

substantial improvement is achieved. 

 

 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 Av    G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 Av 
R1 1.00 2.92 0.92 3.00 3.67 0.00 0.20 1.67  R1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R2 0.20 1.58 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.67 2.00 1.03  R2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R3 1.30 0.67 0.92 2.25 0.92 0.67 0.80 1.07  R3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R4 0.80 0.25 0.92 1.58 0.25 2.00 1.00 0.97  R4 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R5 2.30 0.92 0.25 2.92 1.00 0.92 2.30 1.51  R5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
R6 2.80 2.25 0.67 2.25 0.92 3.00 0.80 1.81  R6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.04 
R7 2.70 0.92 2.25 0.92 0.92 1.58 0.20 1.35  R7 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.14 
R8 0.80 0.33 0.67 2.00 0.33 3.58 2.50 1.46  R8 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.25 0.00 0.32 
R9 0.20 0.67 0.92 0.92 0.33 2.00 1.50 0.93  R9 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.18 
R10 1.70 2.92 0.92 1.67 2.00 3.00 0.80 1.86  R10 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 2.25 0.20 0.40 
R11 0.70 2.25 3.58 3.67 0.25 2.92 1.30 2.10  R11 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.25 1.30 0.83 
R12 2.00 0.25 0.33 3.00 1.00 0.67 1.00 1.18  R12 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.25 1.00 0.50 
R13 1.20 2.00 1.00 0.25 3.67 1.67 0.50 1.47  R13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.00 0.70 0.39 
R14 2.30 1.00 2.25 2.25 2.67 0.25 1.30 1.72  R14 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.14 
R15 2.30 1.67 0.92 3.00 3.67 4.00 0.70 2.32  R15 0.00 0.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.70 0.15 

 

Table 4.2: The Difference in Variance for the 15 Individual Requirements Over 7 Groups 

(Individual Requirements Perspective) 

 

Table 4.2 also shows the ability of negotiation to prioritize the requirements (Bamforth and 

Brookes, 2002, Pruit, 2001). This is shown by the improvement in variance presents in 

Table 4.2 (A) and (B); before and after negotiation respectively. When the variance for the 

particular requirement is more than 0, it shows that two or more of the key stakeholders 

have different priority value for the requirement.  After a negotiation, the variance value in 

all the requirements for G1, G4 and G5 turn to 0, which shows the groups manage to 

collectively prioritize the requirements for all fifteen requirements.  As for G2, G3, G6 and 

G7, the variance value shows a significance movement towards 0 after negotiation with 

narrowing of the gap of the requirements priority allocation by the key stakeholders. This 

shows that not only negotiation effectively resolves conflicts between the key stakeholders 

but at the same time it is able to collectively prioritize the requirements. This effort assists 

in group decision making as to which requirement is important and to proceed with the 

A (Before Negotiation) B (After Negotiation) 
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development. This is especially important in evolutionary and incremental software life-

cycles.  

 

As for the entire set of requirements, Figure 4.2 shows the result of the agreement level 

based on the data retrieved from the experiment. Initially, the ICC values are very low for 

all the groups with the lowest ICC score being - 0.11. However, the level of agreement 

improved substantially towards an achievement of total agreement after the negotiation 

effort. In addition, three groups achieved total consensus. Even though not all groups 

achieved total consensus, the graph shows a substantial improvement with two groups 

needing less than 0.1 to achieve it. Therefore, the result shows that the negotiation is 

effective to improve the level of agreement among the stakeholders during requirements 

elicitation process.  

 

Note that the results from this experiment do not show whether the stakeholders are good 

negotiators or not. There are many other factors which influence the success of 

negotiation. One example is that the agreement level is influenced by the time devoted to 

negotiate. This aspect is well discussed in Chapter 5 which show more negotiation effort 

produce a better quality requirement. Cultural background (Cohen, 1997) and different 

experience (Grünbacher and Syeff, 2005) also influence the success of negotiation. This is, 

however, beyond the boundary of this research as was noted during the population 

identification and participants’ selections for the experimental units.   

 

The improvement in the agreement level will make a significant difference to the project 

outcome as the agreement represents all the stakeholders’ perspective and perceptions 

(Price and Cybulski, 2006), reveals tacit knowledge (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001), 

underlies a sound basis for resource estimation (Boehm and Egyed, 1998), improves system 

quality (Grünbacher et al., 2003, Damian, 2000) and minimizes the resources involved 

(Boehm and Hoh, 1999). 
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Figure 4.2: The level of agreement among the stakeholders 
 

 

Through the agreement achieved, the measureable benefits obtained during the experiment 

are the ability of negotiation to resolve conflicts and the ability of negotiation to collectively 

prioritize the requirements (presents in Table 4.3). As discussed above, Figure 4.2 

demonstrates the improvement of agreement level achieved through negotiation. The 

figure also shows the negotiation capability to resolve the conflicts in order to achieve an 

agreement. Through the experiment of seven groups negotiating fifteen requirements each, 

an average of fifteen requirements had been in conflict before negotiation and an average 

of twelve requirements were subsequently solved by negotiation. Based on the experiments’ 

results, 80% of conflicts were resolved through negotiation. 

 

Not only did these experiments demonstrate the benefit of negotiation but they also 

quantified the movement towards consensus following a limited amount of negotiation.   

4.5.1 The Feedback 

The result in the previous section confirmed the aims of this chapter. This sub-section 

further describes the feedback obtained from the participants exercising the experiment. 

This feedback is gained in a post-mortem session after the experiments were complete.  
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It is agreed that negotiation is of benefit to the stakeholders, the organization and the 

software project in particular (refer literature in Section 2.2). Based on the positive 

feedback from the experiments, the negotiation effort significantly benefited the current 

project and helped with a long term relationship between the stakeholders. Good 

negotiation practice will promote this rapport and a positive relationship between the 

stakeholders.  

 

Figure 4.3: Feedback from the experiment 

 

Through feedback from the participants involved in the experiment conducted in the post-

mortem session, Figure 4.3 shows the feedbacks in a scale of strongly agree, fairly agree, 

agree, disagree and strongly disagree. There are five items to be scaled and they represent 

the benefit of negotiations applied. The items are: 

• increase the feeling of happiness and belonging to the group (ideas acknowledged 

to allow dynamic cooperation),  

• understand project constraints and adapt to change,  

• fostering team learning and reveal shared interest,  

• dealing with uncertainty and finding solutions and  

• promote rapport and positive relationship.  
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The graph shows that the majority of the participants voted “agree” to all the items 

mentioned with a number of them voted “fairly agree” and “strongly agree”. Only small 

proportions voted “disagree” and “strongly disagree”. Hence, according to this feedback, it 

is agreed that negotiation effort is beneficial to the stakeholders and the organization as a 

whole. 

4.5.2 Threats to Validity 

The validity of the experimental design was examined with respect to those discussed in 

Section 3.2.3.  Internal validity (Brewer, 2000) is the validity of inferences in scientific 

studies. The results are believed to be internally valid. In this research, we are inferring that 

the participants were following the instruction to negotiate in order to achieve an 

agreement. The inference was threatened because it was possible that the participants were 

not really doing negotiation but just having mere discussion. 

 

In order to ensure this, the researcher and unit coordinator were circulating the room to 

monitor the negotiating groups. This was to ensure that the groups were not simply ticking 

the boxes without negotiating. Based on the random observation, all the groups exercised 

the negotiation activities but not necessarily in sequence. This was anticipated as only 

guidelines were given without emphasizing specific steps to be taken. In addition, the 

negotiation activities as presented in Figure 4.1 distinguished negotiation and mere 

discussion during the experiment. A discussion can happen in many forms with a list of 

activities which may influence the stakeholders’ decisions and possibly improve agreement 

level. However, a discussion is about discussing things and not about making decisions 

while the exit point of negotiation activities is a decision.  In this research, the process of 

negotiation carefully moulds the decision which produces significant movement towards 

consensus.  

4.5.3 Limitations 

In a limited research time frame, there are limitations to the experiments presented in this 

thesis. The limitations are stated below: 

• Candidate requirements were given to the negotiating groups instead of being 

generated by them. It is ideal to have the negotiating groups to come out with their list 

of requirements during the experiments. That will be ideal to increase the sense of 

owning the requirements and the urge to negotiate their course effectively. However, 

due to limited experiment’s duration, the candidate requirements were carefully 
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prepared before hand and time was given to the negotiating groups to understand 

them.  

• The participants were university students instead of developers. The students are 

novices by definition; therefore their lack of experience has an impact on the outcomes. 

It is ideal to run the experiments with real practitioners and their real system. This will 

reduce the threats to validity to the results. However, the absence of practitioners’ 

willingness to get involved makes role play experiments the best option for the 

research. 

• The size of the system is too small. It is realized that the amount of candidate 

requirements were too little if compared to real software projects. The total amount of 

requirements was scaled down to allow sufficient time to be spent for negotiation. It is 

anticipated that the participants will simply make decision without negotiation if the list 

of requirements were too long. Moreover, the participants were students who have 

other obligations and priorities. Therefore, only a short list of requirements is used to 

assess the effectiveness of negotiation.  

• The absence of a specific negotiation model. There is no specific model introduced 

here as the research aimed to provide general claim on negotiation as an effective effort 

to improve stakeholders agreement no matter which model is used. The experimental 

design was under threat when it is questionable if the participants are really negotiating 

rather than just having a discussion. Future experiment can benefit from the usage of a 

specific model as explicit instructions can be given to the participants to follow in order 

to confirm that negotiation occurs.  

4.6 Conclusion  

In any requirements elicitation process, conflicts are inevitable if a number of stakeholders 

are involved. Even though the initial goal for all is identical, to design and to develop a 

good and meaningful system, the different backgrounds, experiences, concerns, 

responsibilities, and priorities of stakeholders may lead to conflicts. Therefore negotiation 

is beneficial to play a vital role to resolve conflicts between stakeholders. There might be 

cases where total agreement is not achieved, but the experiment discussed in this chapter 

suggests that the agreement level is improved significantly through negotiation.  In 

addition, the agreement achieved also demonstrates the role of negotiation to resolve 

conflicts and to collectively prioritize the requirements.  
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In the next chapter we will move from “whether there was significant movement towards 

consensus” to “whether the movement was in a desirable direction.” 
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Chapter 5  
The Effectiveness of Negotiation in terms of Requirements’ Quality 

This chapter focuses on trials of the effectiveness of negotiation to improve the 

requirements’ quality. Two approaches were employed to show whether negotiations 

produce better quality requirements.  There were two independent empirical studies to 

provide conformity of requirements’ quality if negotiation is employed during the 

requirements elicitation process. Aligned with that, the concept of quality assurance in a 

very early stage of RE was discussed thoroughly and the quality attributes were defined. 

Also, new measurement techniques were introduced to measure the requirements’ quality.  

  

5.1 Introduction 

Software requirements’ quality is usually assessed through verification and validation of an 

intermediate or final product. The requirements are checked against requirements 

specification, prototypes or the end product. This is known as an analytical approach 

(Denger and Olsson, 2005). It describes an effort to detect the defects within the software 

development products and fix them.  

 

Meanwhile, a constructive approach (Denger and Olsson, 2005) is applied while developing 

the requirements. This approach suggests prevention (Grünbacher et al., 2003)to ensure 

that mistakes are minimized during the creation of requirements. In this research, a 

constructive approach was adopted by enforcing negotiation in the requirements elicitation 

process. Negotiation is seen as a preventive action whereby defects are not introduced into 
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the requirements statement. Therefore, the requirements elicitation process which 

incorporates negotiation is expected to list better quality requirements.   

 

The rationale of adopting the constructive approach and measuring the quality at a very 

early stage is obvious. History tells us that the greatest number of errors and the errors that 

are most costly to fix are generated at the beginning stage of the software development 

process. Results from a report (Standish Group, 2004) and others (Alford and Lawson, 

1979, Mead, 2002, Naur and Randell, 1969, Brooks, 1995, Boehm, 1981) as elaborated in 

Chapter 2 verified this theory. Hence, this chapter attempts to show empirically that a 

requirements elicitation process with negotiation produces better quality requirements.  

 

Illustrated in Figure 5.1 is a negotiation activities diagram in which the requirements are 

improved in quality. It illustrates an ideal model of negotiation activities and the subsequent 

output. The activities are adapted from collective research knowledge on exercising 

negotiation in RE. The oval notation represents activities undertaken during the 

negotiation and the rectangle notation represents the output of the activities. This model 

focuses on activities undertaken to improve the requirements’ quality based on six quality 

metrics: comprehensibility, consistency, completeness, dependency feasibility, resource 

feasibility and correctness (see Section 5.5.2 for the metrics’ definition). Hence, earlier 

activities to detect conflicts are assumed to have been completed (Boehm and Hoh, 1996). 

The methods of conflict detection were explained in Section 4.1.  When conflicts are 

detected, the stakeholders are focusing on finding resolution to resolve the conflicts 

(Grünbacher and Boehm, 2001). This encourages the stakeholders to develop trust among 

them and to defend the requirements they requested (Olekalns et al., 2002). In order to do 

that, one needs to ensure that every key stakeholder understand the role of each 

requirement being requested. Hence, explanation of the requirement’s function (Boehm et 

al., 1994) and its relevance to the system helps develop the same understanding among 

multiple stakeholders. Clear and thorough explanation can avoid individual assumptions 

concerning the requirements (Grünbacher and Briggs, 2001). Hence, the same 

understanding on the requirements is developed and increases the comprehensibility. In 

addition to understanding the requirements’ functions and their relevance to the system, 

further elaboration on the requirements’ importance can help to reveal the truth and 

necessity of the requirement (Price and Cybulski, 2004). This effort increases the value of 

requirements’ correctness. In addition, the stakeholders by negotiation are forced to justify 

the needs of the requirements they requested. This elaboration critically discloses the 
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importance and justification of the requirements (Berander and Andrews, 2005). Hence, 

other stakeholders’ needs are acknowledged and this contributes to the possibility of 

requirements completeness. In addition, the importance and the criticality of the 

requirements equip the stakeholders to make informed decision on which requirements to 

drop in case of inconsistency of two or more requirements. This assists in producing 

consistent requirements. During negotiation, detected conflicts trigger discussion on 

requirements relationships which reveals the requirements’ dependency. Hence, a decision 

to drop any requirements considers the dependency which increases the requirements’ 

quality in dependency feasibility. Lastly, the resource consideration during the negotiation 

leads to the identification of the set of requirements that is within resource boundary. This 

effort increases the resource feasibility. Generally, the activities in negotiation effort 

increase the quality of the requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.1: Negotiation Strategies and Outputs which Improve the Requirements’ quality 

 

5.2 Aims 

Negotiation is desirable to prevent defects from occurring and thus produce better quality 

requirements. In order to show the negotiation effectiveness in terms of improving 

requirements’ quality, this chapter attempts to measure the quality based on empirical 
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investigations. It is rare and challenging to measure the requirements at a very early stage of 

requirements elicitation and therefore attention is given to the experimental design and the 

measurement techniques. This chapter describes two empirical investigations which 

implemented separate approaches to measure requirements’ quality and presents two 

independent results from the negotiation exercises. Therefore, this chapter aims to show: 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 The Overview of the Experiments  

This section describes the contexts of the two experiments.  

 

The first context is the transcendental context which implies the existence of an ideal set of 

requirements. This context is implied with an assumption that there exists a gold standard 

(GS) that is a “perfect” set of requirements for the long term benefit of the user and 

society at least. The requirements obtained from the groups exercising negotiation are 

measured against the GS. The GS is the term used to portray the theoretical idea of the 

best requirements set that can possibly exist for a system. The GS was carefully developed 

by identifying a number of requirements which contains all the key requirements necessary 

for the system (see Section 3.2.1). It is impossible to define the perfect solution but an 

approximation can be defined based on analysis from a number of experts. 

 

The second context concerns the multiple criteria for the quality attributes of requirements. 

The requirements obtained from the groups exercising negotiation are measured based on 

the individual quality attributes. Six metrics were identified and implemented. The 

justification of the quality attributes used in this research, their definition and the 

techniques to measure them are discussed in Section 5.5.2. 

 

Negotiation is effective in improving the individual requirement’s 

quality  

 

Negotiation is effective in improving the movement towards the 

Gold Standard 
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A further part of the experiment includes requirements errors into material supplied to the 

negotiating groups. This enables the measurement and estimation of negotiation effort. 

This is discussed further in Chapter 6. 

5.4 Empirical Investigation 1 - The Gold Standard 

5.4.1 Experimental Design 

This sub-section describes an empirical investigation to measure the requirements obtained 

through negotiation against the Gold Standard. Note that subjects involved in the pilot trial 

and actual trial were different set of participants. There was no participant involved in both 

experiments. The participants for pilot trial were students enrolled in Software 

Requirements and Project Management (CITS3220) and participants for the actual trial 

were students enrolled in Software Engineering Industry Project Leadership 

(CITS4222)(The University of Western Austalia, 2010b). The participants for the pilot trial 

were third year undergraduate students and participants for the actual trial were fourth year 

undergraduate and postgraduate students (Refer Section 3.4.1 for more details). As the 

purpose of pilot trial was to assess and to improve the experimental design and the results 

were not used to prove the hypothesis, the differences in backgrounds of participants did 

not introduce a threat to the research. 

 

Pilot Trial 

A pilot trial was carried out to check and improve the experimental design before an actual 

experiment took place. The pilot trial was run by the researcher and involved seven groups 

of four participants; each group ran a trial for the full cycle of an experiment. The 

researcher and her supervisor observed the process throughout this pilot trial to identify 

any weaknesess. The trial included a post-mortem session to collect the participants’ 

feedback which was noted by the researcher. A feedback form (see Appendix) with short 

questions was also collected. Experimental noise was revealed by this feedback and 

necessary improvements were made as detailed below. During the pilot trial, the 

experimental noise detected during the pilot trial proved to be the participants aiming to fill 

in the form rather than achieving consensus. It was also observed that more time was 

needed for the participants to understand their role during the experiment.  
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Two main changes were made to the experimental design.  

1. The time constraint was excluded to quantify actual time taken to achieve consensus. 

2. Two stages of negotiation were introduced to determine the effort needed to achieve 

consensus with and without a cost constraint. In the first stage, the negotiation was 

purely on accommodating stakeholders’ mutual understanding to achieve an agreement. 

A cost constraint was introduced in the second stage and the participants were forced 

to re-negotiate within the boundary.  

 

Illustrated in Figure 5.2 is a typical example of negotiating progress towards the GS. There 

are three states of requirements; initial set of requirements, negotiated set of requirements 

and the GS. The figure shows that the “distance” from the initial set of requirements to the 

GS is farther compared to the distance from the negotiated set of requirements to the GS. 

This is further discussed during the analysis based on the experiment’s results (Section 

5.4.2).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.2: A Typical Example of Negotiating Progress within the Requirements Space – It 

is expected, under the experimental hypothesis that the set of requirements after 

negotiation will be measurably closer to the ideal GS than before. 
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Actual Trial 

An actual trial was deployed as explained below: 

1. In the first step participants received a theoretical briefing through a formal lecture and 

were given a week to perform group research on negotiation topics. Further techniques 

and strategies to achieve group decision were given. This effort equipped the 

participants with sufficient information to undergo a simple role-play negotiation 

process.  

2. In the second step, participants were randomly assigned to teams of four. In order to 

create the requirements elicitation atmosphere among several stakeholders, different 

roles were assigned to the participants. The participants played roles as the system 

stakeholders’ and acted as student, lecturer, administrator and finance officer.   

3. In the third step, participants indicated an individual preference value to all the 

candidate requirements. The preference value was based on scale 0 to 4 as indicated in 

the previously discussed Table 3.1. The scale of scoring technique used in this research 

is adapted from the MoSCoW technique (2007) and was explained in Section 3.2.2.  

4. Therefore, in the fourth step, all the groups exercised negotiation to identify the most 

desired and the most important requirements to be developed. The negotiation 

enforced here was by consensus based on the achievement of mutual understanding 

among the stakeholders on the same requirements. During the negotiation process and 

once agreement was achieved on a specific requirement, the participants needed to 

record the agreed value on the 0 to 4 scale. This indicated the requirements status 

either selected or dropped. Time spent to negotiate until total consensus achieved was 

noted.  

5. In the fifth step, a resource constraint was inserted to stimulate re-negotiation. The 

participants forced to re-negotiate to ensure the system feasibility based on the 

constraint given.  It was assumed that each group had 40 points which represents 

$40,000 and 40 days. The total effort needed to fulfil all the requirements were 56 

points. These 56 points were the sum of effort for the 15 requirements which 

individually need different amount of effort to develop. The 15 requirements were 

tagged as difficult, moderate and easy. Easy requirements need 2 points, moderate 

requirements need 4 points and difficult requirements need 6 points. Also, this 

suggested that different amount of effort was needed to develop different 

requirements.  
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6. In the sixth step, a post-mortem was executed to gather feedback from the participants. 

This effort was to collect information on how far the experiment met the objectives.  

The feedback was in a form of statement to be scaled by the participants and two short 

questions. This feedback quickly notified the participants’ understanding and level of 

commitment towards the role play negotiation.  

 

5.4.2 The Results and Analysis 
 

General Observation 
 
The experiment ran smoothly in which group A, B, C, D and Q achieved consensus in 43, 

39, 34, 24, and 21 minutes respectively. Group A, B, C and D were assigned and briefed 

prior to the experiment day. Meanwhile, group Q was formed on an ad-hoc basis. It was 

observed that most of the time was spent explaining to each other the rationale of 

choosing one requirement. This effort helped elaborate tacit knowledge and therefore 

helped the participants understand the role of the requirements functionality clearly. It also 

revealed the benefit of the requirement to the system generally and the importance of it to 

the specific stakeholders.  There was a ‘give and take’ approach during the session where 

made some of them agreed to drop their preferred requirements if they gained others. 

There was also effort to carefully trace the requirements relationship and prioritize the 

requirements through negotiation. In summary, even though there was no negotiation 

techniques introduced in this experiment, the experiment design showed that negotiation 

existed to solve the conflicts detected and this was beyond simply free conversation among 

team members during the experiments.  

 

Trial results 

Cohen’s Kappa (Smeeton, 1985) was used to measure the “distance” or level of agreement 

between the gold standard (GS) and the set of requirements obtained through negotiation 

in the experiment. Cohen's Kappa coefficient is a statistical measure of inter-rater 

agreement for qualitative (categorical) items with the scale of -1 to +1. It is generally 

thought to be a more robust measure than a simple percent agreement calculation since 

kappa takes into account the agreement occurring by chance (see Section 2.4.1 for further 

explanation on Cohen’s Kappa). The requirements obtained through negotiation were 

measured to assess the movement towards the GS. Table 5.1 shows the results obtained 

from the experiment in variance and kappa value. The variance here refers to agreement 
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achieved by negotiating groups over 15 requirements. ‘Initial variance’ represents 

agreement before negotiation and ‘Final Variance’ represents agreement after negotiation.  

 

The variance was calculated by ANOVA (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976) (refer Section 3.4.4 

for more information on ANOVA), where 𝑋 is the individual preference value indicated by 

the stakeholders for each requirement statement, 𝑋� is the average of preference values for 

each requirement,  and N is the sample size.   The calculation of variance here is the same 

as explained in Section 4.4. 

 

 

 

The individual variance for each requirement is then summed up for the entire set of 

requirements for each negotiating group as presented in Table 5.1. The total initial variance 

for Group A, B, C, D and Q is 17.33, 19.83, 12.58, 16.58 and 11.50 respectively. 

 

The final variance (after the negotiation) is 0 for all groups because no time limit was given 

and therefore all groups achieved consensus. Even though consensus was achieved, there 

was difference in the “distance” towards the GS for all groups.  

Group Initial 
Variance 

Final 
Variance 

Difference 
in 

Variance 
Effort Kappa 

A 17.33 0.00 17.33 43 0.53 
B 19.83 0.00 19.83 39 0.70 
C 12.58 0.00 12.58 34 0.21 
D 16.58 0.00 16.58 24 0.21 
Q 11.50 0.00 11.50 21 0.40 

 

Table 5.1: Results obtained from the experiment in variance and kappa 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the movement of requirements obtained through negotiation to the GS. 

The movement is presented by kappa value; the higher the kappa value achieved, the nearer 

the requirements (after negotiation) to the GS. It shows all groups achieved a certain 

amount of movement which suggests that a better quality of requirements was obtained 

through negotiation. Based on the observation, there is a correlation between time spent 

negotiating and kappa value achieved (Refer Figure 5.3 for the correlation). This is 

important as the difference means the amount of time spent negotiating gave significant 
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impact to the output (movement to the GS). Group A and B spent more time compared to 

groups C, D and Q. The result shows that both groups A and B obtained higher kappa 

value.  

 

Figure 5.3: Kappa value achieved by each group 

 

This is supported by the analysis of the correlation between effort and kappa. Pearson’s r 

gave a value of r = 0.58. Figure 5.4 suggests that more effort spent negotiating gives better 

agreement with the goal standard. It was noted that there exists another variable which 

influences the kappa value. The degree of initial variance directly influences the amount of 

negotiation effort needed to achieve an agreement. The initial variance represents the 

severity state of the conflicts before the negotiation. This means, the higher the 

disagreement before the negotiation, the more negotiation effort is needed to achieve an 

agreement. Subsequently, agreement also influences the degree of quality achieved which is 

represented by the kappa value. Theoretically, more effort is needed to solve more conflicts 

and therefore high initial variance needs more negotiation compared to the low initial 

variance. This suggests that if the same effort was enforced in all conditions, the kappa 

values achieved should vary. Based on the experiment, Figure 5.5 shows the correlation 

between initial variance and negotiation effort. In an analysis using Pearson’s r gave a value 

of r = 0.61 which suggests a positive relationship between the amount of negotiation effort 

and the initial variance. 
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Figure 5.4: Correlation between Kappa and Negotiation Effort 

 

Figure 5.5: Correlation between Initial Variance and Negotiation Effort 

 

In terms of the gold standard context applied in this research, an ideal set of requirements 

could be used to set as a quality benchmark to measure the improvement of a software 

engineering process. The improvement was measured based on the movement towards the 

gold standard. The results and analysis revealed improvement in all five groups exercising 

negotiation in a requirements elicitation process among multiple stakeholders. Two 

variables which influenced the kappa value are discussed and verified.  
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5.5 Empirical Investigation 2 - The Quality Metrics 

5.5.1 Experiment’s Design 

This section describes an empirical investigation to measure the requirements obtained 

through negotiation based on the quality attributes. Note that subjects involved in the pilot 

trial and actual trial were different sets of participants.  There was no participant involved 

in both experiments. The participants for the pilot trial were students enrolled in Software 

Requirements and Project Management (CITS3220) and participants for actual trial were 

students enrolled in Software Engineering Industry Project Leadership (CITS4222). The 

participants for the pilot trial were third year undergraduate students and participants for 

the actual trial were fourth year undergraduate and postgraduate students (Refer Section 

3.4.1 for more details). As the purpose of pilot trial was to assess and improve the 

experimental design and the results were not use to prove the hypothesis, the differences in 

backgrounds of participants did not introduce threats to the research. 

 

Pilot Trial 

Two pilot trials were imposed to check and to improve the experimental design before an 

actual experiment took place.  

• The first pilot trial involved three volunteers; this small group tested the full 

experimental cycle. This effort managed to verify the adequacy of time allocation, the 

readability of the materials and the effectiveness of the experimental flow.  

• A second pilot trial was then implemented based on improved materials and design 

gathered from feedback of the first trial. Thirty participants, divided into six groups, in 

a classroom setting were involved. It was observed that the participants took some time 

to understand their roles and the requirements associated with the roles. Due to this, 

the participants struggled to negotiate all the requirements within the time boundary 

and as a result, many groups were unable to practice adequate negotiation to achieve 

consensus. This was seen as a threat to the validity of the experimental results as 

participants focused on filling in forms rather than exercising negotiation. The number 

of candidate requirements was reduced (without diminishing the degree of initial 

conflict) to allow more time for negotiation among the stakeholders.  An experiment of 

three stages was introduced instead of the original experiment of two stages in order to 

assess the requirements’ quality in three conditions:  

1. without negotiation,  
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2. with negotiation and  

3. with re-negotiation.  

This pilot trial tested time adequacy, materials readability and the experimental flow 

effectiveness and found them to be adequate.  

 

Actual trial 

In a first step participants received background information and a theoretical briefing 

through a formal lecture. Previous experience including results and analysis on similar 

experimental procedure were also discussed in depth.   

 

In the second step, participants were randomly assigned in teams of five. In order to 

stimulate negotiation, roles were assigned to the participants. Full detail of trial protocol 

and materials are available in Appendix C. The participants played the roles of the system 

stakeholders, which were student, lecturer, administrator, finance officer and developer. 

The roles represent: 

• the system user who is going to use and to administer the system,  

• the customer who owns and sponsor the system and  

• the developer who is responsible to provide technical information.  

 

Normally a ‘customer’ is the owner of the system and is the one who requests and 

sponsors the system development but, in the context of developing a system for a public 

university, ‘a customer’ is hard to define. Therefore, in this case, the role of ‘finance officer’ 

equates to the ‘customer’ in terms of financial interest for the benefit of the organization. 

Since no specific negotiation technique was outlined, a resource constraint was introduced 

to force the negotiation to take place. It was assumed that each group had 50 points which 

represented $50,000 and 50 days. The total effort needed to fulfil all the requirements were 

82 points. These 82 points were the sum of effort for the 24 requirements, which 

individually needed different amount of effort to develop. Complicated requirements 

needed more effort compared to a simple one. The 24 requirements were tagged as 

difficult, moderate and easy for the purpose of the trial. These levels were arbitrarily 

allocated values: easy requirements need 2 points, moderate requirements need 4 points 

and difficult requirements need 6 points. Furthermore, the different amount of effort was 
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introduced to imitate a real situation, in which diverse amounts of effort are needed to 

realize software requirements.  

 

In a third step, a brief overview followed by instructions was given to the participants. At 

this point, the participants received the descriptive scenario and a list of candidate 

requirements. The descriptive scenario is a brief overview of the system background from 

which the candidate requirements acquired. Even though the candidate requirements were 

provided, the 24 requirements were carefully tailored for individual stakeholders. This was 

with the assumption that the requirements set represented the individual stakeholders’ 

vision. Every stakeholder in a group owned six requirements (exception for the developer) 

and was tagged clearly as ‘S’ for students, ‘L’ for lecturer, ‘A’ for administrator and ‘F’ for 

finance officer. A developer did not own requirements but played the role of a neutral team 

leader and provided technical expertise to assist in achieving agreement. Sufficient time was 

given for the participants to read the descriptive scenario and to understand their 

requirements.  

 

The experiment consisted of three stages of negotiation in which the difference in quality 

value achieved was observed based on different amounts of effort. The first two stages 

were designed to assess whether negotiation effort improved the requirements’ quality at 

all. The third stage was designed to assess whether more negotiation increased the value of 

requirements’ quality: 

• In the no-negotiation stage, stakeholders made individual decisions to develop a 

number of requirements based on the resource constraints. Individually, they recorded 

1 (agree-to-have) or 0 (agree-not-to-have) in a form given. Once this was done, the 

results were collected, copied and returned to the participants. This was to ensure there 

were no changes made to the decision.  

• In the negotiation stage, 20 minutes was given to perform negotiation in order to 

achieve an agreement on which requirements to have and which requirements not to 

have. During the negotiation process and whenever agreement was achieved, the team 

leader recorded 1 (agree-to-have) or 0 (agree-not-to-have). In a case of no agreement 

was achieved, status u (undecided) was recorded. When the 20 minutes ended, again, 

the negotiation results were collected, copied and returned to the participants.  
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• As for the re-negotiation stage, another 20 minutes was given to re-negotiate. This was 

the opportunity for the groups to consider more views from the stakeholders, to 

explore the requirements rigorously and to carefully make a better group decision. 

Again, during the negotiation process and whenever agreement was achieved, the team 

leader recorded 1 (agree-to-have) or 0 (agree-not-to-have) or u (undecided).   

 

After completing the negotiation, an individual stakeholder had an opportunity to record 

their own thought. In their individual sheet, every stakeholder identified the requirements 

which they really thought they wanted. This might be different from the initial set of 

requirements due to the negotiation effort where they developed understanding and 

comprehension of the importance of each requirement from others’ perspectives. This 

effort was to capture if the agreed requirements were correct and to assess the distance 

between the agreed requirements to completeness.  

5.5.2 The Metrics and the Measurement Techniques 

This sub-section explains the rationale behind the metrics used in the requirements’ quality 

in the Empirical Investigation 2 – The Quality Metrics.  

 

Defining software quality is challenging as it is a complex concept, dependent on 

organizational viewpoints and contextual characteristics (Kitchenham and Pfleeger, 1996, 

Denger and Olsson, 2005). For example, do fewer errors in lines of code equate a high 

quality system?  What if one of these errors causes the loss of life? Quality has a very 

different meaning in different situations. In a bank operation, different quality criteria are 

important than in an electronic control unit of an airplane.   

 

With requirements, this becomes even more difficult, as the notion of quality often 

depends on the opinions of various stakeholders. If one stakeholder’s need is not 

understood correctly, there is a possibility of developing a system not considered of good 

quality as it might not support the user in fulfilling certain tasks.  

(A) The Quality Concept   

This sub-section explains the quality concept used in this thesis. The explanation gives an 

understanding of the quality from the point of view of this thesis. In this discussion quality 
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is basically influenced by the requirements engineering phase where the negotiation effort 

takes place.  

 

According to Denger (Denger and Olsson, 2005), quality assurance in the requirements 

analysis phase and the requirements validation phase are different. In the analysis phase, 

requirements defects are prevented from being introduced with the help of constructive 

approaches. While in requirements validation phase, the requirements are checked against 

intermediate or final products and defects are resolved if detected.  The most important 

thing is how this difference, between these two phases affects the quality definition and the 

identification of quality attributes.  

 

Negotiation usually takes place at a very early stage of requirements elicitation and analysis 

phase where several stakeholders need to agree on which requirements should be 

developed. Embedded in the process is the capability to detect conflicts among the 

stakeholders. The negotiation process involves explanation and elaboration on the 

requirements in order to develop understanding among stakeholders towards the 

requirements. In addition, negotiation invokes exploration of a solution before an 

agreement is able to be reached. When all  the stakeholders pursue the same initial goal, to 

develop a working system which benefits all the stakeholders, sufficient information on the 

requirements help to achieve this goal. At the end of the process, if negotiation was truly 

beneficial, improvement should be revealed.  

 

This research measures the effectiveness of negotiation. The effectiveness discuss here is in 

terms of requirements’ quality achieved out of the negotiation effort. The question is how 

do we measure the requirements’ quality at this stage?  

 

In software engineering, the most widely applied quality assurance techniques are testing 

and inspection. Testing is limited to executable software products and thus typically applied 

later in development where finding and correction of defects is much more expensive 

compared to earlier stages. Prevention action such as negotiation and inspection, on the 

other hand, is applied earlier in the software development process to prevent the 

introduction of defects into the requirements statements.  In this thesis, negotiation and 

post-process quality assessment is presented. 
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(B) The Quality Attributes 

This sub-section defines the attributes this thesis used in measuring the requirements’ 

quality. The selection of the quality attributes introduced here is affected by the negotiation 

effort and at which phase the negotiation takes place.  

 

Our work on quality attributes builds on  the influential paper (Garvin, 1984). Table 5.2 

briefly explains the different perspectives.  A transcendental view represents an ideal 

situation and when dealing with software requirements, an ideal is almost impossible to 

achieve. It is complicated and challenging to choose tangible quality metrics by considering 

this view. Even though a transcendental view was not considered during quality metrics 

identification, it was separately applied in the Gold Standard context as discuss in Section 

5.4. From a manufacturing view, quality focuses on the implementation of the processes. 

Since the focus was purely to measuring the process output, a manufacturing view was not 

included. User view, product view and value-based view revealed that the inherently human 

based nature of requirements engineering made the definition of quality complicated. 

IEEE standards (IEEE, 1998a, IEEE, 1998b)  were the main reference here. Since the 

IEEE standards lack a value-based view and user view,  quality attributes introduced in 

other literature (Denger and Olsson, 2005, Denger et al., 2003, Yilmazturk, 2005) were 

considered. Therefore, the quality attributes discussed here consider both technical and 

human related aspects, which are both relevant for the overall quality of the requirements. 

Perspectives Meaning 

Transcendental view Quality is considered as something  that we 

always strive for as an ideal but we will never 

be able to implement this ideal 

User view Quality is the fitness of purpose to fulfill 

user needs. 

Manufacturing view Quality focuses on the implementation of 

the processes.  

Product view Quality is the totality of product 

characteristics. 

Value-based view Quality is the amount of value given to the 

customer. 

Table 5.2: Quality Perspectives 
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At the stage of creating the requirements, where the focus was on quality gained from 

negotiation effort, only a limited number of quality attributes were meaningful (see Section 

2.3.1 for literature on quality attributes). This research identified six quality attributes which 

were comprehensibility, consistency, completeness, resource feasibility, dependency 

feasibility and correctness to measure the requirements’ quality out of a negotiation 

process.  Unambiguity was embedded within the comprehensibility attribute as it also 

provides a measure of ‘understanding’ towards the requirements. These attributes were 

selected because they were directly affected by negotiation effort. In a paper introducing 

QA in negotiation (Grünbacher et al., 2004), an almost similar set of quality attributes, 

which were counted as ‘defects if absent’, were addressed. The only difference was that the 

paper did not include a feasibility attribute.  Other quality attributes discussed in the 

literature (as discussed in Chapter 2) were not appropriate here due to the different 

granularity level and were also assessed in a different phase of software life-cycle. Hence,  

common quality attributes such as traceability and modifiability are not included (Wiegers, 

1999b). With respect to assessment of the requirements’ quality resulting from a 

negotiation effort in which we are looking at the requirements at a very high granularity 

level, the definition applied here is: 

 

 

 

Explained below are the six metrics used to measure quality value obtained from a set of 

requirements following a negotiation effort. The contribution of negotiation to achieve 

each metric is also elaborated.  

 

Comprehensibility is achieved if all requirements are specified and phrased in a way that is 

easily understood. This is sometimes referred to as ‘clear’ or as ‘understandable’ (Davis et 

al., 1993, Rosenberg et al., 1998, Denger and Olsson, 2005). Natural language or any 

formalism that includes natural language (e.g., structured English) has much inherent 

ambiguity. Therefore, it is crucial to use the least ambiguous expression and to ensure that 

the same term has the same meaning in each requirement and for each stakeholder. This is  

important because unambiguous terms used, by all the stakeholders, help enhance 

comprehensibility (Kar and Bailey, 1996, Yilmazturk, 2005, Davis et al., 1993). An example 

of an incomprehensible requirement statement is “User interface should be simple and user 

Comprehensibility 

“The quality of high level functional requirement is defined as the degree to which 

the set is comprehensible, complete, consistent, resource feasible, dependency 

feasible and correct.” 
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friendly.” This statement is unclear on what it means by “simple” and “user friendly”. Each 

stakeholder may have a different definition and a different expectation towards the phrase 

in a requirement. A comprehensible requirement should state clearly what is needed to 

make it appear “simple” and “user friendly”. For example, “User interface must have a pull 

down menu for each field.”  

 

Through negotiation, whenever conflicts are detected, the stakeholders are committed to 

find a solution. Negotiation forces stakeholders to think through what is involved and to 

consider why one requirement is more important or appropriate than another. The 

stakeholders are forced by negotiation to justify their requests. This can be accomplished 

through further elaboration, detailed explanation and supported by examples. A trial on 

negotiation supported this theory and the results are discussed in Section 5.5.3. Supporting 

the fact that negotiation promotes comprehensibility, a small experiment on negotiation in 

social science (Smith, 2005) was set up and it was discovered that there was also an the 

improvement in comprehensibility. This is because a negotiation process assists in revealing 

tacit knowledge, which is not revealed in the stakeholders’ perspectives. Negotiation assists 

in developing understanding and trust among the stakeholders. Olekalns (Olekalns et al., 

2002) provided evidence through experiment that cooperative negotiation leads to higher 

trust which was seen to improve the comprehensibility of the requirements statements. 

 

Consistency is achieved if no subset of individual requirement is in conflict (Kar and Bailey, 

1996, Davis et al., 1993). This research is looking into internal consistency to ensure that 

there is no subset of individual requirements causing conflict within a set of requirements.  

Consistency 

 

Negotiation is able to detect conflicts.  Conflicts represent a situation in which two or more 

requirements are not at the same preference level as estimated by multiple stakeholders. 

For example, stakeholder A wants to have requirement C but stakeholder B wants to drop 

requirement C. Conflicts are not necessarily defects but certainly, conflicts contain issues 

that must be resolved before an agreement is achieved. One simple example would be; 

stakeholder A wants requirement C which says “Users verification is needed to perform 

task Z”; while stakeholder B wants to drop requirement C and wants requirement D 

instead; which says “All users are allowed to perform task Z.” This shows that requirement 

C and D are inconsistent. It is obvious that the system is unable to satisfy both conflicted 
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requirements. While exploring the conflicts, such defects might be revealed and, through 

negotiation, stakeholders are forced to justify their need and the rationale of the 

requirement they request. This is a mechanism to reveal the importance and the criticality 

of the requirements of the system. A successful negotiation is able to detect and resolve 

conflicts.  However, it is anticipated that some issues will remain undecided due to time 

constraints. Experimental evidence, which discusses the movement towards consensus, is 

available in Chapter 4. The results show that even though in some cases consensus is not 

achieved, the movement through negotiation towards an agreement gives substantial 

improvement. 

 

Completeness is achieved if all of the functionalities that the stakeholders want are stated. 

The complete set of requirements is believed to provide sufficient capability to be 

developed into a system (Kar and Bailey, 1996, Davis et al., 1993, Denger and Olsson, 

2005). This is because it represents the voices of all the key stakeholders’ perspectives.  

Completeness 

 

As negotiation influences the stakeholders into justifying their request, the importance of a 

requirement to one stakeholder is acknowledged by others. Also, the requirements, critical 

to the system from various perspectives, are fully described. Hence, a group decision is 

made with a good understanding of all the stakeholders’ needs of the system and the 

chance to achieve completeness is improved. For example; stakeholder X wants 

requirement Y which says “Status acknowledgement is sent by sms (short message system) 

to a responsible person’s mobile.” The rationale is probably the responsible officers are 

usually on the move and have restricted ability to access e-mail. Other stakeholders may 

acknowledge this pressing need to send updated status through a mobile. In addition, if the 

effort to develop the requirement is an issue, stakeholder X may be able to elaborate on an 

existing ‘off the shelf’ product that can substantially save development cost.  

 

Feasibility is achieved if the set of requirements are technically achievable and can be 

implemented within project constraints. (Hooks, 1993, Davis et al., 1993, Kar and Bailey, 

1996).  

Feasibility (resource and dependency) 
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Discussed earlier in the sub-section relating to consistency, negotiations are able to detect 

conflicts. Conflicts are issues which may or may not contain defects. One of the issues, that 

is possibly revealed through negotiation, is the dependency of requirements. Most 

requirements cannot be treated independently, since they are related to and affect each 

other in complex manners. Hence, during the negotiation process, dropping and/or 

prioritizing one requirement may affect other requirements in ways not intended or not 

even anticipated. Dependencies between requirements may also affect various decisions 

and activities during development. The dependencies between the requirements within a 

subset are crucial due to their functionality. For example, if requirement N depends on 

requirement M and if the stakeholders decide to drop requirement M, requirement N will 

not be able to function correctly. This is called dependency feasibility. The thorough 

elaboration of requirements may be able to trigger and reveal the dependencies of high 

level requirements at negotiation stage. 

 

Considering resource constraints during negotiation, stakeholders are able to calculate and 

to filter the most critical requirements to a higher prioritization. Having a resource baseline 

as a decision guideline, stakeholders are making realistic decisions during negotiation. For 

example, if the available resource is $50,000 and 120 days, a certain number of 

requirements, with total effort, will fit the constraints identified. Therefore, resource 

feasibility is considered and achieved. On the other hand, through negotiation, the 

stakeholders are able to figure out if the resource baseline is not realistic to achieve an 

acceptable amount of the requirements being developed.  

 

Correctness is achieved if the requirements reflect what the stakeholders wanted.  Hence, 

the set of requirements is correct if every requirement stated is the description of what the 

stakeholders wanted. 

Correctness 

 

The negotiation process is used as a “digging tool” to reveal what the stakeholders really 

want from a system. During the elicitation process, one stakeholder with an implicit 

knowledge of their own work begins by describing what they want from a system. In 

addition to representing their employer and employee groups, each stakeholder also 

represents their own individual perspective and perception (Price and Cybulski, 2006). 

Hence, expounding the wrong requirements is inevitable. Dr. Paul Nicholson, who has 
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twenty five years experience in the software industry, agreed that wrong requirements are 

most common and difficult to detect early in the process (Nicholson, 2009). Through 

reasoning to justify the request and through the resolution exploration to find an 

agreement, the truth of the correct requirements is revealed. By this process, negotiation 

will improve the quality of requirements in terms of correctness. 

(C) The Measurement 

This sub-section describes the measurement of each of the attributes; comprehensibility, 

consistency, completeness, feasibility and correctness.  Comprehensibility, completeness 

and correctness focus on human related aspects while consistency and feasibility focus on 

the technical aspects of the product.  The techniques that can measure the quality attributes 

are suggested here. The literature on how other researchers define and measure the 

attributes is covered in Section 2.3.1. As stated in Section 2.4, the measurement in this 

thesis is adapted and refined from (Davis et al., 1993). 

 

Comprehensibility is the degree to which the set of requirements is specified and phrased 

in a way that is understood by all the stakeholders. This is a measure of the stakeholders 

understanding of the requirements. A clear requirement statement must be easily 

understood and all the stakeholders must achieve identical understanding.  

Measurement of Comprehensibility 

 

A classic way to measure understanding is through examination. This research exercised a 

multiple choice question (MCQ) to be answered by the stakeholders individually. The 

‘question’ is the requirement statement with four possible ‘answers’ which rephrase the 

statement in different words. A comprehensible requirement is a requirement which all the 

stakeholders understand the same thing. The measurement for comprehensibility is: 

 

 

 

Where a, b, c and d are the set of requirements understood by individual stakeholders. 

While nT is the number of total requirements. This ranges 0 (no requirement understood) to 

1 (every requirement understood by all parties).   # indicates the cardinality of the set. 
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If there is no subset of individual requirement that is in conflict, the set of requirements is 

consistent. Inconsistent requirements are two or more requirements which are technically 

conflicted and it becomes impossible to implement both or all of them. For example: a 

system can have either “The user needs to register to perform task” or “All users have 

access”. One requirement stated the need to register but the other one stated no 

registration was needed. Obviously, these two requirements are in conflict and therefore 

are inconsistent.   

Measureement of Consistency 

 

An inspection technique was exercised to detect inconsistency. A review by inspecting the 

set of requirements to identify inconsistent requirements was performed whereby the 

possibility of two or more requirements being inconsistent was detected. If such a 

possibility was detected, one or more of the requirements were dropped to make a 

consistent set of requirements.  Thus, the maximum number of requirements that can be 

considered consistent was identified. A measure of overall consistency is the percentage of 

maximum requirements that is consistent: 

 

 

 

Where nh is the total number of agree-to-have requirements and nct is the maximum 

number of requirements that can be consistent. Values range from 0 (100% internally 

inconsistent) to 1 (100% internally consistent).  

 

If all of the functionalities that the stakeholders wanted are stated, the set of requirements 

is complete. This research focuses on completeness in terms of “All the functionalities, that 

the stakeholders required, are included in the system”.  

Measurement of Completeness 

 

In order to assess the completeness, a traceability from the set of agreed requirements to 

the set of what every stakeholder stated they wanted after a negotiation process was 

performed. A measure of completeness is: 
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Where nh is the number of agree-to-have requirements and nw is the total number of 

requirements every stakeholder’s representative stated they wanted. Values ranges from 0 

(100% incomplete) to 1(100% complete). 

 

If it is technically achievable and can be implemented within the project constraints which 

are available human resources, schedule and budget the set of requirements is feasible. 

There are usually three feasibility aspects which are: 

Measurement of Feasibility 

• Resource feasibility – the subset of requirements can be built within time and cost 

constraints. 

• Dependency feasibility – All requirements in the subset have all dependencies 

included in the subset. 

• Technical feasibility – For the purpose of this research, all the requirements have 

been checked and assumed to be technically feasible.    

This research focuses on resource feasibility and dependency feasibility only. Two metrics 

on feasibility are introduced below. 

 

Resource feasibility was disclosed by calculating the total human effort needed to spend 

to develop the set of requirements against available resources. Based on the constraints 

given and the effort needed to develop every requirement, the total human effort was 

calculated. If the human effort needed was less or equivalent to available resources, 

feasibility is achieved.  

 

As for the measurement for resource feasibility, it is a measure of the existence of a single 

system and has a value between 0 and 1; a set of requirements are either achievable or 

given acceptable development resources they are not. On top of that, if the system is not 

feasible, the distance to the feasibility is measured. If the total effort is equivalent or below 

w
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the resource constraint (pt ≤ pc), QFeasibilityA is 1. If the total effort is more than the resource 

constraint (pt ≥ pc), QFeasibilityA shows the distance to the feasibility. 

 

 

 

Where pt is total effort and pc is resource constraint.  Value ranges from 0 (infeasible) to 

1(feasible). 

 

Dependency feasibility was discovered by tracing the requirements (node) and their 

dependencies (route) in the dependency diagram.  The absence of any node which was 

required by others in the subset indicates infeasibility. The dependency diagram was 

carefully developed based on the functional dependencies.  

 

Dependency feasibility is a measure of the number of requirements which are feasible 

based on the existence of requirements they depend upon in the subset. 

 

 

 

Where nh is the number of agree-to-have requirements and nf is the number of feasible 

requirements. Value ranges from 0 (infeasible) to 1(feasible). 

 

If every requirement stated is the description of what the stakeholders wanted, the set of 

requirements is correct. In this research, the focus is on measuring the stated correct 

requirements from the perspective of various stakeholders.  

Measurement of Correctness 

 

Correctness is identified through traceability, from the set of agreed requirements against 

that which the stakeholders wanted; this is checked if the requirements are stated correctly 
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and reflects what they wanted after the negotiation session. The list of what the 

stakeholders wanted was declared by stakeholders individually.  

 

Since the term correctness applies to both an individual requirement and to an entire set of 

requirements, correctness is measuring the percentage of individual correct requirements. 

 

 

 

Where nh is the number of agree-to-have requirements and nc is the number of correct 

requirements. Values range from 0 (totally incorrect) to 1(totally correct). 

5.5.3 The Results and Analysis 

This sub-section presents the trial results from Empirical Investigation 2 which measures 

the requirements based on the quality metrics. 

 

This empirical investigation is designed to assess if the requirements’ quality based on a 

number of quality attributes improved after a negotiation. Even though the experiment is 

meant to measure the requirements’ quality, neither the six quality attributes nor the goal 

were revealed to the participants. The participants were only instructed to achieve an 

agreement through negotiation within the given resource constraints. The objective of this 

research is to measure the effectiveness of negotiation process. The agreed requirements 

resulting from the negotiation are then collected and assessed. The result suggested that the 

process of negotiation among multiple stakeholders improves requirements’ quality.  

 

The purpose of the first pilot trial was to check the readability of the materials, to trial run 

the process flow and to assess the amount of time allocated for negotiation is sufficient. 

The second pilot trial was based on two stages of negotiation and the result shows that 

more effort spent negotiating improves the requirements’ quality. Figure 5.6 is based on the 

total sum of the quality value achieved by six metrics (second pilot trial). Each quality value 

holds a minimum value of 0 and a maximum value of 1. Therefore, the highest possible 

value which could be achieved by each group was 6. The result shows that G3, G4 and G5 

achieved substantial improvement from 20 minutes to 40 minutes negotiation effort. 
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However, G6 utilized the first 20 minutes to make good decisions and to achieve high 

quality value requirements. Hence, it was anticipated to see minor improvement in the last 

20 minutes. Overall, the result suggests that more negotiation effort provides better quality 

requirements.  

 
Figure 5.6: The total quality value achieved by six groups out of a negotiation process for 

40 requirements 

 

As attempts were made to achieve quality in software requirements, one must be careful to 

recognize that although quality was attainable, perfection was not.  The result from the 

experiments shows that any of the six quality attributes can be achieved, but sometimes at 

the expense of other attributes. Participants seem to agree as to which quality attributes 

were most important and strive for those. This is shown in Figures 5.7 to Figure 5.12 

describing achievement by individual group in six quality metrics. The result suggests that 

different groups seemed to focus on different quality attributes while negotiating. For 

example, G1 in Figure 5.7 achieved substantial improvement in completeness, obtained 

perfect score in resource feasibility and improvement in correctness to the expense of 

consistency, dependency feasibility and comprehensibility. While G6 in Figure 5.12 

obtained a perfect score of consistency and resource feasibility, substantial improvement in 

correctness, slight improvement in comprehensibility and technical feasibility to the 

expense of completeness. In Figure 5.8, G2 clearly achieved high quality attributes in 

resource feasibility, correctness and consistency while comprehensibility, technical 

feasibility and completeness were in lower priority. However, completeness achieves 
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substantial improvement after 40 minutes negotiation. The same pattern can be seen in 

Figure 5.9 where two quality attributes were clearly in lower priority compared to others.  

 

Figure 5.7: The quality value achieved by G1 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 

 

 

Figure 5.8: The quality value achieved by G2 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 
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Figure 5.9: The quality value achieved by G3 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 

 

 

Figure 5.10: The quality value achieved by G4 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 
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Figure 5.11: The quality value achieved by G5 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 

 

 

Figure 5.12: The quality value achieved by G6 in 20 minutes and 40 minutes effort 

 

Based on the result from the second pilot trial, the actual experiment was improved to have 

three stages in which to assess the difference in requirements’ quality in three conditions: 

• no negotiation,  

• with negotiation and  

• with further negotiation.   
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The actual trial involved four groups named alpha, beta, gamma and delta. The 

participants involved were different from the pilot trials and never been exposed to any 

part of the experiments deployed in this research. The results obtained from the 

experiment were assessed against the six quality metrics explained in Section 5.5.2. 

However, there was a constraint in the actual experiment in which the comprehensibility 

metric was tested twice only (in 0 minutes and 40 minutes). This is due to the usage of 

multiple choice questions which were answered by the participants in 0 minutes and 40 

minutes. Other metrics were tested three times in 0 minutes, 20 minutes and 40 minutes. 

A simple calculation was done to all the metrics based on formula elaborated in Section 

5.5.2. Then, a further analysis by ANOVA (analysis of variance)(Iversen and Norpoth, 

1976) was deployed to assess if the improvement was significant. As Figure 5.7 until 5.12 

showed improvements in requirements’ quality for each group exercising negotiation, 

ANOVA was deployed here to assess whether the amount of improvement was significant 

or not. A one-way ANOVA was used to test overall effect in quality value achieved 

particularly between timed efforts. The difference between groups was also revealed. The 

“Sig” column indicates the statistical significance of the finding. The conventional 

probability of less than 0.05 of the result being a chance event, was used to assess a 

significant different over time. For each ANOVA, an R-Squared(MacLennan, 1993) value 

was also calculated. It is a descriptive measure between zero and one, indicating how good 

one term is at predicting another. In this case, the R-Squared value gave an indication 

whether either ANOVA was significant or not to suggest further testing with pairwise 

comparison. The pairwise comparison (Iversen and Norpoth, 1976) provides information 

of which pair contributes to the improvements. For each case in which a significant 

improvement exists, pairwise comparisons were enforced to compare every possible 

combination to assess which pair (between time efforts or between different groups) has a 

significant difference.  

 

The Sidak correction (Slavin, 1998) was employed because whenever multiple comparisons 

were done, the adjustment to the p-value was needed to omit the unnecessary error by 

chance. In addition, residual plots were examined and no problems were found in all 

quality attributes. 

The comprehensibility was tested by multiple choice questions (MCQ) and the results were 

calculated by Intraclass Correlation Coefficient (ICC). The ICC was used to assess if all the 

stakeholders in the same group understood the same thing. This is important to ensure that 

Comprehensibility 
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the requirement statement precisely described what the system should do and all the key 

stakeholders have the same perspective and perception towards the requirement.   

However, the ICC can not test if the stakeholders understand the right thing. In the 

context of this research, the right thing is measured separately by the correctness metric 

and is discussed later in this section. In terms of comprehensibility, the focus is to assess 

the stakeholders’ synchronized comprehension which is fulfilled here. In addition, from the 

perspective of comprehension, if all the key stakeholders agreed on the same thing, it is 

acceptable. This is because requirements are subjective and the vision of the requirements 

belongs to and is meant to satisfy the stakeholders. Figure 5.13 (a and b) illustrates the 

improvement in comprehensibility in 0 minute and 40 minutes negotiation by four groups.  

 

(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.13: The Improvement in Comprehension of Requirements Statement Before and 

After the Negotiation. (a) Improvement in each group. (b) Improvement in different effort 
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Table 5.3 is a summary of ANOVA for comprehensibility and reveals the significant 

difference between groups and between time efforts. The adjusted R-Squared value for 

comprehensibility was 0.942 which shows a highly significant level. Since the ANOVA was 

significant, an analysis by pairwise comparison was deployed. There is a significant 

difference between the groups. This may be caused by different negotiation method, 

different personally type and different inter-personal relationship. 

 

Source 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

group .232 3 .077 35.443 .008 

time .026 1 .026 12.115 .040 

Error .007 3 .002   

 

Table 5.3: Analysis of Variance for Comprehensibility.  
R Squared = .975 (Adjusted R Squared = .942) 

  

Based on the analysis of pairwise comparisons in Table 5.4, there was significance different 

in both groups and time effort. The significant difference in time effort between 0 to 40 

minutes negotiation indicates negotiation improves the requirements’ quality in 

comprehensibility. It was noted that between groups, the significance difference was 

between Alpha-Beta and Alpha-Gamma. The difference between groups only shows the 

different level of comprehension each group managed to achieve.  

 
(I) 
time 

(J) 
time 

  

95% Confidence Interval for 
Difference 

 

Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 

0 40 -.115* .033 .040 -.220 -.010 
 

Table 5.4a: Pairwise Comparisons for Comprehensibility between Time Efforts  
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(I) group (J) group 

  
95% Confidence Interval for 

Difference 

Mean 
Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 

alpha beta .460* .047 .013 .171 .749 

delta .240 .047 .083 -.049 .529 

gamma .350* .047 .029 .061 .639 

beta 
 

delta -.220 .047 .104 -.509 .069 

gamma -.110 .047 .468 -.399 .179 

delta gamma .110 .047 .468 -.179 .399 
 

Table 5.4b: Pairwise Comparisons for Comprehensibility between Groups 

 

The consistency was identified through inspection of the requirements list after a 

negotiation effort. The requirements were checked if they were consistent with each other. 

The maximum number of requirements that can be consistent was then calculated. Figure 

5.14 illustrates the improvement in consistency across time and there was slight 

improvement in consistency for most groups. However, there was one group which 

deteriorated in consistency value. This may be due to the different focus and it was 

anticipated that some groups was only manage to improve a number of quality attributes at 

the expense to the others.  

Consistency 

 

A further analysis to assess the significance level was done through analysis of variance. 

There was no significant difference revealed from the analysis. The adjusted R-squared 

value was 0.431.  
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Figure 5.14: The Improvement in Consistency across Time Effort 

 

 

The completeness was checked based on a traceability from the set of agreed requirements 

to the set of what every stakeholder stated they wanted after a negotiation process were 

done. The results were collected and measured by Cohen’s Kappa to assess the movement 

towards the complete set.  

Completeness 

 

Figure 5.15 illustrates the quality improvement for completeness metric in 0 minute, 20 

minutes and 40 minutes effort. All groups showed an improvement in completeness as a 

quality measure. This was especially noted in the first 20 minutes. This demonstrates that 

negotiation unfolds the unseen for the benefit of all the stakeholders during the process. 

The decisions made by all the negotiating groups considered the new knowledge surfaced 

which described the importance and the criticality of the requirements to the other 

stakeholders.  
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Figure 5.15: The Improvement in Completeness across Time Effort 

 

Furthermore, an analysis of variance showed significant difference in the completeness 

score value between time efforts: there is an R-squared value of 0.645. Table 5.5 is a 

summary of ANOVA for completeness and revealed a significant difference between time 

efforts. 

 

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

group .124 3 .041 2.839 .128 

time .240 2 .120 8.230 .019 

Error .087 6 .015   

 

Table 5.5: Analysis of Variance for Completeness 

R Squared = .806 (Adjusted R Squared = .645) 
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(I) 

time 

(J) 

time 

 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Difference 

Mean Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 

0 20 -.253 .108 .127 -.570 .063 

40 -.331* .108 .041 -.648 -.014 

20 40 -.078 .108 .869 -.394 .239 

 

Table 5.6: Pairwise Comparisons between Time Efforts for Completeness 

 

A pairwise comparisons analysis as showed in Table 5.6 was done for the time effort. The 

p-value between 0 to 20 minutes was 0.127, between 20 to 40 minutes was 0.869 and 

between 0 to 40 minutes was 0.041. These results suggest that significant difference exists 

in 0-40 minute negotiation after a Sidak adjustment. The result showed that 20 minutes 

effort was not adequate to achieve a significant improvement in completeness.  

 

Feasibility was divided into two metrics and they were resource feasibility and dependency 

feasibility.  

Feasibility 

• Resource feasibility 

In assessing resource feasibility, a resource constraint was enforced. The effort needed to 

realize the agreed requirements was then calculated. If the effort needed was below the 

resource constraint, the system was feasible; else the system was not feasible. In case of 

infeasibility, the movement towards the feasibility was calculated. Figure 5.16 illustrates 

improvement achieved in resource feasibility in 0 minutes, 20 minutes and 40 minutes. All 

groups managed to achieve resource feasibility in the first 20 minutes and therefore no 

improvement was needed in the last 20 minutes. The results showed that all groups 

focused on negotiating to achieve a feasible system based on the available resource 

constraint given.  
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Figure 5.16: The improvement in Resource Feasibility across Time Effort 

 

An analysis of variance showed a significant difference in resource feasibility score value 

between time efforts. This is shown in Table 5.7 which revealed the adjusted R-Squared 

value was 0.708 and the p-value for time effort was 0.005.  

 

Source 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Group .005 3 .002 1.000 .455 

Time .044 2 .022 14.327 .005 

Error .009 6 .002   

 
Table 5.7: Analysis of Variance for Resource Feasibility 

R Squared = .841 (Adjusted R Squared = .708) 
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(I) 

time 

(J) 

time 

 

95% Confidence Interval for 

Difference 

Mean 

Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 

0 20 -.129 .028 .004 -.210 -.048 

40 -.129 .028 .004 -.210 -.048 

20 40 3.938E-16 .028 1.000 -.081 .081 

 

Table 5.8: Pairwise Comparisons between Time Efforts in Resource Feasibility 

 

A pairwise comparisons analysis as shown in Table 5.8 revealed that the difference in score 

value between time efforts is significant between 0 to 20 minutes and between 0 to 40 

minutes. The difference was not significant between 20 to 40 minutes effort, obviously 

because the groups achieved close to maximum quality value in the first 20 minutes and left 

little more to improve. The result suggests that if the negotiating stakeholders focus and 

seriously considered resource constraint, a consensus can be quickly achieved and a feasible 

system is obtained.  

• Dependency feasibility 

Dependency feasibility was assessed based on the dependencies between the requirements. 

It was checked if the agreed requirements were not dependent upon requirements outside 

the subset and therefore able to function correctly. Through negotiation, the negotiating 

stakeholders managed to realize the relationship between the requirements and not simply 

dropped the requirements for any reason. Figure 5.17 illustrates the improvement in 

dependency feasibility between three time efforts. Three out of four groups managed to 

achieve total dependency feasibility in 40 minutes. The result suggests that if the 

negotiating stakeholders clearly described the requirements functionality and note the 

relationship between them, all the agreed requirements will be able to function correctly.  

 

However, based on analysis of variance showed in Table 5.9, the improvement between 

time efforts in dependency feasibility was not significant. This may be due to the degree of 

requirements statement simplification in this research and the dependency was easily 

identified even though without negotiation effort. Figure 5.17 shows that the quality value 
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is high at 0 minutes which indicate that the dependency feasibility was achieved without 

effort. However, negotiation effort might be useful in circumstances of complicated 

relationship between requirements.  

 

 

Figure 5.17: The improvement in Dependency Feasibility across Time Effort 

 

Source 
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

group .033 3 .011 5.275 .040 

time .018 2 .009 4.466 .065 

Error .012 6    

Table 5.9: Analysis of Variance for Dependency Feasibility 

R Squared = .805 (Adjusted R Squared = .642) 

 

Correctness was assessed through traceability from the set of agreed requirements to what 

the stakeholders wanted; it was checked if the requirements stated correctly and reflects 

what they stated they wanted. The number of correct requirements was then calculated. 

Figure 5.18 illustrates the quality improvement for the correctness metric in 0 minute, 20 

minutes and 40 minutes effort. All groups showed improvement especially in the first 20 
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minutes. Two groups managed to achieve total correctness in the first 20 minutes and 

therefore no more improvement was relevant.  

 

Figure 5.18: The improvement in Correctness across Time Effort 

 

The analysis of variance revealed significant differences in the correctness score value as 

the overall adjusted R-squared was 0.836. After adjustment, the significance only exists in 

the score value between time efforts as showed in Table 5.10. The p-value for time effort 

was 0.002 which shows significant difference.  A pairwise comparison was employed to the 

time effort to assess which time frame was significant and the result is shown in Table 5.11. 

After adjustment, the p-value for correctness between 0 to 20 minutes was 0.005, between 

20 to 40 minutes was 1.000 and between 0 to 40 minutes was 0.004. These showed that 

there was significant improvement in the correctness quality between 0 to 20 minutes and 

between 0 to 40 minutes effort. The additional effort between 20 to 40 minutes was not 

significant to improve the correctness. This is due to substantial improvement achieved in 

the first 20 minutes and little to improve later.  

Source Sum of Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

group .029 3 .010 6.748 .024 

time .058 2 .029 20.372 .002 

Error .009 6    

 

Table 5.10: Analysis of Variance for Correctness 

R Squared = .910 (Adjusted R Squared = .836) 
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(I) 
time 

(J) 
time 

  
95% Confidence Interval for 

Difference 

Mean 
Difference (I-J) Std. Error Sig. Lower Bound Upper Bound 

0 20 -.147 .027 .005   -.234 -.059 

40 -.149 .027 .004 -.237 -.062 

20 40 -.002 .027 1.000 -.090 .085 
 

Table 5.11: Pairwise Comparisons between Time Efforts for Correctness 

5.6 Threats to Validity 

Whenever students are used as the subject for an experiment, a typical question will be 

asked if the experiment results are valid or not if compared to the real environment. 

Students are one of the most accessible sources of small scale project data. It has been 

shown that data gathered from students is generally applicable to the software industry. It 

has been observed (Höst et al., 2000) that no significant differences between students and 

professionals for small tasks of judgment. According to (Tichy, 2001), using students as 

subjects is acceptable  if students are appropriately trained and the data is used to establish 

a trend.  These requirements are both fulfilled in this case.  

 

A role play experiment always comes with a dilemma as to weather the subject is really 

playing a role or simply being themselves. To minimize that possibility, prior to the 

experiment, the subjects were assigned to groups with the role to play, the study case, the 

candidate requirements and ample time to explore ways of negotiating. All the information 

was provided earlier to let the participants immerse themselves into the role they were 

playing. This is important as in role playing study (Wilson et al., 1968), participants are 

asked to behave as if  he or she were a particular person in a particular situation. It is also 

stated that the empirical data is only reliable if the external threat is taken care of by 

monitoring the entire process (Greenberg and Eskew, 1993). This is handled by the 

researcher, her supervisor, unit coordinator and two assistants circulating the room 

observing the entire process. Observation done throughout the experiments discovered 

that all of the subjects were seriously playing the role given to them.  These results were 

consistent across the various groups. This is due to the peer assessment for the unit of the 

tutorial session where the experiments were done.  
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5.7 Limitations 

In a limited research time frame, there are limitations to the experiments presented in this 

thesis. The limitations are stated as below: 

• Candidate requirements were given to the negotiating groups instead of generated by 

themselves. It is ideal to have the negotiating groups to come out with their list of 

requirements during the experiments. This will increase the sense of belonging to the 

requirements and the urge to negotiate their course effectively. However, due to limited 

experiments duration, the candidate requirements were carefully prepared before hand 

and time was given to the negotiating groups to understand them.  

• The participants were university students instead of developers. It is ideal to run the 

experiments with real practitioners and their real system. This will reduce the threats to 

validity to the results. However, the absence of practitioners’ willingness to get involved 

makes role play experiments the best option for the research. 

• The size of the system is too small. It is realized that the number of candidate 

requirements were too few if compared to real software projects. The total amount of 

requirements was down scaled to allow sufficient time to be spent for negotiation. It is 

anticipated that the participants will simply make decision without negotiation if the list 

of requirements were too long. Moreover, the participants were students who have 

other obligations and priorities. Therefore, only a short list of requirements is used to 

assess the effectiveness of negotiation.  

5.8 The Conclusion 

Two separate experiments were designed to assess if negotiation improves requirements’ 

quality and the results from both experiments demonstrated that negotiation was beneficial 

in this sense. The first experiment was designed from the perspective of the transcendental 

view which considered the existence of ideal set of requirements. This view was introduced 

in an influential paper (Garvin, 1984) of quality assurance in software development. In this 

view, quality is considered as something that people strived for as an ideal but usually is 

beyond their grasp. Therefore the movement towards the ideal was measured using 

Cohen’s Kappa to assess the progress achieved from negotiation effort. The results also 

suggest that there was a clear relationship between effort spent negotiating and the quality 

improvement.  
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The second experiment was designed in accordance with the common quality assessment 

in software engineering using quality metrics. Six metrics which were relevant to the early 

stage of requirements engineering and affected by negotiation effort were introduced. The 

measurement techniques and the calculation method were also introduced. The results 

obtained demonstrated that negotiation effort improved requirements’ quality and more 

effort produced better quality.  The improvements were also significant by analysis of 

variance. However, it was anticipated that not all metrics were improved for each time 

increment. This was due to the substantial improvement in the first time segment and left 

nothing much to improve later. Also, even though it was ideal to improve all the quality 

metrics, it was common to achieve improvement in a number of qualities at the expense of 

the others. This was also discussed in (Davis et al., 1993) which stated that quality is 

achievable but perfection is not. The results clearly indicate the improvement in 

requirements’ quality as demonstrated by the metrics. 
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Chapter 6  
The Effectiveness of Negotiation in Reducing the Number of Defects 

This chapter discusses the effectiveness of negotiation to minimize the possibility of 

introducing defects during the creation of requirements and to decrease later effort 

required to fix requirements defects.  Negotiation is seen as a prevention action to avoid or 

at least minimize the amount of defects that would otherwise be established in the 

requirements at a very early stage of the RE process.  This leads to the economic benefit 

(Halling et al., 2003) of negotiation, which is the reduction in future effort of development 

and to the higher quality inputs on which development and project planning are based. 

Benefits come in savings of rework when a defect has to be detected and removed at a later 

stage of development or operation. The benefit from savings depends on the severity of 

the defect and the impact it would have had on the development project; this may vary 

with the development phase in which it would have surfaced (Biffl and Halling, 2003). This 

chapter attempts to show that negotiation is able to reduce the number of defects and 

therefore estimates the savings resulting from negotiation. The reduction of defects here is 

presented in the terms of economic benefit obtained through negotiation.  

6.1 Introduction 

This section gives an overview of the economic benefit obtained through negotiation 

effort. This benefit is gained through defects (a defect is defined in Section 3.2.1) being 

removed earlier in the development process. Also, it elaborates on the cost of defects and 

provides a fundamental understanding of the costs involved as discussed later in this 

chapter.   
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Project Managers aim to deliver a product of sufficient quality on time and within budget. 

In line with that, research has been done to reduce the defects by detecting and fixing the 

defects early (Megen and Meyerhoff, 1995, Oliver, 2001, Biffl et al., 2001, Halling et al., 

2003, Boehm and Basili, 2001) to better improve overall quality; both in the software 

development process and the end product. However, Boehm claimed that (Boehm and 

Basili, 2001) current software projects spend about 40 to 50 percent of their effort on 

avoidable rework. Such rework consists of effort spent fixing software difficulties that 

could have been discovered earlier and fixed less expensively or avoided altogether. In 

order to reduce the effort of rework, inspections have been a well researched area to detect 

and to remove defects. The effort is claimed and proved to save rework effort in later 

project phases and to reduce the overall effort of the project (Oliver, 2001, Biffl et al., 

2001, Biffl and Halling, 2003, Megen and Meyerhoff, 1995).  

 

This chapter attempts to show that just as with inspection (Biffl et al., 2001), negotiation is 

able to reduce the number of defects and save rework later in the project. Negotiation 

improves requirements’ quality to provide a higher quality of input for development and 

project planning. We saw in Section 3.2.3 that negotiation improves requirements’ quality 

through ability:  

• to identify conflicts; 

• to share the meaning of keywords;  

• to share perspectives, views, and expectations on requirements;  

• to assess the system feasibility;  

• to justify the requirements’ needs and  

• to prioritize the requirements.  

 

Note that although it is useful to adopt the method used in measuring the benefit of 

inspection, there exists a fundamental difference with negotiation. Inspections are a 

validation and verification activity designed to catch defects before the defects propagate 

through a development process. Negotiation during the RE phase are designed to prevent 

defects occurring in the first place. The effectiveness of negotiation is measured in the 

reduction in number of defects needing to be discovered and resolved through validation, 

verification and testing. However, it is important to note that defects occur not just from 
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lack of requirements negotiation but for countless other reasons. Some of those are 

organizational politics, lack of project management ability, communications barriers and 

many more (Atkinson, 1999, Aurum and Wohlin, 2005, Damian, 2000). 

6.1.1 Cost of Defects 

This sub-section discusses the cost of defects in order to calculate economic value of 

negotiation as a prevention activity.  

 

In order to reveal the amount of benefit gained from negotiation, the cost of the defects 

needs first to be discovered. According to Raffo et al. (Raffo et al., 2000) the cost of 

defects can be divided into five components;  

1. The cost of preventing defects – these resources are expended in preventing defects from 

occurring. 

2. The cost of searching for defects – these resources are expended in looking for defects 

that may have occurred. 

3. The cost of isolating and verifying defects – these resources are expended to isolate and 

verify the defect as well as to record, track and establish the disposition of an 

anomaly once it is detected. 

4. The cost of fixing defects – these resources are expended to correct defects that have 

been found, and determined to require correction. 

5. The cost of defect occurrences – defects that “slipped though” the defect detection 

process, or defects that were found during the search activity but not fixed and are 

subsequently encountered after delivery, usually will have some measureable impact 

associated with them.  

 

In this chapter we will concentrate on (4). Thus the cost of defects is the cost of fixing 

defects. Negotiation is an effort to prevent defects from occurring and therefore the cost 

to exercise negotiation is part of (1), “a cost to prevent defects”. Benefit is gained if (4) 

“the cost of fixing defects” is more than (1) “the cost of the negotiation” after the standard 

requirements process is taken into account. 

 

The cost of defects is best determined by the exact cost spent to fix the defects throughout 

the software life-cycle. The cost to fix defects is not constant but depends on the severity 

of the defects, the phase in which the defects surfaced and is due to the increasing cost to 

fix defects the longer the defects remain hidden in the development process (see Section 

2.6). Estimation of full cost and benefit obtained is feasible only when the full software 
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process is exercised and the end product is available. Hence, the cost of defects are only 

known when the software system is complete and technically at the end of the software life 

cycle.  

 

Since a full cycle of software development was not available in this research, the exact cost 

to fix the defects could not be measured in this way. Therefore, an assumption of 

estimation is made based on theory, literature and similar research. Then, experts’ opinion 

is collected to verify them. Each project will have its own cost to fix the defects and there 

will be no ‘one standard cost’ because the cost depends on the activities undertaken in the 

project and when the project commerces tracking and fixing defects (Rothman, 2002). 

Based on many years of experience, Rothman (Rothman, 2002, Rothman, 2000) stated that 

most of the software projects will find and fix defects in the system test phase. Effort at 

this stage saves more compared to effort to fix the defects at the deployment phase. In 

addition, Rothman presented two cases in her paper (Rothman, 2000) which revealed that 

finding and fixing defects before the system test stage yielded substantial cost saving.  

 

This is supported by research discovery through software development practices. Based on 

U.S. software development costs in 1988, Boehm and Papaccio reported that reworking a 

requirement problem in a later phase costs 50 to 200 times what it would take to fix during 

the requirement phase (Boehm and Papaccio, 1988). In 1999, Grady claimed that it can 

cost a software project up to 110 times more to correct a requirement defect found in 

production than if that same defect were found during requirements development (Grady, 

1999). Supporting this, in 2003, based on many years of experience, Dabney and Barber 

also claimed that a requirement error can take 50 times as much to correct in testing as in 

the requirement phase (Dabney and Barber, 2003). Later in 2007, based on large scale 

military projects in the U.S., Reifer reported that finding and fixing defects outside the 

requirements phase can cost up to 400 times as much since a requirement defect, which 

surfaces during an analysis phase but is only detected and fixed in a testing phase, increases 

cost and affects the design and progress of development (Reifer, 2007).  

 

The above mentioned findings support the fact that the longer defects stay in the 

development process the more it will cost the software project to fix them. Therefore, an 

effort to reduce the number of defects, which may propagate into the later development 

process phase, is an investment to save the software project cost. The findings also suggest 

that the cost to fix defects varies based on the point in the development process phase 

where the defects originated and where in the development process phase the 
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defects are finally fixed. This is due to the influence of the severity level of each defect 

and the impact on the software project.  

 

Since this research is limited to the RE phase without an access to the full cycle of software 

process, the cost to fix defects is based on a limited cost-benefit analysis model for the 

purpose of discussion.  Similarly, Biffl et al. (Biffl et al., 2001) and Halling et al. (Halling et 

al., 2003) used a cost-benefit analysis model to estimate the benefits of detecting defects 

during inspection. Benefits come from the savings of rework, if a defect has to be detected 

and removed later in development or operation. In other words, the ‘benefit of defect 

detection’ they both used in their papers referred to the cost saving of fixing defects when 

the defects were detected and removed early during inspection.  They both agreed that the 

cost to fix defects depends on the severity of the defect and the impact it would have had 

on the development project and may vary with the development phase in which the defect 

had surfaced. In their research, a cost-benefit analysis helped to determine in what context 

inspection was likely to be worthwhile. Such an analysis balanced the invested effort with 

likely saving of staff hours from early defect detection. 

 

Even better, why do we find and fix the defects when we can avoid introducing defects 

while creating requirements? This thesis suggests that the negotiation effort reduces the 

defects while creating the requirements among multiple system stakeholders. In order to 

demonstrate the negotiation performance, this research is adapting cost-benefit analysis 

from Biffl and Halling (Biffl and Halling, 2003, Biffl et al., 2001, Halling et al., 2003). 

6.2 Aim 

This chapter attempts to estimate the savings from negotiation based on a cost-benefit 

analysis model. It provides a model for the negotiation performance, discusses the 

evaluation criteria and subsequently indicates that negotiation yields economic benefit. 

Therefore, this chapter aims to: 

 

 

 

Quantify the level of savings made by negotiation through the 

reduction of defects  
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6.3 The Approach 

6.3.1 Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Cost-benefit analysis is used in this research to estimate the benefits of deploying 

negotiation in the requirements elicitation process.  The idea of cost-benefit analysis is to 

make different dimensions of a problem comparable to each other by pushing everything 

into an economic framework. Once everything is represented in economic terms, one can 

then calculate net gains and base decisions on these economic values. A cost benefit 

analysis finds, quantifies, and adds all the positive factors. These are the benefits. Then it 

identifies, quantifies, and subtracts all the negatives, the costs. The difference between the 

two indicates whether the planned action is advisable. 

 

Cost-benefit analysis is useful because it allows business decisions to be analysed in 

advance (Boardman et al., 2006). While benefits are often harder to quantify, this effort 

provides analysis of the cost effectiveness of different alternatives in order to see whether 

the benefits outweigh the costs (Robinson, 1993). The aim is to gauge the efficiency of the 

interventions relative to each other and the status quo. The analysis is being implemented 

as it evaluates all of the potential costs and revenues that may be generated if the decision 

(in this case; using a negotiation process) is applied. The outcome of the analysis will 

determine whether the decision made is financially beneficial (Layard and Glaister, 1994).  

 

When deploying IT for competitive advantage-type systems there are a need to create 

systems that cause shorter-term cost disadvantages to provide longer term gains which 

have acceptable risk (Boardman et al., 2006). Hence, cost-benefit can be a reductionist 

approach (Prest and Turvey, 1965) to project management in terms of determining whether 

to implement a certain requirement as it may fail to take into account longer term goals and 

visions of the organization. 

 

In line with the cost-benefit analysis used in both Biffl’s and Halling’s research; the benefit 

of negotiation effort is the saved future effort for development which is a result of the 

higher quality of inputs for development and project planning. In this thesis, the benefit of 

estimated savings of rework comes from the defects not being introduced into 

requirements; the resulting cost of defects which are allowed to slip into the development 

process would be greater. Project managers, for example, can use the results for guidance 

in future development. The negotiation activities are an investment that saves money by 

preventing defects that would cause rework (Biffl et al., 2001). In relation to that, cost-
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benefit analysis helps to determine in what context negotiation is likely to be worthwhile. 

Such an analysis balances the invested effort with likely saved staff hours from early defects 

reduction.  

 

Even though negotiation reduces the occurrence of defects, the effectiveness of a 

negotiation in this thesis is defined as the ratio of defects found to the total number of 

defects. In order to allow the measurement of effectiveness, defects are seeded into the 

candidate list of requirements. Then, negotiation takes place to achieve an agreement. 

During the process, the requirements list is refined and would be expected to exclude the 

requirements containing defects in the agreement. This effort shows that defects are 

detected and resolved during negotiation process. The difference in inspection is that it 

only detects the defects from a completed requirements document whereas negotiation is 

able to identify potential defects during the creation of requirements, negotiate to resolve 

the defects and exclude them from the agreement of requirements.  

 

Here, defect severity is considered based on the likely impact of a defect on further 

development (Halling et al., 2003): 

• Low-severity defects (L) do not considerably increase development effort 

• Major defects (M) potentially incur a considerable amount of rework and may 

increase project risk 

• Critical defects (C) will most likely cause considerable rework and/or put the 

overall project success at risk.  

 

In practice, the amount of rework to fix a defect often depends on the project stage in 

which a defect is found and removed. For example, an incorrect requirement may be easy 

to fix during requirements definition. However, the same defect may become a major 

problem during implementation since the foundation of architecture and design is based an 

incorrect requirement. Subsequently, much effort would have been needed to fix the 

defects. Therefore, each defect is distinguished by three cases based on risk expectations 

for development: the best case (B), a nominal case (N) and a worst case (W), with more or 

less increasing defect severity depending on the nature of the defect. In practice, the quality 

manager can track defects in a set of comparable projects to fine-tune the rating of the 

likely impact of a defect (Basili, 1993). 

 

This benefit of savings depends on the severity of the defect and the impact that it would 

have had on the development project; this impact may vary with the development phase in 
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which the defect would have surfaced. As indicated above, defects may slip into later 

development stages and thereby increase the risk/cost to the project.  

 

The expected benefit per defect avoided in this thesis is based on the assumption of much 

other similar research. The assumption is based on the similar work done to estimate the 

benefit of detecting defects at an early stage of project development (Gilb and Graham, 

1993, Halling et al., 2003, Biffl et al., 2001, Biffl and Gutjahr, 2001, Biffl and Halling, 2003).  

The benefit of finding a given defect depends on the difficulties this defect would have 

caused in a hypothetical project context. The greater the effort needed to fix the defects, 

the more benefit the project will have gained by reducing the defect through negotiation. 

This is not a fixed value but can be modelled with a probability distribution of expected 

savings. However, the probability distribution has to be validated. There are several 

approaches to determine the benefit for detecting and fixing a defect of a given severity 

class. Note that there are different severity classes introduced by different researchers. Gilb 

et al. (Gilb and Graham, 1993)  and Biffl et al. (Biffl and Gutjahr, 2001) introduced two 

severity classes; major and minor. On the other hand, Biffl et al. (Biffl et al., 2001) 

distinguished four severity classes which were numbered 0 to 3 to represent the magnitude 

of impact they have on development. Halling (Halling et al., 2003) used three severity class; 

low, major or critical and this is adopted in this thesis.  

 

There are three probability approaches: 

I. The simplest approach is to assign a single benefit value to each defect class. Gilb 

et al. (Gilb and Graham, 1993) and Biffl et al. (Biffl and Gutjahr, 2001) used this 

approach in which they assumed only two severity classes. They assumed an 

average savings of 8 hours for a major defect and savings of 1 hour for a minor 

defect.  

II. Another approach would be to assume a probability distribution of benefits for 

each class. This can be for example, the most likely value of a triangle distribution 

based on the best, most likely and worst cases. The expected benefit for a given 

defect is determined from this benefit distribution (Biffl et al., 2001). All defects in 

the document together would add 60% to the estimated project effort in the worst 

case, 5% in the most optimistic case, and 20% in the most likely case. Note that 

Biffl used four severity classes. For level 0 (trivial) defects it does not really matter 

when they are found. Level 1 (minor) defects that represent a local problem yield 

up to 1.5 hours, if found during inspection. Level 2 (major) defects may be hard to 

find during development and require multiple changes, thus they are value at 2 to 
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20 staff hours with an expected benefit of 8 hours. Level 3 (critical) defects may 

require reimplementation of the system, so they value generally about an order of 

magnitude higher than level 2 defects, which is rather cautious from an economic 

point of view. Table 6.1 shows general assumptions for benefits used by Biffl (Biffl 

et al., 2001). 

 Benefit for severity level x 

Severity level 0 1 2 3 

Minimum 0.01 0.5 2 20 

Most likely 0.1 1 8 80 

Maximum 0.2 1.5 20 150 

 

Table 6.1: General assumptions for benefits used by Biffl (Biffl et al., 2001) 

 

III. A more sophisticated approach includes benefit estimates for each development 

phase in which the defect could be detected. In an early phase the impact of a 

defect is rather low (e.g., in-house design), while in a later phase the impact is much 

higher, since a defect potentially spreads in related software products and various 

people are involved in removing the defect (e.g., operation at the customer site) 

(Halling et al., 2003). Table 6.2 shows benefit distribution used by Halling (Halling 

et al., 2003). 

 

 Low Moderate Critical 

Best case 0.5 1 2 

Normal 1 4 16 

Worst 2 16 128 

 

Table 6.2: Benefit distribution used by Halling (Halling et al., 2003) 

 

Note that Tables 6.1 and 6.2 are for illustration to present other researchers’ benefit 

distribution and NOT used in the calculation of this thesis. The cost associated with 

defects of different cases used in this thesis can be expressed in a 3 by 3 table (see Table 

6.3). This is however motivated by benefit distribution used by Halling (Halling et al., 

2003). 
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 Low Moderate Critical 

Best case 1 2 4 

Normal 2 8 32 

Worst 4 32 256 

 

Table 6.3: Expected benefit in hours per defect avoided during negotiation 

 

In this work, three severity levels of defects and three phases are distinguished depending 

on the additional effort to fix a defect in a given class, if it is not prevented during 

negotiation. This is not a fixed value but can be modelled with a probability distribution of 

expected savings. As for the assumption of negotiation benefits, conservative (low) benefit 

values are used to stay on the conservative side in the economic evaluation. The total 

negotiation gain is then calculated as the difference between total negotiation benefit (i.e. 

summing up negotiation benefits for all detected defects) and negotiation cost (i.e. total 

effort invested in negotiation).  

 

Therefore, the benefit distribution applied in this thesis is based on the understanding of 

three different defined severity classes of defects; even though other research made 

different benefit assumptions the arguments are still identical and allow expressing the 

magnitude of impact the defects have on development. For example, the more severe the 

defect impact is on the project then the higher is the risk that the development team may 

endure; more benefit is gained by omitting such defects.   

6.3.2 Evaluation Criteria for Negotiation Performance  

This sub-section describes evaluation criteria for negotiation performance which are 

divided into negotiation benefit, negotiation cost, net-gain and return on investment.  

 

Negotiation Benefit 

The economic benefit of negotiation is the future effort saved for development due to 

better quality input for development and project planning. From the set of defects found 

and from assumptions on the benefit of finding a defect during negotiation, the benefit of 

the negotiation can be determined. There are three approaches to determine the benefit, as 

was demonstrated in Section 6.3.1. All three approaches were used and published in 

different papers (Biffl and Gutjahr, 2001, Biffl et al., 2001, Halling et al., 2003). Here, the 

negotiation benefit is adapted from approach (III) and defined as the number of defects 
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avoided multiplied by the benefit based on Table 6.1. The benefit is always in a low severity 

level and in a best case scenario to stay on the conservative side to assume low benefit for 

all the defects avoided (Halling et al., 2003). 

  

DefectbenefitPerdefectsnBenefitNegotiatio ×=  

 

Negotiation Cost 

The time invested by a nominal negotiating team (in staff hours) is used as direct 

negotiation costs. In a real project context further indirect costs would accrue such as 

negotiation planning and the delay of the project. However, indirect cost is not included in 

this research.  

 

staffHoursnCostNegotiatio =  

 

Negotiation Effectiveness and Efficiency 

The effectiveness of a negotiation process is defined as the ratio of defects found to the 

total number of defects present at the start of negotiation. The ‘defects found’ here means 

the defects excluded from the agreement at the end of a negotiation. Negotiation 

effectiveness is also an indicator of the product’s quality, defined by the number of agreed 

requirements with a decrease or zero number of defects(Halling et al., 2003, Biffl and 

Halling, 2003).  

 

tsTotalDefec
nddefectsFounessnEffectiveNegotiatio =  

 

Negotiation efficiency is defined as the number of defects found per person-hour. 

 

personHour
nddefectsFouynEfficiencNegotiatio =  
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Net-gain 

The net gain (Halling et al., 2003) is an economic indicator which shows the difference 

between negotiation benefits and negotiation costs. An activity that does not yield a net 

gain is not advisable from an economic point of view.  

 

nBenefitNegotiationCostNegotiatioNetGain −=  

 

Return on Investment 

The Return on Investment (ROI) is defined as the net gain per invested cost unit or the 

interest earned on this investment. Usually an investor would choose an investment plan 

that maximizes the interest returned per invested unit (see also (Waters, 2008)). ROI 

analysis is one of several commonly used financial metrics for evaluating the financial 

consequences of business investments, decisions, or actions. The financial metric reveals 

some characteristic of the whole body of data that might not be obvious from simply 

reviewing the financial figures (Farris et al., 2006). The payback period cash flow metric, for 

instance, takes a series of cash inflows and outflows and measures the time it takes for 

investment returns to cover investment costs. The estimated payback periods of different 

potential investments can be compared, to help decide which alternative is the better 

investment. The wise investor, however, will also want to see other metrics for the same 

investment choices, as well, such as Net Present Value (NPV) and ROI. NPV is defined 

(Farris et al., 2010) as the sum of the Present Values (PVs) of the individual cash flows of 

the same entity. It is used for capital budgeting, and widely throughout economics, finance, 

and accounting, it measures the excess or shortfall of cash flows, in present value terms, 

once financing charges are met.  

 

Comparing NPV to ROI, ROI analysis compares the magnitude and timing of investment 

gains directly with the magnitude and timing of investment costs (Farris et al., 2010). 

A high ROI means that investment gains compare favorably to investment costs. 

Therefore, ROI is used in this thesis because it provides appropriate information to the 

readers of the investment value of implementing negotiation in RE to the overall software 

project.  

 

stUnitInvestedCo
NetGainROI =  
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Therefore, the evaluation criteria presented here are negotiation effectiveness, 

negotiation efficiency, net gain and return on investment. 

6.3.3 The Materials 

The materials are taken from a controlled experiment exercising negotiation which is 

described in Chapter 5. It involved 40 candidate requirements with 18 seeded defects (refer 

to description of experiment in Section 5.5.1). The candidate requirements were derived 

from a descriptive scenario of The Academic Unit Registration System and how they were 

constructed is described in Section 3.3. The defects are classified as incomplete, 

incomprehensible, incorrect and inconsistent. The feasibility is not classified as a defect 

since the feasible quality factor (see Chapter 5) is measured against project constraints for 

overall requirements. At the stage of requirements elicitation, these are the defects which 

are likely to be detected and thus result in an improved system development. Other 

research which looks at requirements defects at this early stage also shows similar sets of 

defects attributes (Biffl et al., 2001, Biffl and Gutjahr, 2001, Biffl and Halling, 2003, Halling 

et al., 2003). The rationale of having the said defects is discussed in terms of quality 

attributes in Chapter 5.  

 

There were six groups of five participants each exercising negotiation. All the participants 

were playing roles of the system’s stakeholders, negotiating and achieving group decision 

on requirements to be developed.  

6.4 The Analysis 

This section presents the analysis of negotiation performance in a controlled experiment 

exercising negotiation. As indicated in Section 6.3.1, defects may slip into later 

development stages and thereby increase the risk/cost to the project. Also, explained in 

Section 6.3.1 are three approaches of benefit estimation. Presented here is one of the 

approaches (III).  

6.4.1 Negotiation effectiveness 

Negotiation effectiveness is based on the ratio of defects found to the total number of 

defects in the candidate requirements. The total number of defects is the same for all 

groups as 18 defects were seeded in the 40 candidate requirements prior to the negotiation. 

The total number of defects found during the negotiation by the six groups is given in 

Table 6.4.  
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Table 6.4 shows negotiation effectiveness for the six groups exercising negotiation and this 

indicated satisfying negotiation performance for all groups. The lowest effectiveness in this 

case is 22% achieved by G3 while the highest is 83% effectiveness achieved by G6. On 

average, the mean effectiveness for all groups is 55%. This can be represented as a triangle 

distribution. Table 6.5 indicates negotiation effectiveness achieved in 20 minutes and 40 

minutes negotiation. In average, the figure shows very low effectiveness in 20 minutes 

negotiation but shows that the performance increases in 40 minutes of negotiation. Overall 

performance shows satisfying achievement to detect defects through negotiation.  

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 

Total number of defects 18 18 18 18 18 18 

Total number of defects detected 7 10 4 12 11 15 

Defects detected effectiveness 39% 56% 22% 67% 61% 83% 

 

Table 6.4: Negotiation Effectiveness 

 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Av 

20 minutes effectiveness 6% 0% 0% 33% 17% 72% 21% 

40 minutes effectiveness  39% 56% 22% 67% 61% 83% 55% 

Performance increase 33% 56% 22% 34% 44% 11% 33% 

 

Table 6.5: Performance increase in Effectiveness 

6.4.2 Negotiation Efficiency 

Negotiation efficiency is defined as the number of defects found per person-hour. The 

total effort is 40 minutes negotiation which involved five participants each group. Hence, 

the total effort based on staff hour is 3.3 hour effort per group. Table 6.6 shows the 

negotiation efficiency achieved by six groups exercising negotiation. In average, 10 defects 

were found by 3.3 hours effort and as for the efficiency, 3 defects were found per-hour. 
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 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Av 

Number of defects found 7 10 4 12 11 15 10 

Total effort 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 

Negotiation efficiency 2.1 3.1 1.2 3.6 3.3 4.5 3.0 

 

Table 6.6: Negotiation Efficiency 

6.4.3 Net-gain 

Net-gain is the difference between negotiation benefits and negotiation costs. For the 

assumption on negotiation benefits, conservative (low) benefit value is used to stay on the 

conservative side in the economic evaluation. Even though there is a mixture of severity 

level of defects as defined in Table 6.1, the negotiation benefit here is assumed in low 

benefit value. Table 6.7 shows the net-gain value which is calculated by the difference 

between negotiation benefits and negotiation costs. Negotiation cost is direct negotiation 

cost invested to negotiate in person-hour by five participants. Negotiation benefit is 

calculated based on the number of defects found and excluded in the agreement times 1 

hour benefit each. The average net-gain achieved here is 6.5 hour. Overall, the result shows 

that the cost of negotiation is lower than the benefit obtained from negotiation which 

revealed positive values in the net-gain for all the groups.  

 

 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Av 

Negotiation cost 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 3.3 

Negotiation benefit 7 10 4 12 11 15 10 

Net-gain 3.7 6.7 0.7 8.7 7.7 11.7 6.5 

 

Table 6.7: Net-gain in hours 

6.4.4 Return on Investment 

Return on investment (ROI) is the net-gain per invested cost unit (Refer Section 6.3.2). 

Table 6.8 shows the return on investment for an hour negotiation for all the groups. The 

ROI is calculated based on a very optimistic assumption in which all the defects are 

assumed easy to fix. This means, the benefit value used here is very low. Still, the net-gain 

and the ROI shows positive value which suggest that negotiation activities worth an 

investment.   
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 G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 Av 

Negotiation cost 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 3.3h 

Net-gain 3.7h 6.7h 0.7h 8.7h 7.7h 11.7h 6.5h 

Return on Investment 112% 203% 21% 264% 233% 355% 197% 

 

Table 6.8: Return on Investment 

6.5 Conclusion 

As a conclusion, this chapter examined the degree that negotiation is an effective 

preventive action to reduce the occurance of defects and generally reduces the total project 

cost. Empirical data was used to quantify the likely return-on-investment for introducing a 

formal negotiation phase within RE. Based on the empirical data, this chapter suggests that 

negotiation is a useful prevention activity to inhibit defects from occurring during the 

creation of requirements. This activity is especially useful when it involves multiple 

stakeholders with different roles and priorities. It is general knowledge that the role of 

negotiation is to achieve an agreement but while working together to reach an agreement, 

further benefits are obtained. For example, the requirements are refined into a feasible 

piece of functionality which is assessed to be achievable within a project’s constraints and 

reveal tacit knowledge among the stakeholders to develop understanding. This process 

therefore produces better quality requirements in which defects such as inconsistency, 

infeasibility, incomplete, incorrect and incomprehensible are detected and removed from 

the requirements. This effort yields economic benefit to the software project in which the 

unnecessary cost of fixing defects later in the software development process can be saved. 

Therefore, negotiation saves time and money through preventive activity and agreement by 

the stakeholders; it then follows that development and quality control teams spend less 

time on rework. 
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Chapter 7  
Future Work, Discussion and Conclusion 

This Chapter concludes the thesis by summarising the major issues and results. It attempts 

to quantify the effectiveness of negotiation during the RE process among multiple 

stakeholders and therefore benefits the software development project in many ways. Also, 

it elaborates on avenues for future work on this research. 

 

7.1 Discussion and Conclusion 

This thesis discusses and presents a framework for measuring the improvement in software 

requirements out of a negotiation among multiple stakeholders. The multiple perspectives 

from different stakeholders are important to reveal the need of the stakeholders, the 

importance of the requirements being requested and the feasibility of the system to be 

developed. However, the existence of multiple stakeholders leads to mismatching goals and 

therefore conflicts are inevitable. Hence, negotiation plays a vital role to detect and to 

resolve conflicts in order to achieve an agreement. Moreover, the process of negotiation 

itself underlies numerous benefits (see literature in Chapter 2 and empirical investigations 

results in Chapters 4,5,6) in which improve the software requirements and system to be 

developed as a whole.  

 

The primary hypothesis is that formal negotiation improves the chance of project success 

through providing an improved requirement specification. The specific aim of this thesis is 

to demonstrate the effectiveness of negotiation effort during the RE process among 

multiple stakeholders. It is realised in four hypotheses which are: 
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1. More negotiation in RE improves the stakeholders’ agreement level 

2. More negotiation in RE provides a better requirements set 

3. More negotiation in RE improves the individual requirements’ quality 

4. More negotiation in RE reduces the total project cost. 

 

These hypotheses are discussed in Chapter 4, 5 and 6. Chapter 4 elaborates the 

improvement in the stakeholders’ agreement level through empirical investigation. It also 

discusses the benefit of having agreed requirements to be realised into a system. The results 

obtained from the controlled experiment suggest that negotiation is effective to improve 

the stakeholders’ agreement level (refer Section 4.5). Even though consensus is not 

achievable at all time due to the resource constraints, the results show that significant 

improvement in agreement is achieved through negotiation. Besides, feedback gathered 

from the participants’ involved in the experiment agreed that negotiation effort will benefit 

the current project and helps with a long term relationship. Good negotiation practices 

promote rapport and a positive relationship among the stakeholders. Therefore, the 

experiment’s results support the fact that negotiation does improves agreement 

among multiple stakeholders.  

 

Chapter 5 discusses the improvement in requirements’ quality through negotiation. This 

chapter responds to the concern on whether agreed requirements are good requirements or 

not. What if the stakeholders just happen to agree on bad requirements? Through 

negotiation process (refer Section 3.2), it is believed that agreed requirements are better 

quality requirements. This chapter presents empirical evidence to support the theory. Two 

independent empirical investigations were done to investigate the effectiveness of 

negotiation to improve the requirements’ quality. The first investigation is based on a Gold 

Standard (GS). The GS is a bench mark of the best possible set of requirements that can be 

obtained. The GS was determined from the candidate requirements by collaborative effort 

of the researcher and a number of experts in the field including academics and 

practitioners. It was constructed based on the previous experience developing the system 

and iteratively working on the requirements in many years for academic purposes. A 

controlled experiment (role play experiment) which consists of several groups negotiating is 

then deployed and the results were collected. The results analysis (refer Section 5.4.2) 
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showed that agreed requirements obtained from the experiment moving towards the GS 

after the negotiation. This is measured by Cohen’s Kappa (see Section 2.4.1) and the value 

shows the movement towards the GS and the distance between them. The results from the 

experiment support the fact that the requirements obtained through negotiation is moving 

closer towards the GS. This indicates the improvement of requirements’ quality when the 

list of agreed requirements is closer to the best possible set of requirements. Here, the 

experiment results support the fact that more negotiation provides better set of 

requirements. 

 

The second investigation was designed in accordance with the common quality assessment 

in software engineering for the usage of quality metrics. This chapter provides extensive 

elaboration and argument on why these metrics were the most suitable to assess the quality 

of requirements in this research. Six metrics which were relevant to the early stage of 

requirements engineering and affected by negotiation effort were introduced. The quality 

concept and the quality attributes are defined and the rationale of the selected attributes is 

argued. This research also introduced techniques to measure the quality metrics (see 

Section 5.5) and new formula are presented. Moreover, the role of negotiation which 

influences the improvement in individual quality metrics is presented. The results (refer 

Section 5.5.3) from the experiment proved that negotiation effort improved requirements’ 

quality and more effort produced better quality.  The improvements were also proven 

significant by analysis of variance. However, it was anticipated that not all metrics were 

improved in all time effort. This was due to the substantial improvement in the first time 

duration and left nothing much to improve later. Also, even though it was ideal to improve 

all the quality metrics, it was common to achieve improvement in a number of qualities at 

the expense of the others. This was also discussed in (Davis et al., 1993) which stated that 

quality is achievable but perfection is not. Even though there are various efforts to improve 

the requirements’ quality, negotiation is seen as an early effort to obtain quality 

requirements at the very early stage of the requirements elicitation phase. Here, the results 

support the fact that more negotiation improves the individual requirements’ 

quality.  

 

Chapter 6 discusses the effectiveness of negotiation as a prevention action to reduce the 

occurrences of defects during the requirements elicitation process. This research explored 

and benefitted from the literature of software inspection and successfully transformed 

defects detection to defects prevention through negotation. This chapter further presents 
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how defects prevention can save rework later in the software development projects. This is 

then related to the economic theory which able to quantify the level of savings made by 

negotiation through the reduction of defects. This research presents the saving in a form of 

return-on-investment which can benefit project managers to forecast software 

development projects in the future.  

 

The reduction of defects possibly saves later effort to fix the defects in the software 

development lifecycle.  The economic benefit of negotiation is the saved future effort for 

development due to higher quality of inputs for development and project planning. This 

chapter presents cost-benefit analysis to estimate the economic benefit and sequentially 

calculate the net gain and return-on-investment (ROI) based on negotiation effort. Data 

from empirical investigation 1 in Chapter 5 is used to present the effectiveness of 

negotiation as a prevention action in this chapter. The cost-benefit analysis approach is 

adapted from well established research on prevention action to reduce the defects; 

inspection. Biffl and Halling managed to show the effectiveness of inspection to detect and 

remove the defects early and therefore reveal the net gain and positive ROI on inspection 

(see Section 2.6). The same approach is adapted here to assess the effectiveness of 

negotiation to prevent the occurrence of defects and thus, reveal the net gain and positive 

ROI on negotiation effort. The results show (refer Section 6.4) that negotiation produces 

better quality requirements in which defects like inconsistency, infeasibility, 

incompleteness, incorrectness and incomprehensibility are detected and removed from the 

requirements statements. This effort yields economic benefit to the software project in 

which unnecessary cost can be saved from fixing defects later in the software development 

process. Therefore, negotiation saves time and money by reducing the defects. This 

means development and quality teams spend less time on rework.  

 

7.2 Research Contributions 

The goal of this thesis is to provide empirical evidence on negotiation effectiveness. In line 

with that, seven contributions to knowledge are explained (see Section 1.3) in order to fulfil 

the research goal. The four main contributions are: 

1. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to 

stakeholders’ agreement level through controlled experimentation. 

2. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to 

improving the set of requirements’ quality through controlled experimentation. 
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3. Empirically examine the effectiveness of requirements negotiation in relation to 

improving the individual requirements’ quality through controlled experimentation. 

4. Examining the degree that negotiation is an effective prevention action to reduce the 

occurance of defects and generally reduces the total project cost. 

 

Even though the outcome of the empirical study is hardly surprising, it does validate the 

fundamental purpose of negotiation in a software project and confirm its importance as 

claimed in the literature. In addition, these contributions provide supporting evidence to 

the theory of negotiation utility and therefore enrich the current literature. The information 

obtained from the contributions also provides useful information to guide practitioners in 

making decisions on software project investment. These contributions can motivate 

researchers to develop processes and tools that support negotiation during RE. Besides, 

practitioners are more compelled to allocate time for requirements negotiations rather than 

rush into development activities. 

 

On top of the four main contributions, there are three minor contributions provided in this 

thesis which are: 

1. Providing a framework for software engineering empirical study (controlled experimentation 

for negotiation in RE to obtain agreed requirements) 

2. Identifying a number of quality factors which are influenced by the negotiation effort in 

an early stage of the software life-cycle. 

3. Refining techniques to measure these quality factors. 

Although there are many research frameworks on empirical software engineering, there is 

no appropriate framework to exercise negotiation in RE in order to evaluate its 

effectiveness. This thesis provides a research framework for empirical software engineering 

to exercise negotiation among multiple stakeholders. In addition, this thesis identified a 

number of quality factors which are directly affected or improved by negotiation. The 

techniques to measure the quality factors are also refined. This knowledge extends the 

current techniques to be more relevant to the body of knowledge.  

7.3 Future Work 

This thesis is written based on a research done within a limited time frame. Explained 

below are avenues for future work. 
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7.3.1 Applying the experiments to a real player in industry 

The experiments presented in this thesis are role play experiment and applied to the groups 

of students in The University of Western Australia. Cautious steps were made during 

selection of population and identification of participants for the experiments. Also, 

methods to minimise bias are enforced to ensure the reliability of the results from the 

empirical investigation. Still, it is such a great opportunity to deploy the experiments with 

the professional software engineer and other stakeholders from within the industry. In this 

environment, real cost to the customers and real pressure to the developers is involved. It 

is anticipated that the researcher may collect valuable experience and measure interesting 

data from the experiment. The model introduced can serve as a basis and be extended to 

meet the industry needs.    

7.3.2 Accessing and measuring full cycle software development 

This thesis focusses on the RE phase particularly elicitation process to obtain agreed 

requirements among multiple stakeholders through negotiation. The improvement in 

requirements’ quality is measured based on high level requirements statements at a very 

early stage. Quality attributes suitable at this stage are identified and defined. Also, 

measurement techniques are introduced to measure the attributes correctly. However, if a 

full cycle of software development is applied and the deliverables for every phase is 

available, more quality attributes can be measured. For example, instead of measuring only 

high level requirements statements, a full requirements specification document can be 

measured based on a longer list of quality attributes. In addition, the effectiveness of the 

prevention through negotiation can be assessed based on the reduction of defects detected 

in a later phase like testing. Also, the improvement of quality of the end product with 

attempt of negotiation can be measured.  In order to execute the assessment, a comparison 

between two deliverables (with negotiation and without negotiation) at different stages of 

software development can be assessed.  

7.3.3 Comparing the effectiveness of negotiation and other approach to 
improve requirements’ quality 

This thesis measures the effectiveness of negotiation based on the agreement achieved, the 

improvement in quality and the reduction of defects. A further step to this is to compare 

the effectiveness of negotiation with other approaches; such as inspection. There is a 

fundamental difference between inspection and negotiation. Inspection is a validation and 

verification activity designed to catch defects before they propagate through a development 
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process. Negotiation during the RE phase are designed to prevent defects from occurring 

in the first place. Whenever a comparison is deployed, one approach maybe appear better 

than the other or maybe not. Also, there is a possibility that two or more approaches 

compliment each other. Based on literature, there is a possibility that different approaches 

may have different strengths and capability of detecting different type of defects and 

therefore improve different types of quality attributes. 

7.3.4 Comparing the improvement achieved by different types of negotiation 

This thesis provides a framework to perform negotiation in RE by which different types 

and different settings of negotiation can be compared and measured. The difference may 

be in the duration of negotiation, format of the meeting, number of participants and 

number of negotiated requirements. The comparison can also be made between different 

negotiation techniques to achieve an agreement. It is a useful measure as a guideline to the 

practitioners on which negotiation technique fits their environment best.  

 

Research has already demonstrated the critical importance of the quality of requirement 

specification. It is hoped that this research will lead to more rigorous empirical evaluation 

of the requirement elicitation process through formal measurement of the negotiation 

between the multiple stakeholders. 
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Appendices 
 
Appendix A – Scenario Description (Academic Unit Registration 

System) 

 

There is a need to develop a new system to efficiently manage the student’s unit 

registration each semester. As a part of the university who is involved in the student’s 

registration, you are appointed to become one of the stakeholders in the requirements 

engineering process. A stakeholder in this context could be a student, a lecturer, an 

administration staff, a registrar, or a university finance department staff.  Throughout the 

process, you need to represent your groups’ knowledge, needs and expectations in order to 

obtain complete and reliable system’s requirements.  In general, the university would like a 

new client-server system to replace its much older system developed around mainframe 

technology. The new system will allow students to register for units and view report cards 

from personal computers attached to the campus LAN. Lecturers will be able to access the 

system to sign up to teach units as well as to record grades.  

 

Due to the global financial crisis the university cannot afford to replace the entire system at 

once. The university will keep the existing unit catalogue database where all unit 

information is maintained. This database is an Ingres relational database running on a DEC 

VAX. Fortunately the university has invested in an open SQL interface that allows access 

to this database from University’s UNIX servers. The legacy system performance is fairly 

poor. Hence, the new system has to assure that access to the data on the legacy system 

occurs in a timely manner.  The new system will only access unit information from the 

legacy database but will not be able to update it. The registrar’s office will continue to 

maintain unit information through another system.  
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At the beginning of each semester students may request a unit catalogue containing a list of 

unit offerings for the semester.  Information about each unit, such as lecturer, department, 

and prerequisites will be included to help students make informed decisions. 

 

The system will allow students to select four unit offerings for the coming semester.  In 

addition, each student will indicate two extra choices in case the student cannot be assigned 

to a primary selection.  Unit offerings will have a maximum of fifteen students and a 

minimum of five students.  A unit offering with fewer than five students will be cancelled. 

For each semester, there is a period of time that students can change their schedule.  

Students must be able to access the system during this time to add or drop units. Once the 

registration process is completed for a student, the registration system sends information to 

the billing system so the student can be billed for the semester. If a unit fills up during the 

actual registration process, the student must be notified of the change before submitting 

the schedule for processing. 

 

At the end of the semester, the student will be able to access the system to view an 

electronic report card. Since student grades are sensitive information, the system must 

employ a sufficient security measures to prevent unauthorized access. 

 

Lecturers must be able to access the online system to indicate which units they will be 

teaching.  They will also be able to see which students signed up for their unit offerings. In 

addition, the lecturers will be able to record the grades for the students in each class. 
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Appendix B – Requirements 

These are requirements used to measure the agreement as presented in Chapter 

4 

Num Requirements Difficulty 

level 

R1 Select and register four units with two extra choices in case the 

student cannot be assigned to the primary selection.  
4 

R2 View report card at the end of the semester. 2 

R3 Add and drop units to change schedule. 4 

R4 Select unit and sign up to teach. 6 

R5 Submit grades for the students in each class. 2 

R6 Generate lecturer identification number 4 

R7  Maintain lecturer information 2 

R8 Generate student identification number 4 

R9  Maintain student information 2 

R10 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at 

least five students register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up 

to teach. 

6 

R11 Cancel a unit offering if less than five students register for the unit.  2 

R12 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit. 2 

R13 Modify a student’s schedule if a unit is cancelled 6 

R14 Notify all students by e-mail once the schedules have been 

processed. 
4 

R15 If unable to communicate with the Billing System, the system will 

continue to resend until the Billing System becomes available. 
2 
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These are requirements used to measure the quality as presented in Chapter 5 

o Requirements for the Empirical Investigation 1 – The Gold Standard (Trial & Actual )  
 

Num Requirements Difficulty 

level 

R1 Select and register four units with two extra choices from the 

catalogue.  
4 

R2 View electronic report card at the end of the semester. 2 

R3 Add and drop units to change schedule. 4 

R4 Select unit and sign up to teach. 6 

R5 Submit grades for the students in each class. 2 

R6 Identify and verify lecturers' identity before they perform any tasks 4 

R7  Maintain lecturers' information 2 

R8 Identify and verify students' identity before they perform any tasks 4 

R9  Maintain students' information 2 

R10 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at 

least five students register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up 

to teach. 

6 

R11 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or less 

than five students register for the unit.  
4 

R12 Access students' information  enrolled in the unit 2 

R13 Generate students' schedule for the semester and modify the 

schedule if a unit is cancelled 
6 

R14 Notify all students by e-mail once the schedules have been 

processed. 
4 

R15 Prompt notification if a unit fills up during actual registration 

process or the unit has been cancelled 
4 
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o Requirements for the Empirical Investigation 2 – The Quality Metrics (Trial)  
 

Num Requirements Difficulty 

level 

S1 Retrieve information about the unit offer for the current semester. 2 

S2 Create schedule by selecting and registering four units with two 

extra choices from the catalogue. 

4 

S3 Pay tuition fee online  4 

S4 Create student’s schedule for the semester and allow modification 

throughout the semester.  

6 

S5 Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have been 

processed. 

4 

S6 Send prompt notification to students if a unit fills up during actual 

registration process or the unit has been cancelled.  

2 

S7 Students add and drop units to change schedule during permitted 

time frame.  

2 

S8 View electronic report cards at the end of the semester.  2 

S9 Send alert to students whenever needed  2 

S10 Select new units or remove any units to allow modification  2 

L1 Retrieve and display a list of course unit offerings the lecturer is 

eligible to teach.  

2 

L2 Select units and signed up to teach.  2 

L3 Access students’ information enrolled in the unit.  2 

L4 Prompt notification will be send to the lecturers if there is schedule 

conflict while establishing unit offerings.  

6 

L5 Identify subjects for teaching purposes.  2 

L6 Modify students’ grades after submitting to generate the electronic 

report card.  

2 

L7 Modify students’ grades before submitting to generate the electronic 

report card.  

2 

L8 View and modify own information.  2 

L9 Enter grades for students in each class to generate electronic report 

cards.  

4 

L10 Go into the grading process to generate electronic report cards.  4 

A1 Generate students’ schedule for the semester and modify the 6 
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schedule if a unit is cancelled or if students add or drop units.  

A2 Send verification of schedule conflict to users.   4 

A3 Identify and verify lecturers’ identity before they perform any tasks.  4 

A4 Identify and verify students’ identity before they perform any tasks.  4 

A5 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit lecturers’ information.  2 

A6 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit students’ information.  2 

A7 Close registration and send error notification if there is an attempt 

to request a service after the registration is closed.  

2 

A8 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or less 

than five students register for the unit.  

2 

A9 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will stop sending the request.  

2 

A10 Identify and verify users every 5 minutes.  4 

F1 Once registration is closed, a transaction will be made.  2 

F2 Establish communication with the Billing System  2 

F3 Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten students register 

for the unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach.  

4 

F4 Manage online payment transaction to the Billing System.  6 

F5 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at 

least five students register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up 

to teach.  

4 

F6 Request connection for billing transaction  2 

F7 Receive payment via online transaction.  4 

F8 Establish communication with external system  to handle payment  2 

F9 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will resend the request until the Billing System becomes 

available. 

2 

F10 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will postpone the request until next semester  

2 
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o Requirements for the Empirical Investigation 2 – The Quality Metrics (Actual) 
 

Num Requirements Difficulty 

Level 

S1 Students create schedule by selecting and registering four units 

with two extra choices from the catalogue 

4 

S2 Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have been 

processed 

4 

S3 Send prompt notification to students if a unit fills up during actual  

registration process or the unit has been cancelled 

4 

S4 Students add and drop units to change schedule during permitted 

time frame 

4 

S5 Students view electronic report cards at the end of the semester 2 

S6 Send alert to students whenever needed 2 

L1 Lecturers select units and signed up to teach 4 

L2 Lecturers access students' information enrolled in the unit 2 

L3 Identify subjects for teaching purposes 4 

L4 Lecturers view and modify own information 2 

L5 Lecturer enter grades for students in each class to generate 

electronic report cards 

4 

L6 Lecturers create student schedule by selecting several units from 

the catalogue 

4 

A1 Generate students' schedule for the semester and modify the 

schedule if a unit is cancelled or if the students  add or drop units  

6 

A2 Identify and verify users' identity before they perform any tasks 6 

A3 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit users' information 4 

A4 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or 

less than five students register for the unit 

4 

A5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will stop sending the request 

2 

A6 Edit users' information every 5 minutes 4 

F1 Establish communication with the Billing System 2 

F2 Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten students 

register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach 

4 
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F3 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at 

least five students register  for the unit  and a lecturer has signed 

up to teach 

4 

F4 Request connection for billing transaction 2 

F5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will resend the request until the Billing System becomes 

available 

2 

F6 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the 

system will postpone the request until next semester 

2 
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Appendix C – Instructions and Forms 
Instruction used to measure the agreement as presented in Chapter 4 
Practical Workshop 3 

Negotiation in Requirements Engineering 

  
Task  

In this practical class, groups of 4 students will exercise a negotiation in requirements engineering process. 
This is a role play and in this exercise, you play the part of the stakeholders for the Academic Unit 
Registration System for student at The University of Western Australia. That is a system to enable students to 
register their choice of courses units. The stakeholders are the representative of students, lecturers, 
administration staff and the university finance department.   
 
Together with this instruction sheet, each group will get a descriptive scenario, a list of candidate 
requirements, four preference value sheets and four feedback forms. 
 
Please return the preference value sheets and the feedback forms at the end of the class. 
 
1. Assume that your group have 40 points, which represents $40,000 and 40 days. The candidate 

requirements are tagged as difficult, moderate and easy. Easy requirements need 2 points, moderate 
requirements need 4 points and difficult requirements need 6 points.  The total amount needed to fulfil 
all the candidate requirements is 52 points. Therefore, some of the requirements will be dropped. Your 
task is to identify the most desired and the most important requirements worth 40 points. How do you 
achieve an agreement within a group? Negotiate.  

 

2. At the beginning, circle your group identifier and fill in your role. Before you start negotiating, you need 
to identify your preference value by ticking the appropriate box in the preference value sheet 
individually. The preference value is based on 0-4 scale as stated in Table 1 below. You have 10 minutes 
to do this.  

 

3. Now, you have up to 30 minutes to perform the negotiation in order to achieve an agreement on which 
requirements to drop. Your group might want to have the same understanding on the requirements 
priority as it will affect the development process. For instance, a requirement with value 4 is more 
important compared to the one with value 3. As a note, requirements with value 2, 3 and 4 will be 
developed whilst requirements with value 0 and 1 will be dropped. During the negotiation process and 
whenever agreement is achieved, you have to record the agreed values in the preference value sheet by 
ticking the appropriate box.   

 

4. When the 30 minutes is ended, please stop negotiating. It is anticipated that you do not have sufficient 
time to negotiate on all the candidate requirements. Therefore, on the requirements left undecided, 
please select your individual preference value by ticking the appropriate box. Once you have finished, 
sum up the total cost. 

 

5. At the end of the session, please fill in the feedback form. 
 

Scale Meaning 
4 Must have this 
3 Should have this if at all possible 
2 Could have this if it does not affect anything else 
1 Will not have this time but would like in the future 
0 Must never have this 

Table 1: Scale reference 
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Decision Form 

  Before After Difficulty Level  

Num Requirements 
Preference Value Preference Value Difficult  Moderate Easy 

Cost  
4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 (6) (4) (2) 

R1 
Select and register four units with two extra 
choices in case the student cannot be assigned to 
the primary selection.                             

R2 View report card at the end of the semester.                            
R3 Add and drop units to change schedule.                            
R4 Select unit and sign up to teach.                            
R5 Submit grades for the students in each class.                            
R6 Generate lecturer identification number                            
R7  Maintain lecturer information                            
R8 Generate student identification number                            
R9  Maintain student information                            

R10 
Close registration and send transaction to the 
Billing System if at least five students register for 
the unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach.                            

R11 Cancel a unit offering if less than five students 
register for the unit.                             

R12 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to 
teach the unit.                            

R13 Modify a student’s schedule if a unit is cancelled                            

R14 Notify all students by e-mail once the schedules 
have been processed.                            

R15 
If unable to communicate with the Billing System, 
the system will continue to resend until the Billing 
System becomes available.                            

              

Total 
cost   
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Feedback form 
 

Num Achievement through negotiation Scale 
Strongly 
disagree Disagree Agree 

Fairly 
Agree 

Strongly 
agree 

1 
Increase the feeling of happiness and belonging to 
the group (ideas acknowledged to allow dynamic 
cooperation)           

2 Understand project constraints and adapt to 
change           

3 
Fostering team learning and reveal shared interest           

4 
Dealing with uncertainty and finding solution           

5 
Promote rapport and positive relationship           

 

How do you negotiate?  

(e.g: based on requirements priority, based on requirements dependencies, toss a coin, majority wins, the 

most important person decide) 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

What have you learnt about requirements negotiation? 

(e.g: useful to resolve conflicts, understand project constraints better, dealing with people, communicate 

wisely) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Comments / Suggestions:  

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Instruction used to measure GS as presented in Chapter 5 
 

Organizing Negotiation towards Achieving Consensus 

  
Task  

 
In this practical class groups of 4 students will exercise a negotiation in requirements engineering process. 
One of you is a Team Leader to organize and to control the negotiation session. You are going to negotiate 
on requirements to be developed for a system. This is a role play and in this exercise in which you play the 
part of the stakeholders for an Academic Unit Registration System for student at The University of Western 
Australia. This system enables students to register their choice of courses units. The stakeholders are 
representatives of students, lecturers, administration staff and the university finance department. 
 
Each one of you will get a descriptive scenario, a list of candidate requirements, a dependencies diagram, a 
preference value sheet and a feedback form. 
 
Please return the preference value sheet and the feedback form at the end of the class for analysis.  The sheets 
will be returned to you, with feedback, after the analysis. 
 
6. At the beginning, you will have 10 minutes to read the descriptive scenario and the given candidate 

requirements. 
 
7. Next, identify your preference value by ticking the appropriate box in the preference value sheet 

individually. The preference value is based on 0-4 scale as stated in Table 1. You have 10 minutes to do 
this.  

 
8. Then, get into your group. Each one of you will be given a number of different requirements which are 

important to you as an individual stakeholder. Note that each requirement is tagged as S, L or A in the 
candidate requirement’s list. Requirement with tag S is important to Student, L is important to lecturer 
and A is important to Administration Staff. A Team Leader will play a role as The University Finance 
Department Staff and will query on all the requirements. This is to ensure that The University is paying 
for a good system. 

 
9. A Team Leader will organise a negotiation session in order to achieve a consensus on the preference 

value given to all the requirements. All the groups will take as long as needed until a consensus is 
achieved. During the negotiation process and whenever agreement is achieved, you have to record the 
agreed values in the preference value sheet by ticking the appropriate box.   

 
10. Once a consensus is achieved, a constraint is introduced. All the groups need to go into a negotiation 

again to identify which requirements to be dropped. Once you have finished, sum up the total cost. 
 
11. At the end of the session, please fill in the feedback form. 
 

Scale Meaning 
4 Must have this 
3 Should have this if at all possible 
2 Could have this if it does not affect anything else 
1 Will not have this time but would like in the future 
0 Must not have this 

 
Table 1: Scale reference 
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Candidate Requirements 
 

1. Select and register four units with two extra choices from the catalogue. S 
 
2. View electronic report card at the end of the semester. S 
 
3. Add and drop units to change schedule. S 
 
4. Select units and signed up to teach. L 
 
5. Submit grades for the students in each class. L 

 
6. Identify and verify lecturers’ identity before they perform any tasks. A 
 
7. Maintain lecturers’ information. A  

 
8. Identify and verify students’ identity before they perform any tasks. A 
 
9. Maintain students’ information. A 

 
10. Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at least five students register for the 

unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach. A 
 
11. Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or less than five students register for 

the unit. A 
 
12. Access student’s information enrolled in the unit. L 

 
13. Generate student’s schedule for the semester and modify the schedule if a unit is cancelled. S 

 
14. Notify all students by e-mail once the schedules have been processed. S 

 
15. Prompt notification if a unit fills up during actual registration process or the unit has been cancelled. 

S 
 

 
 

 Finance Department Staff will query on every requirement to ensure that the university is paying for 
something useful. 
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The Constraint 

Each group will get 40 points, which represents $40,000 and 40 days. The candidate requirements are given 
and tagged as difficult, moderate and easy. The difficulty level is set to represent effort needed to fulfil each 
requirement. Easy requirements need 2 points, moderate requirements need 4 points and difficult 
requirements need 6 points.  The total amount needed to fulfil all the candidate requirements is 56 points. 
Therefore, each team need to identify the most desired and the most important requirements as each team 
only has 40 points.   

 

The Dependencies Diagram 
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Decision Form 

  Before After Difficulty Level  

Num Requirements 
Preference Value Preference Value Difficult  Moderate Easy 

Cost  
4 3 2 1 0 4 3 2 1 0 (6) (4) (2) 

R1 Select and register four units with two extra 
choices from the catalogue.                            

R2 View electronic report card at the end of the 
semester.                           

R3 Add and drop units to change schedule.                           
R4 Select unit and sign up to teach.                           
R5 Submit grades for the students in each class.                            

R6 Identify and verify lecturers' identity before they 
perform any tasks                            

R7  Maintain lecturers' information                           

R8 Identify and verify students' identity before they 
perform any tasks                           

R9  Maintain students' information                            

R10 
Close registration and send transaction to the 
Billing System if at least five students register for 
the unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach.                           

R11 
Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to 
teach the unit or less than five students register 
for the unit.                            

R12 Access students' information  enrolled in the unit                            

R13 Generate students' schedule for the semester and 
modify the schedule if a unit is cancelled                            

R14 Notify all students by e-mail once the schedules 
have been processed.                            

R15 Prompt notification if a unit fills up during actual 
registration process or the unit has been cancelled                           

              

Total 
cost   
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Instruction used to measure quality attributes as presented in Chapter 5 

(Trial) 

Practical Workshop 3 

Negotiation in Requirements Engineering 
  
Task  

 
In this practical class, groups of five students will exercise a negotiation in requirements engineering 
process. The objective of this experiment is to measure the quality of the consensus requirements achieved 
through negotiation by its comprehensibility, consistency, completeness, feasibility and correctness.  This is 
a role play and in this exercise, you play the part of the stakeholders for the Academic Unit Registration 
System for students at The University of Western Australia. That is a system to enable students to register 
their choice of courses units, to enable lecturers to sign up to teach and to allow administrator to 
administer the system. The stakeholders are the representative of developers, students, lecturers, 
administrators and the university finance staff.   
 
Together with this instruction sheet, each group will get a descriptive scenario sheet, a consensus sheet, an 
individual sheet and a list of 40 candidate requirements. The 40 candidate requirements are divided equally 
into four sets which are tailored for individual stakeholder. A developer will not get the requirements set as 
he/she is assumed to be neutral to assist in the requirements elicitation process. Hence, a developer will be 
a team leader.  
 
Please return the consensus sheet and the individual sheet at the end of the tutorial session. 
 

1. Assume that your group have 60 points, which represents $60,000 and 60 days. The candidate 
requirements are tagged as difficult, moderate and easy. Easy requirements need 2 points, 
moderate requirements need 4 points and difficult requirements need 6 points.  The total amount 
needed to fulfil all the candidate requirements is 120 points. Therefore, some of the requirements 
will be dropped. Your task is to identify the most desired and the most important requirements 
worth 60 points. How do you achieve an agreement within a group? Negotiate. 

 
2. You will own 10 requirements each (exception for the team leader) and it is tagged clearly as ‘S’ 

for students, ‘L’ for lecturer, ‘A’ for administrator and ‘F’ for finance staff. Spend five minutes to 
read and to understand your requirements.  

 
3. While reading your requirements, quickly jot down your opinion in the individual sheet. In the P 

(priority) column, record 1 for requirements you think are important or 0 for requirements you 
think are not important.  In the Q (quality) column, record ‘ok’ for requirements you think is 
acceptable in quality or record ‘not ok’ for requirements you think have problems.  

 
4. Now, you have 20 minutes to perform the negotiation in order to achieve an agreement on which 

requirements to have and which requirements not to have. During the negotiation process and 
whenever agreement is achieved, the team leader has to record 1 (agreed to have) or 0 (agreed not 
to have) in the consensus sheet.   

 
5. When the 20 minutes is ended, please stop negotiating. As for the undecided requirements, please 

record u (undecided). 
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Second stage (Renegotiation) 
 

1. Now, you are given a second chance to renegotiate. Based on the same requirements and within 
20 minutes, go into negotiation again to consider more views from the stakeholders, to explore 
the requirements rigorously and to carefully make a better group decision. Again, during the 
negotiation process and whenever agreement is achieved, the team leader has to record 1 (agreed 
to have) or 0 (agreed not to have) in the consensus sheet.  When the consensus is achieved or 
when the 30 minutes ended, submit the consensus sheet. 

 
2. As an individual stakeholder, you have an opportunity to have your say. In the individual sheet 

and in the P (priority) column, record 1 (want to have) or 0 (do not want to have/ok not to have 
this time) for every requirement. Also, in the Q (quality) column, record ‘ok’ for requirements you 
decided is acceptable in quality or record ‘not ok’ for requirements you decided not acceptable in 
quality.    

 
3. Lastly, as to measure the comprehensibility of the requirements, please answer the multiple choice 

questions.  
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Consensus Sheet 

 

For each of the requirement, please state 1 (agreed to have), 0 (agreed not to have) or u (undecided). 

      

    

Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level 
First 

Round 
Second 
Round Comments 

S1 Retrieve information about the unit offer for the current 
semester. 2 

 
  

S2 Create schedule by selecting and registering four units 
with two extra choices from the catalogue. 4 

 
  

S3 Pay tuition fee online. 4 
 

  

S4 Create student’s schedule for the semester and allow 
modification throughout the semester. 6 

 
  

S5 Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have 
been processed 4 

 
  

S6 
Send prompt notification to students if a unit fills up 
during actual registration process or the unit has been 
cancelled 

2 
 

  

S7 Students add and drop units to change schedule during 
permitted time frame. 2 

 
  

S8 View electronic report cards at the end of the semester 2 
 

  

S9 Send alert to students whenever needed 2 
 

  

S10 Select new units or remove any units to allow modification 2 
 

  

L1 Retrieve and display a list of course unit offerings the 
lecturer is eligible to teach 2 

 
  

L2 Select units and signed up to teach 2 
 

  

L3 Access students’ information enrolled in the unit 2 
 

  

L4 Prompt notification will be send to the lecturers if there is 
schedule conflict while establishing unit offerings 6 

 
  

L5 Identify subjects for teaching purposes 2 
 

  

L6 Modify students’ grades after submitting to generate the 
electronic report card 2 

 
  

L7 Modify students’ grades before submitting to generate the 
electronic report card 2 

 
  

L8 View and modify own information 2 
 

  

L9 Enter grades for students in each class to generate 
electronic report cards 4 

 
  

L10 Go into the grading process to generate electronic report 
cards 4 
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Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level 
First 

Round 
Second 
Round Comments 

A1 
Generate students’ schedule for the semester and modify 
the schedule if a unit is cancelled or if the students add or 
drop units 

6   
 

A2 Send verification of schedule conflict to users 4   
 

A3 Identify and verify lecturers’ identity before they perform 
any tasks 4   

 

A4 Identify and verify students’ identity before they perform 
any tasks 4   

 

A5 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit lecturers’ 
information 2   

 

A6 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit students’ 
information 2   

 

A7 Close registration and send error notification if there is an 
attempt to request a service after the registration is closed 2   

 

A8 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the 
unit or less than five students register for the unit 2   

 

A9 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, 
the system will stop sending the request 2   

 

A10 Identify and verify users every 5 minutes 4   
 

F1 Once registration is closed, a transaction will be made 2   
 

F2 Establish communication with Billing System 2   
 

F3 
Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten 
students register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up to 
teach 

4   
 

F4 Manage online payment transaction to the Billing System 6   
 

F5 
Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System 
if at least five students register for the unit and a lecturer 
has signed up to teach 

4   
 

F6 Request connection for  billing transaction 2   
 

F7 Receive payment via online transaction 4   
 

F8 Establish communication with external system to handle 
payment 2   

 

F9 
If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, 
the system will resend the request until the Billing System 
becomes available 

2   
 

F10 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, 
the system will postpone the request until next semester 2   
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Individual Sheet 

 

 
Before negotiation 

• In the P (priority) column, record 1 (important) or 0 (not important).   
• In the Q (quality) column, record ‘ok’ (acceptable in quality) or record ‘not ok’ (potential problem) 
 
 

 
After negotiation 

• In the P (priority) column, record 1 (want to have) or 0 (do not want to have / ok not to have this 
time) 

• In the Q (quality) column, record ‘ok’ (acceptable in quality) or record ‘not ok’ (not acceptable in 
quality) 

      

 Before After 

Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level P Q P Q 

S1 Retrieve information about the unit offer for the current 
semester. 2 

    

S2 Create schedule by selecting and registering four units 
with two extra choices from the catalogue. 4 

    

S3 Pay tuition fee online. 4 
    

S4 Create student’s schedule for the semester and allow 
modification throughout the semester. 6 

    

S5 Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have 
been processed 4 

    

S6 
Send prompt notification to students if a unit fills up 
during actual registration process or the unit has been 
cancelled 

2 
    

S7 Students add and drop units to change schedule during 
permitted time frame. 2 

    

S8 View electronic report cards at the end of the semester 2 
    

S9 Send alert to students whenever needed 2 
    

S10 Select new units or remove any units to allow modification 2 
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 Before After 

Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level P Q P Q 

L1 Retrieve and display a list of course unit offerings the 
lecturer is eligible to teach 2 

    

L2 Select units and signed up to teach 2 
    

L3 Access students’ information enrolled in the unit 2 
    

L4 Prompt notification will be send to the lecturers if there is 
schedule conflict while establishing unit offerings 6 

    

L5 Identify subjects for teaching purposes 2 
    

L6 Modify students’ grades after submitting to generate the 
electronic report card 2 

    

L7 Modify students’ grades before submitting to generate the 
electronic report card 2 

    

L8 View and modify own information 2 
    

L9 Enter grades for students in each class to generate 
electronic report cards 4 

    

L10 Go into the grading process to generate electronic report 
cards 4 

    

     

 Before After 

Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level P Q P Q 

A1 
Generate students’ schedule for the semester and modify 
the schedule if a unit is cancelled or if the students add or 
drop units 

6 
    

A2 Send verification of schedule conflict to users 4 
    

A3 Identify and verify lecturers’ identity before they perform 
any tasks 4 

    

A4 Identify and verify students’ identity before they perform 
any tasks 4 

    

A5 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit lecturers’ 
information 2 

    

A6 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit students’ 
information 2 

    

A7 Close registration and send error notification if there is an 
attempt to request a service after the registration is closed 2 

    

A8 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the 
unit or less than five students register for the unit 2 

    

A9 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing 
System, the system will stop sending the request 2 

    

A10 Identify and verify users every 5 minutes 4 
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 Before After 

Req 
Num Requirements Difficulty 

level P Q P Q 

F1 Once registration is closed, a transaction will be made 2 
    

F2 Establish communication with Billing System 2 
    

F3 
Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten 
students register for the unit and a lecturer has signed up 
to teach 

4 
    

F4 Manage online payment transaction to the Billing System 6 
    

F5 
Close registration and send transaction to the Billing 
System if at least five students register for the unit and a 
lecturer has signed up to teach 

4 
    

F6 Request connection for  billing transaction 2 
    

F7 Receive payment via online transaction 4 
    

F8 Establish communication with external system to handle 
payment 2 

    

F9 
If there is problem to communicate with the Billing 
System, the system will resend the request until the Billing 
System becomes available 

2 
    

F10 
If there is problem to communicate with the Billing 
System, the system will postpone the request until next 
semester 

2 
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Multiple Choice Sheet 

 

Circle only one answer to every requirement statement. Your choice must be the best possible answer that 

speaks for the requirement statement.  

 

1. Retrieve information about the units offered for the current semester. (S1) 
A. Get a unit catalogue containing a list of unit offerings for the semester 
B. Pulling all information in order to make informed decision 
C. Display a catalogue on a screen 
D. Get a unit catalogue containing all information about the units for the semester  

 

2. Create schedule by selecting and registering four units with two extra choices from the catalogue. (S2) 
A. Create a timetable for the semester 
B. Choose units to enroll from the catalogue 
C. Identify units from the catalogue and register the units to create schedule 
D. Identify extra units to replace registered units if there is cancelation 

 

3. Retrieve and display a list of course unit offerings the lecturer is eligible to teach. (L1) 
A. Allow lecturer to view course unit offerings 
B. Get a unit catalogue and display all course unit offerings 
C. Get a unit catalogue and display available course unit offerings  to teach for the current semester  
D. Get all information about course unit offerings 

 

4. Select units and signed up to teach. (L2) 
A. Allow lecturer not to choose any units to teach 
B. Allow lecturer to signature on every units they agreed to teach 
C. Allow lecturer to select several units to teach 
D. Allow lecturer to choose and to register  which units they decided to teach  

 

5. Generate students’ schedule for the semester and modify the schedule if a unit is cancelled or if the 
students add or drop units. (A1) 
A. Create schedule and allow modification if there is unit adding, unit dropping or unit cancellation. 
B. Allow administrator to develop schedule for students 
C. Generate schedule and modify the schedule whenever necessary 
D. Create schedule for all students generation 

 

6. Allow administrator to add, delete and edit lecturers’ information. (A5) 
A. Administrator is not allowed to maintain lecturers’ information. 
B. Administrator is allowed to modify lecturers’ information 
C. Administrator and lecturer are allowed to change lecturers’ information. 
D. Administrator is allowed to modify students’ information 

 

7. Establish communication with the Billing System (F2) 
A. Close communication with the Billing System 
B. Launch communication with the Billing System  
C. Maintain communication with the Billing System 
D. Send notification to the Billing System 

 

8. If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system will resend the request until the 
Billing System becomes available. (F9)   
A. If there is a communication breakdown, the system will keep sending the request until the request 

get through to the Billing System 
B. If there is a communication breakdown with the Billing System, the system will send the request to 

the next available system.  
C. The system will keep sending the request to the Billing System until it becomes available. 
D. If there is a communication breakdown, The Billing System will send a request to the system. 
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Instruction used to measure quality attributes as presented in Chapter 5 

(Actual) 

Organizing Negotiation towards Achieving Consensus 

  
Task  

 
In this practical class, groups of five students will exercise a negotiation in requirements engineering process. 
The objective of this experiment is to measure the quality of the requirements achieved through negotiation. 
This is a role play and in this exercise, you play the part of the stakeholders for the Academic Unit 
Registration System for students at The University of Western Australia. That is a system to enable students 
to register their choice of courses units, to enable lecturers to sign up to teach and to allow administrator to 
administer the system. The stakeholders are the representative of developers, students, lecturers, 
administrators and the university finance staff.   
 
Together with this instruction sheet, each participant will get a descriptive scenario sheet, a list of 24 
candidate requirements, a decision sheet and an individual sheet. The 24 candidate requirements are divided 
equally into four sets which are tailored for individual stakeholder. A developer will not get the requirements 
set as he/she is assumed to be neutral to assist in the requirements elicitation process. Hence, a developer will 
be a team leader.  
 
Please return the decision sheet and the individual sheet at the end of the tutorial session. 
 
1. Assume that your group have 50 points, which represents $50,000 and 50 days. The candidate 

requirements are tagged as difficult, moderate and easy. Easy requirements need 2 points, moderate 
requirements need 4 points and difficult requirements need 6 points.  The total amount needed to fulfil 
all the candidate requirements is 82 points. Therefore, some of the requirements will be dropped. Your 
task is to identify the most desired requirements worth 50 points with good quality. How do you achieve 
an agreement within a group? Negotiate. 

 
2. Spend five minutes to read and to understand the descriptive scenario and the requirements.  
 
3. Next, decide on which requirements to have and not to have by ticking the appropriate box in the 

decision sheet individually. You have 10 minutes to do this. 
 
4. Then, get into your group. Each one of you will own six requirements (exception for the team leader) 

which are important to you as an individual stakeholder. They are tagged clearly as ‘S’ for students, ‘L’ 
for lecturer, ‘A’ for administrator and ‘F’ for finance staff. 

 
5. A Team Leader will organise a negotiation session in order to achieve a consensus on which 

requirements to have or not to have. You have 20 minutes to perform the negotiation. During the 
negotiation process and whenever agreement is achieved, record 1 (agreed to have) or 0 (agreed not to 
have) in the decision sheet.   

 
6. When the 20 minutes is ended, please stop negotiating. As for the undecided requirements, please record 

u (undecided). 
 
7. Now, you are given a second chance to renegotiate. Based on the same requirements and within 20 

minutes, go into negotiation again to consider more views from the stakeholders, to explore the 
requirements rigorously and to carefully make a better group decision. Again, during the negotiation 
process and whenever agreement is achieved, record 1 (agreed to have) or 0 (agreed not to have) in the 
decision sheet.  When the consensus is achieved or when the 20 minutes ended, submit the decision 
sheet. 

 
As an individual stakeholder, you have an opportunity to have your say. In the individual sheet, tick ‘yes’ for 
the requirements you want or ‘no’ for the requirements you do not want. You have 10 minutes to do this. 
Submit the individual sheet. 
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Decision Sheet 
 

   Individual Negotiation Re-negotiation 

   Decision 
Effort 

Decision 
Effort 

Decision 
Effort 

Num Requirements Difficulty 
Level 

1 0 u 1 0 u 1 0 u 

S1 Student create schedule by selecting and registering four units with two extra choices 
from the catalogue 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

S2 
Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have been processed 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

S3 Send prompt notification to students if a units fills up during actual  registration 
process or the unit has been cancelled 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

S4 
Students add and drop units to change schedule during permitted time frame 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

S5 Students view electronic report cards at the end of the semester 2                         
S6 Send alert to students whenever needed 2                         
L1 Lecturer select units and signed up to teach 4                         
L2 Lecturer access students' information enrolled in the unit 2                         
L3 Identify subjects for teaching purposes 4                         
L4 Lecturer view and modify own information 2                         

L5 
Lecturer enter grades for students in each class to generate electronic report cards 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

L6 
Lecturer create student schedule by selecting several units from the catalogue 4 

      
  

      
  

      
  

A1 Generate students' schedule for the semester and modify the schedule if a unit is 
cancelled or if the students  add or drop units  6 

      
  

      
  

      
  

A2 Identify and verify users' identity before they perform any tasks 6                         
A3 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit users' information 4                         

A4 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or less than five 
students register for the unit 4                         
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A5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system will stop 
sending the request 2                         

A6 Edit users' information every 5 minutes 4                         
F1 Establish communication with Billing System 2                         

F2 Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten students register for the unit and 
a lecturer has signed up to teach 4                         

F3 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at least five students 
register  for the unit  and a lecturer has signed up to teach 4                         

F4 Request connection for billing transaction 2                         

F5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system will resend 
the request until the Billing System becomes available 2                         

F6 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system will postpone 
the request until next semester 2                         

 Total effort:                 
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Individual Sheet 
 

   Want 

Num Requirements Difficulty 
Level Yes No 

S1 Student create schedule by selecting and registering four units with two extra 
choices from the catalogue 4     

S2 Notify students by electronic mail once the schedules have been processed 
4     

S3 Send prompt notification to students if a units fills up during actual  
registration process or the unit has been cancelled 4     

S4 Students add and drop units to change schedule during permitted time frame 
4     

S5 Students view electronic report cards at the end of the semester 
2     

S6 Send alert to students whenever needed 
2     

 
   Want 

Num Requirements Difficulty 
Level Yes No 

L1 Lecturer select units and signed up to teach 
4     

L2 Lecturer access students' information enrolled in the unit 
2     

L3 Identify subjects for teaching purposes 
4     

L4 Lecturer view and modify own information 
2     

L5 Lecturer enter grades for students in each class to generate electronic 
report cards 

4     

L6 Lecturer create student schedule by selecting several units from the 
catalogue 4     
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   Want 

Num Requirements Difficulty 
Level Yes No 

A1 Generate students' schedule for the semester and modify the schedule if a 
unit is cancelled or if the students  add or drop units  6     

A2 Identify and verify users' identity before they perform any tasks 
6     

A3 Allow administrator to add, delete and edit users' information 
4     

A4 Cancel a unit offering if no lecturer signs up to teach the unit or less than 
five students register for the unit 

4     

A5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system will 
stop sending the request 

2     

A6 Edit users' information every 5 minutes 
4     

 
   Want 

Num Requirements Difficulty 
Level Yes No 

F1 Establish communication with Billing System 
2     

F2 Send transaction to the Billing System if at least ten students register 
for the unit and a lecturer has signed up to teach 4     

F3 Close registration and send transaction to the Billing System if at least 
five students register  for the unit  and a lecturer has signed up to teach 

4     

F4 Request connection for billing transaction 
2     

F5 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system 
will resend the request until the Billing System becomes available 

2     

F6 If there is problem to communicate with the Billing System, the system 
will postpone the request until next semester 

2     
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